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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
RACE YOUTH IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE AND 
CULTURE 
Race Youth in Twentieth-Century American Literature and Culture argues for the 
centrality of black youth, both real and literary, to the trajectories of African American 
literature and its repudiation of white supremacy. Drawing on research into the rise of the 
adolescent and teenager as distinct social categories, I argue that age-based subjectivity 
should inform how we read race-based subjectivity. My first chapter explores how early 
twentieth-century black periodicals push back against white supremacist theories of human 
development in an explicit appeal to what I call “race youth,” the children and adolescents 
who would take up the mantle of racial uplift. My second chapter examines how, amidst 
the Great Depression, protest writing reframed youth through a discourse of economic 
vulnerability to confront the inequity of government accountability in the Roosevelt era. I 
then consider the influence of the teenage rebel figure on post-1945 African American 
literature and argue that Cold War black authors unveil the deeply entrenched sexual and 
racial discourses that regulate and discipline rebellion during the turbulent era of 
desegregation. The final chapter analyzes twenty-first century young adult protest fiction 
through the lens of the previous century’s development of black adolescent subjectivity.  
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This project started with Carson McCullers, or rather with an insightful question 
about a paper I presented on Carson McCullers several years ago. At a Notre Dame 
conference on childhood studies, I introduced to the audience my theory of gender coercion 
as an adolescent phenomenon distinct from the pressures of childhood itself. I recall 
discussing Frankie, the adolescent protagonist of The Member of the Wedding (1946), who 
found herself increasingly subject to expected feminization as she crossed the threshold 
into young adulthood and who saw the freedom of her tomboyish childhood slipping farther 
away. During the lively discussion that followed, one audience member asked a simple yet 
critical question, one that was all-the-more profound for its simplicity: “What about black 
children?” I no longer remember the details of the discussion that followed, but I do 
remember not having any answer that satisfied me or satisfied what I take to be the heart 
of her question: “How is youth racialized, and what role does race play in how we live, 
represent, and theorize childhood and adolescence?” 
 “Race Youth in Twentieth-Century American Literature and Culture” takes this 
question as its central inquiry as it examines the racialization of youth in national and 
mainstream discourses and the collective yet diverse representations of racialized youth in 
African American literature. This dissertation interrogates the evolution of American 
discourses about youth across the 20th and 21st century to illustrate how discourses about 
youth are always discourses about race, rendered evident in the conjured images of the 
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young American that, at best, left out black youth and, at worst, attempted to justify and 
bolster the violence of white supremacy. I argue that this racialization of youth in American 
culture profoundly shaped the way black authors represented black youth in 20th- and 21st-
century African American literature, and “Race Youth in Twentieth-Century American 
Literature and Culture” argues for the centrality of black youth, both real and literary, to 
the trajectories of African American literature and its repudiation of white supremacy. 
Drawing on research into the adolescent and teenager as distinct and racialized social 
categories, I argue that age-based subjectivity should inform how we read race-based 
subjectivity. When literary and cultural critics read young black characters within the 
contextual framework of age in addition to race, we access new vistas of intersectionality 
that demonstrate how 20th- and 21st-century black authors envisioned the tensions, the 
hopes, the obstacles, and the demands of racial progress through the evolving conception 
of American youth. 
 While this dissertation does not attempt to theorize adolescence or offer any 
scientific understanding of human development, each of its chapters explores how youth, 
in its most abstract formulation, consistently figures as a battleground for the future of the 
nation and the race. Youth, as a cultural category distinct from childhood, contains and 
portends a host of tensions between the past and the future played out in the present. Its 
inherent liminality gestures to a horizon of adulthood, a future that could be, that ought to 
be, or that is “not-yet-here” despite our hope for it.1 The historically specific terms that fall 
 
1 The “not-yet-here,” originally theorizes by Ernst Bloch in The Principle of Hope, gestures to the power of 
an imagined future that gets reintroduced by José Esteban Muñoz as a principle of queer futurity. See 
Muñoz’s Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics (7). Nazera Sadiq Wright 
also uses the term “not-yet” (a term she borrows from Hortense Spillers’s discussion of the Middle Passage, 
not from Bloch or queer theory) to describe the liminality of black girlhood in Black Girlhood and the 
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under youth—the adolescent, the teenager, and the young adult—each point to a state of 
becoming that, unlike childhood, coincides with an emerging independence and sense of 
social identity that have implications that extend far beyond the individual. As chapter one 
demonstrates, for example, the turn-of-the-century “boy problem” gave rise to entire 
literary traditions and sociological texts that attempted to manifest an American 
exceptionalism through the daily practices of raising boys through adolescence. With the 
onset of the Great Depression—a historical era that, I argue, shaped the figures and appeals 
of protest era literature—the boy problem transformed from a psychological problem to an 
economic one, as the nation faced an entire generation of out-of-work boys and young men. 
As the third and final chapters demonstrate, discourses of youth also became a dumping 
ground for the woes and anxieties of any given era. The sheer volume of research on the 
Cold War teenager, from Frederick Wertham’s Seduction of the Innocent (1954) to Leerom 
Medovoi’s Rebels: Youth and the Cold War Origins of Identity (2005), illustrates the depth 
and complexity of American youth, both real and in our cultural imaginary. The fourth 
chapter examines how youth as a cultural discourse continues to draw out and magnify 
political tensions in the contemporary era, represented by the “snowflake” epithet that has 
come to characterize an entire generation of American youth.  
If my research stopped here with the complex and transformative history of 
American youth, it would already be an accomplishment. This project, however, includes 
this historical research for other ends: to understand literary black youth in ways that 
African American literary criticism has not yet fully explained. What is the relationship 
between these national discourses and the representations of black youth in African 
 




American literature? How have black authors been engaging with national conversations 
about young people alongside and within their more-studied engagement with racial 
politics? This project follows a line of inquiry quite similar to Philip Bryan Harper’s focus 
in Are We Not Men?: Masculine Anxiety and the Problem of African American Identity. 
Harper writes: “My object of analysis, then, is not an African-American culture distinct 
from the context in which it emerges, but one that derives in ongoing relation to a broader 
U.S. culture in which it is crucial” (x). In “Race Youth in Twentieth-Century American 
Literature and Culture,” I claim that readers of African American literature can recognize 
something akin to Henry Louis Gates’s “signifying” or José Esteban Muñoz’s 
“disidentification” in the dialectic between literary black youth and the national narratives 
(the spaces between identifying and counteridentifying) that evoke white youth either by 
default or through their explicit racialization.2 While the category of youth gets modified 
and deployed to address national tensions, often as a way to lament cultural vices or to 
strategize for national betterment, black authors across the 20th and 21st centuries redeploy 
these national narratives in their repudiation of white supremacy as their literary black 
youth represent the politics and potentiality of racial progress. Moreover, black authors 
often signify upon these national narratives as an indictment of a nation and an American 
culture where race still hangs like a veil between black youth and their future, their psychic 
freedom, and the broadly conceived youth of the national imaginary. 
 
2 Each term describes the creation of something new out of an incorporation or an identification with 
difference. For Gates, “signifyin(g)” describes a pattern of development in African American literature 
whereby an author would incorporate anew previous elements of black writing to produce new meanings. 
For Munoz, disidentification refers to the production of a new resistant mode of identification, “one that 
neither opts to assimilate within such a structure nor strictly opposes it; rather, disidentification is a strategy 
that works on and against dominant ideology” (11). For this project, literary race youth represent this new 
figurative space as black authors incorporate national narratives and discourses about youth but from the 
critical perspective of being at once part of and outside of this national construction. 
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This dissertation’s greatest contribution, then, is its call for a more nuanced and 
intersectional literary criticism, one that asks readers and critics to look at alternative or 
parallel national histories outside of African American history when reading African 
American literature or black characters. The “Race Youth” of this work’s title is itself 
indebted to the intersectional work of another black masculinities scholar, Hazel Carby, 
whose work Race Men offers a feminist rebuttal to the tradition of black masculinism in 
African American history. Carby’s title, by pluralizing the “Race Man” of African 
American culture from Du Bois onward, offers up the construct as a mutable and 
historically contingent one much like the “Race Youth” of my own. The history of 
intersectionality was, like Carby’s work, born out of the nexus of gender and race, when 
Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw discovered the incompatibility of singular arguments 
(racism or sexism) in articulating the interlocking discrimination oppressing working black 
women.3 Patricia Hill Collins has expanded Crenshaw’s work on intersectionality into 
what she calls an emerging critical social theory, one that “is far broader than what most 
people think” (2). In Intersectionality as Critical Social Theory, Collins outlines the 
academic and cultural applications of intersectionality, suggesting that intersectionality “as 
a heuristic has also proven to be especially valuable in rethinking important social 
constructs of identity and subjectivity” (37). While Collins would classify the intersectional 
approach in my work as a heuristic, it can also be understood as a theoretical lens that 
allows us to see “blind spots” in traditional literary criticism that prioritizes or even 
alienates racial histories from others like age (26). Without intersectionality, we critics run 
 
3 Crenshaw first articulated the concept of “intersectionality” in a 1989 article, “Demarginalizing the 
Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory 
and Antiracist Politics,” on the legal basis of “discrimination” and its “conceptual limitations” in 
recognizing “the complexities of compoundedness” (149, 166). 
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the risk of making assumptions about their subjectivity and about which discourses or 
histories influence their lives more than others. African American literary criticism without 
intersectionality encourages us to read literature as if there were one dominant power 
structure (white) and one competing narrative (black), when African American literature  
instead teaches us about the many diverse and contradictory power structures at work on 
black lives and black identities. The underlying assumption of my work is that there are 
always pluralities: versions of whiteness, blackness, masculinity, sexuality, age, power, 
privilege, and oppression. Of course, I have hardly covered them all, for no single work 
ever could. With this assumption, nonetheless, I resist analyzing the trajectories of African 
American literature as interested in blackness; instead, I encourage other critics and readers 
to look at age-based types of blackness in a given historical moment, ones that will, as my 
work bears out, evolve as does American culture. 
This introduction must necessarily return to Carby’s Race Men because it must 
explain another point of divergence with my work and African American literary and 
cultural criticism that positions black men as the mantle bearers of the race and of racial 
progress. Race Men investigates the masculinist rhetoric and logic of the Race Man in 
which “the figure of the intellectual and race leader is born of and engendered by other 
males” (25-6). Many black masculinities scholars offer influential and intersectional work 
on the histories and sociologies of black men in America, but their work often takes as a 
given the notion that black men figure as the spokespeople and cultural leaders of the race, 
even as they attempt to critique that notion.4 For example, in I Am a Man!: Race, Manhood, 
 
4 See, for example, Black Masculinity: The Black Man’s Role in American Society (1982) by Robert 
Staples, Are We Not Men: Masculine Anxiety and the Problem of African American Identity (1996) by 
Philip Brian Harper, Constructing the Black Masculine: Identity and Ideality in African American Men’s 
Literature and Culture, 1775-1995 (2002) by Maurice Wallace, We Real Cool: Black Men and Masculinity 
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and the Civil Rights Movement, Steve Estes explains somewhat tacitly that “demands for 
recognition of black manhood were calls for an acknowledgment of the human rights of 
both black men and women” (2). Even as black feminist scholars have intervened in recent 
decades by highlighting the roles and voices of black women, they have had to explicitly 
push back against the widely held assumption that the future of the race would be 
determined by the successes and failures of black men.5 
My work has much in common with black masculinities scholars. I look almost 
exclusively at black male youth, and the lone exception, The Hate U Give by Angie 
Thomas, depicts the death of a black male teenager as the catalyst for the female 
protagonist’s transformation. I study the racialization of the “boy problem” at the turn of 
the century to the disproportionate assault and killing of black teenage boys by police in 
the 21st century. My work, nonetheless, diverges from black masculinities scholars who 
position black men, rhetorically or otherwise, at the helm of racial progress. Race has and 
often continues to be understood in gendered terms, a notion that I borrow from Robyn 
Wiegman, but “Race Youth in Twentieth-Century American Literature and Culture” 
demonstrates that the present struggles and future solutions of the race—depicted through 
racial uplift, racialized vulnerability, racial autonomy, and race activism—have been 
envisioned, articulated, and represented through race youth, not black men or women.6 For 
 
(2004) by bell hooks, Manning the Race: Reforming Black Men in the Jim Crow Era (2004) by Marlon B. 
Ross, “Toward the New Black Studies, Or Beyond the Old Race Man” (2007) by Dwight A. McBride, “A 
Good Black Manhood is Hard to Find: Toward More Transgressive Reading Practices” (2012), by Jeffrey 
Q. McCune, Jr., and When We Imagine Grace: Black Men and Subject Making (2016) by Simone Drake. 
5 For a sample of recent scholarship, see Toward an Intellectual History of Black Women (2015) edited by 
Mia Bay, Farah J. Griffin, Martha S. Jones, and Barbara D. Savage, Black Girlhood in the Nineteenth 
Century (2016) by Nazera Sadiq Wright, and Remaking Black Power: How Black Women Transformed an 
Era (2017) by Ashley D. Farmer. 
6 Wiegman argues in American Anatomies: Theorizing Race and Gender that race and gender are more 
than intersecting categories and that race is understood in gendered terms. 
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this reason, despite the clear and obvious influence of black masculinities studies, my work 
finds its disciplinary home in age studies as much as critical race or black masculinities 
scholarship. 
Age studies, or more particularly children’s studies, have already laid the 
groundwork for nuanced conceptions of youth as it intersects with gender, sexuality, and 
race. Scholars like James R. Kincaid and Kathryn Bond Stockton have explored our 
cultural fascination with the sexual development of children, especially as it relates to the 
disruption or violation of postulated childhood innocence.7 Karen Sánchez-Eppler in 
Dependent States: The Child’s Part in Nineteenth-Century American Culture asserts that 
“age offers an interesting corrective as a way of approaching cultural analysis because 
unlike gender, or race, or even class, age is inherently transitional” (10). Some children’s 
studies scholars like Robyn Bernstein and Katherine Capshaw Smith have explored the 
intersections of race and age in their interrogations of racialized childhood in American 
literature and culture. Bernstein, in Racial Innocence: Performing American Childhood 
from Slavery to Civil Rights, demonstrates the systematic exclusion of black children from 
the discursive innocence of American childhood, while Capshaw Smith offers a compelling 
history of literature and writing for black children during the Harlem Renaissance.8 More 
recently, Nazera Sadiq Wright’s Black Girlhood in the Nineteenth Century depicts how 
black girls in literature served as vehicles for the “social and political agendas” of black 
authors who imbued black girlhood with “stories of warning and hope, concern and 
 
7 See James R. Kincaid’s Erotic Innocence: The Culture of Child Molesting (1998), Kathryn Bond 
Stockton’s The Queer Child, or Growing Sideways in the Twentieth Century (2009), and also Curiouser: 
On the Queerness of Children (2004) edited by Steven Bruhm and Natasha Hurley. 
8 See both Children’s Literature of the Harlem Renaissance (2006) and “Childhood, the Body, and Race 




optimism, struggles and success” (2). Wright’s work, most like my own, argues that black 
authors imagined the race and its future through black girls, not black men, and she uses 
literature as a lens through which to see African American cultural attitudes about age-
based blackness and the potential for racial progress that comes with childhood. Her work, 
when compared to my own, illustrates the distinctions between 19th- and 20th-century 
attitudes toward black youth, particularly as writing for and about girlhood diverges from 
the roles that black male youth played after the invention of adolescence.  
Twenty-first-century scholarship on the intersections of age and race studies should 
also recognize the work by sociologists and cultural critics who have examined the 
particular subjectivity of black youth as at once a powerful political voice (and future 
voting bloc) in American democracy and also a target of the criminal justice system. Since 
the election of Barack Obama in 2008, critics like Cathy Cohen (founder of the Black 
Youth Project and author of Democracy Remixed: Black Youth and the Future of American 
Politics) and Henry Giroux have investigated the political potential of black youth to 
transform or to save democracy from white supremacy.9 However, with the rise of the 
Black Lives Matter movement in 2014, scholarship on black youth has increasingly and 
necessarily attended to the disproportionate violence against black teenagers by police with 
publications like Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools by Monique W. 
Morris and Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and Latino Boys by Victor M. Rios. 
Works like these not only show the growing academic interest in scholarship on age-based 
 
9 While Giroux has published widely on youth in contemporary politics and culture, see in particular his 
chapters on youth in The Public in Peril: Trump and the Menace of American Authoritarianism (2018). 
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racial subjectivity but also illustrate the growing recognition that black teenagers 
experience a racial culture quite different from their parents. 
The literary criticism in “Race Youth” also leans heavily on archival material and 
the work of historians who have long studied developmental age categories in American 
culture. Chapter one, for example, weaves together conduct manuals for white and black 
youth, popular black periodicals like The Crisis and the Chicago Defender, and the work 
of historians like Gail Bederman and Kent Baxter to illustrate the relationships between 
childhood training and its implications for national and racial uplift.10 This methodology 
serves dual purposes, one pragmatic and one ideological. On one hand, much of the 
scholarship on American adolescence has been generated by historians who studied “the 
invention of adolescence,” the youth-based relief efforts of the New Deal, the emergence 
of the “teenager” as a harbinger of a rebellious Cold War counterculture, and the political 
leverage of millennials and gen Z in 21st-century democracy. These works illustrate the 
historical landscape against which I analyze the representations of black youth in African 
American literature. Historians of African American culture, particularly of black 
liberation efforts and young black activism, on the other hand, have encouraged me to 
ground my literary criticism in the agency and the organization efforts of actual black youth 
who inspired their representation in African American literature. My work argues that the 
lives and histories of black youth greatly influenced the shape and direction of African 
American literature, and this dissertation contributes to the field of African American 
scholarship that refuses to see black history, culture, or literature as passively imposed, or 
 
10 See Bederman’s Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United 
States, 1880-1917 (1996) and Baxter’s The Modern Age: Turn-of-the-Century American Culture and the 
Invention of Adolescence (2008). 
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what Cornel West calls “identity-from-above” in “A Matter of Life and Death” (22). In 
Racial Innocence, Bernstein relatedly critiques “top-down” approaches to childhood 
studies that claim “that children’s culture is created by one, empowered group (adults) and 
given to or forced upon another, disempowered group (children)” (29). Alluding both to 
the agency and the complexity of children to defy, diverge, and disrupt containment or 
control, Bernstein’s critique applies with equal force to black youth who, as historians of 
African American culture have demonstrated, epitomize defiance, divergence, and 
disruption to America’s racial hierarchy. Chapter Two, for example, examines the 
influence of both young black activists (like the founders of the Southern Negro Youth 
Congress and labor organizer Angelo Herndon) on the protest literature of Langston 
Hughes and Richard Wright. By tracing the implications of historical black youth on their 
literary counterparts, this dissertation refuses to contribute to the “damage-centered 
research” on African American history and culture that Eve Tuck encourages scholars to 
resist in “Suspending Damage: A Letter to Communities” (409). Instead, I regard African 
American literature as part of a larger matrix wherein black authors engage with the lived 
experiences and activism of actual black youth, cultural discourses about youth on a 
national level, and diverse politics of racial progress and racial representation across the 
20th and 21st centuries. 
Chapter Summaries 
Race Youth in Twentieth-Century American Literature and Culture commences 
with the emergence of the adolescent as a distinct social type at the turn of the 20th century. 
As social scientists and eugenicists weaponized theories of human development to justify 
white supremacy, black editors and authors like W.E.B. Du Bois appealed to idealized 
12 
 
“race youth,” or those children and adolescents who would take up the mantle of racial 
progress. My first chapter, “Race Youth in Black Periodicals,” compares the construction 
of race youth across prominent black periodicals in the early 20th century: Du Bois’s The 
Crisis and The Brownies’ Book, The Chicago Defender Junior page, and select stories in 
Opportunity magazine. I argue that each periodical imagined individual black youth as the 
key to collective liberation while attuning to their distinct perspectives on the needs and 
challenges of racial progress. With The Brownies’ Book, Du Bois presented the first literary 
magazine for black youth and offered readers examples of black excellence and 
instructions for racial uplift. At the same time, Robert Abbott, entrepreneur and editor-in-
chief of The Chicago Defender, introduced the Defender Junior page which encouraged 
business acumen and black youth collectivism over traditional racial uplift. My chapter 
concludes with an examination of select short stories in Charles S. Johnson’s literary 
magazine, Opportunity, where authors like Zora Neale Hurston and Marita Odette Bonner 
contest the aspirational needs of black youth promoted in the other magazines by 
emphasizing instead the threats to their very existence.  
With the onset of the Great Depression, discourses of human development gave 
way to discourses of youth vulnerability. National narratives about youth, especially those 
popularized by the Roosevelt administration, reframed youth through a discourse of 
economic precarity in need of government assistance. In my second chapter, “Vulnerable 
Youth in the Protest Writing of Langston Hughes and Richard Wright,” I argue that Hughes 
and Wright situate black youth within narratives of government accountability by 
emphasizing their vulnerability to economic oppression and racial violence. This chapter 
starts with an analysis of Scottsboro Limited (1931), where I demonstrate how Hughes 
13 
 
dramatizes the at-the-time impending execution of the Scottsboro Boys to critique the 
victimization of black youth by both an exploitative class system and a racist criminal 
justice system. The chapter then takes up the protest of Richard Wright who added an 
interrogation of the psychology of oppression during the Jim Crow era. Through an 
analysis of Uncle Tom’s Children (1940), I argue that Wright signifies upon the discourses 
of vulnerability during the depression by depicting youth as subject to unprecedented 
economic pressures and unrelenting racial violence. Most importantly, I demonstrate that 
both authors direct their protest toward a youth-led cultural awakening during a decade 
when more political youth organizations formed than any previous era. 
My third chapter, “Rebel Youth in Cold War Black Literature,” examines the 
popular conception of the American teenager in the post-1945 era and its influence on 
African American literature. During this period, the rebel teenager became an icon that 
distinguished an entire generation of American youth. In this chapter, I claim that Cold 
War black authors utilized the teenage rebel figure to explore and expose the racial and 
sexual politics of defiance. I start with an analysis of William Demby’s Beetlecreek (1950) 
where I argue that racial differences and racial belonging get naturalized through 
discourses of sexual normalcy. This novel sets the stage for post-1945 African American 
literature where black teenage protagonists of the other works in question—James 
Baldwin’s “The Outing” (1951) and Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953) and Amiri Baraka’s 
The Toilet (1964)—face the pressures of racial communities that use sexuality to discipline 
race. I assert that black authors employed the teenage rebel to expose how black and white 
Americans policed sexual and racial rebellion during the turbulent era of desegregation. 
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The project culminates with a fourth chapter which serves as a culmination of the 
project’s investigation of black youth subjectivity in African American literature. In 
“Young Adult Literature and the Protest Renaissance,” I consider how 21st-century black 
authors return to the genre of protest fiction in young adult novels about police brutality. 
During the Black Lives Matter era, millennial black authors of young adult literature push 
against accusations of hypersensitivity and entitlement by drawing connections between 
microaggressions, systemic racism, and police violence. Through an examination of three 
works—Jason Reynold and Brendan Kiely’s All American Boys (2015), Angie Thomas’s 
The Hate U Give (2017), and Nic Stone’s Dear Martin (2017)—I argue that young adult 
protest novels confront the anti-youth discourses that seek to preemptively dismiss 
critiques of racial microaggressions by invalidating young perspectives, all while offering 
young readers an education in 21st-century critical race theories and practice. As these 
works weave examples of interpersonal racial bias with narratives of police brutality, they 
encourage youth to see the connections between microaggressions and state-sanctioned 
racial violence. 
Despite its historical range and breadth of coverage on literary black youth across 
much of the 20th century and the current era, my hope is that critics regard my work as 
generative not comprehensive. The intersections of age and race open new avenues for 
theorizing more nuanced black subjectivities and transitory types of blackness, especially 
in their diverse and complex representations in African American literature. While each 
chapter of this dissertation engages with a singular historical period, they illustrate both the 
overlapping and divergent visions of race youth by contemporaneous authors who have 
unique visions of a racialized coming-of-age in American literature and culture. Further 
research on these eras could explore authors and works or offer competing or parallel 
discourses on youth from arenas unstudied here. “Race Youth” also attempts to address 
literary black youth from a variety of sources and forms including periodicals, short stories, 
novellas, plays, and novels to assert that African American literature and culture has 
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consistently grappled with representations of black youth and its implications for racial 
progress. Future projects, nonetheless, could investigate more fully the relationships 
between age, race, and literary form with a closer eye to the politics and markets of the 
latter’s industry. A more comprehensive study on the Young Adult fiction industry, for 
example, could offer an insightful complement to my fourth chapter’s argument on 
millennial activism, racial protest, and 21st-century identity development. Lastly, this work 
intentionally pairs understudied black authors with canonical writers to illustrate the 
ubiquity of race youth in the trajectory of African American literature from acclaimed 
authors like Richard Wright to long-forgotten artists like William Demby or Marita 
Bonner. More research, however, could investigate the limitations of this author selection 
to uncover race youth from underground communities, from regional perspectives, or from 
a transnational experience, particularly as “race youth” as a construct spills beyond the 
realm of African American activism or America’s national boundaries. The profusion of 
race youth—across forms and genres, geographies and eras, mainstream canons and 
archives—makes clear that adolescence was and continues to be a powerful rhetorical and 
political construct for articulating and imagining our futures, racial, national, or otherwise. 
In its most obvious sense, I have produced “Race Youth in Twentieth-Century 
American Literature and Culture” for literary critics, but I have also written this work for 
black youth today who should become acquainted with the substantive and profound 
lineage of black youth in African American literature. Black youth today face a tragic 
precarity and vulnerability that simultaneous deprives them of their childhoods and 
threatens to rob them of their futures. One need only read the daily news to see evidence 
of this assault on black youth by unaccountable police brutality (particularly in the surge 
of School Resource Officers facilitating the school-to-prison pipeline), a rampant public, 
organized, and militant white supremacy, and a neoliberalism that makes healthcare, higher 
education, environmental sustainability, and a living wage distant dreams of generations 
past. In an opinion piece for the New York Times, author Roxane Gay wrote, “Black 
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children are not allowed to be children. They are not allowed to be safe, not at home, not 
at pool parties, not driving or sitting in cars listening to music, not walking down the street, 
not in school. For black children, for black people, to exist is to be endangered. Our bodies 
receive no sanctity or safe harbor.”11 While black children and youth more broadly are 
undeniably under siege, they have been, in American literature and culture, so much more. 
This research on racialized youth—inspired by the long-ago question, “What about black 
children?”—illustrates that black youth have been the agents of change, the visions of hope, 
and the representations of an American culture grappling with its racial history and national 
future. 
 




RACE YOUTH IN BLACK PERIODICALS 
 
 
By the turn of the 20th century, theories of adolescence offered Americans a way to 
reimagine the relationship between the individual and the nation. The fascination with 
adolescence in both scientific and popular discourses revealed a nation captivated by the 
modern question of human development and what that meant for civilization. In the first 
few decades of the 20th century, community leaders and organizations formed youth 
movements like the Boy Scouts of America and the Girl Reserves to guide youth through 
so-called turbulent adolescence into adulthood. These organizations flooded the market 
with advice manuals and instructional guides about proper boy training, suggesting that the 
nation was as hopeful as it was anxious about what might happen to youth who entered 
adulthood without proper guidance. As Kent Baxter notes in The Modern Age: Turn-of-
the-Century American Culture and the Invention of Adolescence, “the common 
construction of the impulsive, conflicted, and rebellious adolescent found its origins and 
most vigorous articulations in America at the turn of the twentieth century and was inspired 
by broader cultural anxieties that characterized American society at that time” (3). One 
particular anxiety, known as the “boy problem,” sought to answer what was happening and 
what could be done with boys so that they would become more capable, responsible, and 
well-adjusted men. Even though these discourses often gestured toward an overriding 
preoccupation with male youth, their widespread popularity revealed how early 20th-




Mainstream discourses of adolescence and the “boy problem” in the early 20th 
century coincided with an equally prominent investment in black youth by authors and 
activists for racial progress. This chapter explores how three leading black periodicals—
The Crisis, The Chicago Defender, and Opportunity magazine—imagined black youth 
within the context of the invention of the adolescent. Periodicals publishing work for and 
about black youth ultimately sought to liberate the race through their depictions of the next 
generation, despite their complicated and conflicted indebtedness to innovative and white 
supremacist theories about individual human development.  I argue that mainstream 
ideologies of adolescence and developmental psychology influenced how the black 
community understood the development of race men and women even as they addressed 
the unique aspirations, needs, and pressures of black youth and the adults who raised them. 
Major black periodicals during the first decades of the 20th century envisioned the future 
of the race through black youth all while competing over what those youth needed to 
engender racial progress. Despite their consistent and widespread turn toward black youth 
as future race leaders, these black periodicals engaged in complicated ways with what black 
youth needed to become ideal leaders of the race. 
G. Stanley Hall and Adolescence as Synecdoche 
In 1904, G. Stanley Hall published the first monumental study of human 
development that focused on the transitory period of adolescence. The term “adolescence,” 
originating from the Latin “adolescere” (meaning “to grow up”), had largely fallen out of 
popular usage by the end of the Middle Ages.12 By the publication of Hall’s two-volume 
 
12 Philip Graham offers this brief etymology in his 2004 The End of Adolescence (25). 
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Adolescence,13 however, the term circulated widely through scientific and popular 
vernaculars, largely due to what historian John Neubauer calls the “interlocking discourse 
about adolescence [which] emerged in psychoanalysis, psychology, criminal justice, 
pedagogy, sociology, as well as in literature” (qtd. in Baxter 23). Hall’s most significant 
contribution with Adolescence was his ideological approach to individual human 
development grounded in Darwinian evolutionary theory. Recapitulation theory, as he 
called it, proposed that individual growth was inseparable from human evolution, so 
inseparable in fact that the maturing individual actually passed through the evolutionary 
history of the human race on his way to adulthood. This theory led Hall to suggest that 
during adolescence, youth experienced the moods, desires, behaviors, and mental 
limitations of his most primitive and savage ancestors. As he passed through the end of 
adolescence into adulthood, he lived out the civilizing stages of his more recent ancestors 
to arrive at the modern man of contemporary society. 
 Hall’s theory necessarily spoke to the development of the modern man because 
recapitulation theory came as a response to a cultural dilemma: why was the modern man 
so maladjusted to contemporary society? Hall and most of his contemporaries understood 
women to be already well-suited for civilization. One published expert on the “boy 
problem,” J. Adams Puffer, claims that “One notes incidentally how much better fitted for 
civilization, both in mind and body, women are than men” (84). According to Gail 
Bederman, Hall obsessed over the shortcomings of the modern man and lamented what he 
saw as the modern epidemic of male neurasthenia. Pointing both to the rapid pace and 
 
13 The full title of Hall’s work is Adolescence: Its Psychology and Its Relations to Physiology, 
Anthropology, Sociology, Sex, Crime, Religion, and Education, published in two volumes in 1904 and later 
abridged as Youth: Its Education, Regimen, and Hygiene in 1907. 
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demands of modern society and to societally imposed manly self-restraint, Hall devoted 
his life’s work to understanding how experiences in youth influenced and could be 
manipulated to raise more capable men. For Hall, Bederman writes, this endeavor to save 
the civilized world was urgent: “Humanity’s future seemed bleak—unless a way could be 
found to reverse this evolutionary trend and to build a manhood powerful enough to 
withstand the emasculating tendencies of higher civilization” (88). 
Hall’s proposed solution for reversing the evolutionary trend was to embrace what 
he saw as the natural linear progress of humanity from savagery to civilization; before 
youth could become civilized adults, they must play out the savagery of their ancestors 
through their childhood. This thinking, Baxter claims, gave rise to youth movements (like 
the Woodcraft Indians) that preached the virtues of playing in the wilderness instead of the 
city (9). It furthermore led to an explosion of advice books on boy training. The logic went 
that youth could potentially harness the strengths of their primitive ancestors as they passed 
through that evolutionary stage on the way to adulthood. If allowed to embrace their 
savagery during the “storm and stress” of adolescence, they would have the fortitude to 
withstand the burdens of the modern world. Hall’s Adolescence, followed twenty years 
later by the celebrated anthropology of Margaret Mead, “reinstituted biology at the base of 
psychology” (Baxter 4).14 Thus, the recapitulation of one’s evolutionary history became a 
biological imperative, and writers on all sides of the color line had to contend with this new 
“science” on how biology drove psychological development. 
 
14 Margaret Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa (1928) further perpetuated the idea that, while some 
attributes were universal, biology had an undeniable impact on psychology. 
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 Bederman notes that Hall differentiated between black and white individual 
maturation in the adolescent period when, he claimed, “negro children” ceased to mature 
as white adolescents did and remained stuck in perpetual childhood (93).15 For Hall, when 
the white adolescent continued to evolve as he entered adulthood, he became the 
representative for a modern human evolution that had advanced beyond the more primitive 
races. Hall’s theories refigured all people of color around the world as mere stages of 
progress on the path to white supremacy. Hall and other authors writing about adolescence 
further infused the nebulous category with political significance, suggesting that the 
adolescent represented America both as a relatively new nation-state and as one poised to 
become a paragon of human development. Hall writes,  
In vigor, enthusiasm, and courage we [the United States] are still young, 
and our faults are those of youth. Because they have been great our suffering 
has been also great, and pain is the world’s best teacher whose lessons are 
surest to be laid to heart. The very fact that we think we are young will make 
the faith in our future curative, and we shall one day not only attract the 
youth of the world by our unequaled liberty and opportunity, but develop a 
mental, moral, and emotional nurture that will be the best preparation for 
making the most and the best of them and for helping humanity on to a 
higher stage. (16) 
For Hall, the “faults” of America’s past (presumably including its unconscionable 
treatment of ethnic and racial minorities) can be easily dismissed as the foibles of 
immaturity as if the adults of America’s past behaved immaturely just because they lived 
in a fledgling nation. Moreover, Hall reincorporates these faults as a national good, one 
that will render the nation more capable of attracting and raising mature youth through faith 
in an inevitable national development.  
 
15 See in particular the chapter “‘Teaching Our Sons to Do What We Have Been Teaching the Savages to 
Avoid’: G. Stanley Hall, Racial Recapitulation, and the Neurasthenic Paradox” in Bederman’s Manliness 
and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880-1917 (77-120). 
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Ernest Thompson Seton and Robert Baden-Powell, fathers of the Woodcraft 
Indians and the Boy Scouts Association, also justified their philosophies for boy training 
around the national good. Baxter summarizes their philosophies as primarily referential: 
“Individual work on the self ultimately means collective work for the nation” (107). By the 
first few decades of the 20th century, the adolescent had become a powerful signifier, in 
part because he served as a synecdoche for a variety of revered categories—like humanity, 
race, and nation—and also because he was, and is, a symbol of potential. The adolescent 
is Hall’s “genetic pioneer” and Puffer’s “prophecy of adulthood,” the harbinger of a 
community’s ideals, and in this way, the turn-of-the-century adolescent became a useful 
tool for eugenicists.16 
 It is no coincidence that the popularity of eugenics coincided with the invention of 
adolescence, since intellectuals in both fields were, at root, entertaining the same questions. 
Eugenicists contemplated the potential of what Daylanne English calls an “ideal citizen-
self” and how that individual could usher in an optimal society (25). In Unnatural 
Selections: Eugenics in American Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, English 
suggests that eugenics bridged the gap between the individual and the nation or race (40). 
Like the theorists of adolescence, eugenicists perceived the race and the nation as in a state 
of becoming with a desired outcome on the horizon, and for both camps the question 
became how best to get there. For many eugenicists, child-rearing by both parents and 
communities became the means of executing this vision. Authors of advice books on 
 
16 Hall’s full quote on the “genetic pioneer”—“Growth is so rapid during this ‘new birth’ that the 
individual can actually surpass the history of the species and acquire new genetic qualities: the adolescent 
becomes the genetic pioneer”—is quoted in Baxter (50). Puffer, author of The Boy and His Gang (1912), 
supported Hall’s recapitulation theory in his own research, suggesting that the adolescent is part of his 
race’s past and part of its unfolding and genetically superior future (79). 
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raising boys, like the Boy Scout’s Boy Training, claimed that “working on the material at 
its most responsive time, we confidently hope to raise the whole nation” (xiv, italics mine). 
This type of uplift became the most ubiquitous paradigm for national and race 
improvement. As Kevin Gaines remarks in Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, 
and Culture in in the Twentieth Century, uplift “cannot be regarded as an independent black 
perspective” (xiv). During the early decades of the 20th century, virtually all social classes 
were looking for improvement, and youth became a rhetorically powerful starting block.  
 Intellectuals across the color line regarded youth as a productive tool for what 
became a discourse of competitive populism. Marlon B. Ross describes the early-20th-
century drive to outpace other social groups as “the race of the races” (18). Publications by 
key white supremacists like Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race (1916) and 
Lothrop Stoddard’s The Rising Tide of Color (1920) sought to enflame public sentiment 
with racist fears about diminishing white purity. Their interest was primarily biological as 
white populists feared the growing populations of people of color around the world; youth, 
for them, held a quantitative value as they desired fewer immigrant or non-white children 
in proportion to their own. Black intellectuals, however, approached “the race of the races” 
from a more behavioral perspective, hoping to uplift the black race through the education 
of youth. Of course many prominent black intellectuals still relied on a basic acceptance of 
biological essentialism,17 but the tenets of uplift preached that all black youth could 
improve their station, and thus the race’s, with proper instruction.  
 
17 Both Daylanne English and Kevin Gaines offer careful consideration of how biological essentialism 
figures in racial uplift. 
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W. E. B. Du Bois, The Crisis, and The Brownies’ Book 
W. E. B. Du Bois, perhaps more than any other intellectual to date, recognized the 
role of black youth as the future of the race and devoted much of his political and 
professional ventures to their advancement. He recognized that writing for and about black 
youth required not only the construction of a positive image of black youth but the 
destruction of the racist depiction popularized by the minstrel tradition and existing 
children’s literature for white audiences. In Racial Innocence: Performing American 
Childhood from Slavery to Civil Rights, Robin Bernstein explains that children’s literature 
had so consistently contrasted “angelic white children” with “pickaninnies” that black 
youth were virtually restricted “from the category of childhood” altogether (16). This 
disparaging treatment in children’s fiction additionally extended to black parents, who, 
according to Violet J. Harris, “were depicted as disinterested, amused by their children’s 
contretemps, or depicted as slightly remiss in the performance of their parental duties” (16). 
In general, mainstream white society regarded the entire black population as a child-like 
race with “innate and biological inferiority” (Nichols 6). Black intellectuals attempting to 
garner respect for the black child and adult had a Sisyphean task ahead of them, and so Du 
Bois took a two-pronged approach in attempting to reform the image of the child and the 
parent in his periodical, The Crisis, by reaffirming evolutionary theories about race on one 
hand and emphasizing cultural constructivism on the other. 
 In 1910, The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
published the first issue of its official magazine, The Crisis, with Du Bois serving as 
managing editor. This monthly magazine printed news about racial violence, world events, 
editorials, and new literature and poetry, all with a special emphasis on middle-class racial 
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uplift. In the “Publisher’s Chat” section of the September 1912 issue, Du Bois announced 
that the upcoming installment and every October issue to follow would be dedicated to 
issues facing black youth. The “Children’s Number,” as it was named, ran from 1912 into 
the mid-1930s and published articles and editorials about issues affecting black youth (like 
records of Jim Crow segregation in schools, advice about hygiene and nutrition, updates 
on the juvenile court system, and questions about eugenics). Du Bois firmly believed that 
the next generation would usher in a new class of “Negro,” and education—within schools 
and the home—would revise the youth’s, and thus the race’s, national status.  
As much as he praised education, however, Du Bois could not escape completely 
the eugenicist theories of his contemporaries. Every year, the NAACP held a “prize baby 
contest,” and Du Bois published photos of the winners in the “Children’s Number” in what 
English calls “a kind of eugenic ‘family album’” (49). Accompanying the 1914 catalog of 
photos, which employ genetic beauty as markers of racial progress, Du Bois engaged head-
on the racist disregard for and disposability of black youth: “With few exceptions [these 
babies] will be well educated and suitably trained. [. . .] Most of them will receive higher 
training and are destined to become prime factors among the leading group of the race. 
Notwithstanding all this, they will be looked upon as ‘problems’” (“Our Baby Pictures,” 
299). By contrasting white-supremacist mythology about pathological blackness with ever-
increasing evidence of healthy babies to respectable homes, Du Bois forced readers to 
confront the illogic of seeing black children as “problems.” He designs his editorial so that 
the only obstacle on their path to success is discrimination and prejudice since the children 
themselves—with a combination of ideal genetics and upbringing—are of the highest 
quality. Of course, as English and Gaines point out, the entanglement of culture and biology 
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reveals Du Bois to be more indebted to racist evolutionary thinking than he may have 
intended. In Uplifting the Race, Gaines demonstrates that uplift thinking depended upon 
the idea of an evolved elite black class distinct from the somewhat pathological or primitive 
folk classes.18 In the case of the “family album,” Du Bois’s classification of “elite”—even 
if partly based on beauty—demonstrates his faith in the rhetorical power of black youth 
when coupled with the turn-of-the-century faith in racialized genetic improvements 
popularized by both adolescent theorists and eugenicists.  
 Despite his employment of mainstream evolutionary ideologies of civilization and 
uplift, Du Bois was keenly aware of a significant difference between the development of 
black youth and their white peers, one unaffected by genetics. As early as 1903 with The 
Souls of Black Folk, Du Bois wrote about the experience of discovering one’s racial 
difference and the impact of that realization on becoming an adult.19 In the chapter “Of the 
Coming of John,” a fictional black boy goes to college where, after nearly getting expelled, 
he throws himself into his studies and grows into a man through his sustained and insatiable 
inquiry into the world around him. The culmination of his deep musings, and the 
transformation that carries him from his “boyhood days” to “a world of motion and of 
men,” lies in his realization of the oppressive color line:  
He grew slowly to feel almost for the first time the Veil that lay between 
him and the white world; he first noticed now the oppression that had not 
seemed oppression before, differences that erstwhile seemed natural, 
restraints and slights that in his boyhood days had gone unnoticed or been 
greeted with a laugh. He felt angry now when men did not call him ‘Mister,’ 
he clenched his hands at the ‘Jim Crow’ cars, and chafed at the color-line 
that hemmed in him and his. (113) 
 
18 Gaines’s work astutely demonstrates how black elites traded in a more universal claim for “inalienable 
rights” for “ostensibly universal but deeply racialized ideological categories of Western progress and 
civilization” (xiv).  
19 According to Gaines, many black authors recorded this moment of realization in their autobiographical 
writing (47).  
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“Of the Coming of John” introduces several key Du Boisian uplift positions, but for Du 
Bois, the realization of racial difference in Jim Crow America contributed more to the 
maturation of black youth than any other subject.20 Just over twenty years later, in the pages 
of The Crisis, Langston Hughes published a collection of vignettes called “The Childhood 
of Jimmy” (1927) where one vignette, “The Difference,” describes a young black boy’s 
exposure to racial discrimination and his difficulty in understanding it. After his friend Paul 
calls him a “nigger,” Jimmy struggles to reconcile how his best friend (who “didn’t mean 
to hurt [him]”) could call him a racial slur (292-3). Hughes points to the monumental 
impact this episode had on Jimmy, and presumably on all black youth, by situating it amidst 
five other significant influences on his childhood: “The Town,” “The School,” “The Soul,” 
“The Body,” and “Death” (292). Like Hughes, Du Bois recognized the profound and 
traumatic impact that the realization of presumed inferiority had on black youth, regardless 
of how unconscionable and erroneous that presumption may have been. Certain that black 
youth would one day discover their subordinate status in the eyes of white society, Du Bois 
sought preventatively to shore up their self-confidence and sense of self-worth. To that end, 
he extended his editorial mission from publishing about black youth to publishing for them. 
In the 1919 “Children’s Number,” Du Bois announced in the pages of The Crisis that a 
forthcoming literary magazine, The Brownies’ Book, would be available “for all children, 
 
20 In this chapter, John struggles to keep a small school for “negroes” open after the Judge claims, “The 
white people of Altamaha are not spending their money on black folks to have their heads crammed with 
impudence and lies” (118). The black community itself contributes to the problem by suggested, as did 
Booker T. Washington, that too much education would “spoil” him (111). The Judge’s attitude toward the 
school is partly shaped by the Uncle Tom figure, the postmaster, who volunteers that John was giving 
lectures on uprisings like the “French Revolution” and was, thus, “a dangerous Nigger” (118). Finally, 
John’s mother and sister stay behind in the South after sending John North for an education where they, 




but especially for ours, ‘the Children of the Sun’” (“The True Brownies,” 286, italics in 
original). 
 The Brownies’ Book ranks among the earliest contributions to the genre of 
children’s literature for black audiences, and this monthly literary magazine offered a 
rebuttal to the racist depictions of pickanninies and negligent parents in previous children’s 
literature.21 The magazine’s primary interest, however, was not convincing white 
audiences of the value and humanity of black children (though this was certainly one of its 
goals) but to instill racial pride in black youth so that the sting of racial discrimination 
would not turn so easily into anger. In his 1919 announcement for the magazine, Du Bois 
cites as the impetus for the magazine a young black girl who was filled with hatred after 
experiencing discrimination. In place of hatred, and perhaps as a preventative to it, Du Bois 
proclaimed the first goal of The Brownies’ Book: “To make colored children realize that 
being ‘colored’ is a normal, beautiful thing” (“The True Brownies,” 286).22 
 The Brownies’ Book, with Jessie Redmon Fauset serving as literary editor and 
contributing most of the editorial entries, epitomized the contemporary philosophy that 
societal and racial change started with youth. As promoters and architects of racial uplift, 
 
21 Fern Kory, in “Once Upon a Time in Aframerica: The ‘Peculiar’ Significance of Fairies in the Brownies’ 
Book,” suggests that even the name “brownie” signifies against racist treatments of black people in 
American culture and offers black readers a chance to feel included and proud. A “Brownie,” deriving from 
Scottish and neighboring folklore, was an “elf-like creature” who completed domestic chores at night in 
exchange for food. The brownie was popularized in 19th-century America by Palmer Cox whose playful 
(yet ethnically and racially exploitative) figures appeared repeatedly in the largest-circulating children’s 
magazine, St. Nicholas. As Kory attests, “Through his choice of title, Du Bois was signifying on the 
exclusionary ideology of these ‘other’ brownies and promising the adult readers of Crisis that his magazine 
for children will rework the most visible materials of popular culture into a mirror that can begin to reflect 
its child readers back to themselves” (100). 
22 According to Capshaw Smith in “The Brownies’ Book and the Roots of African American Children’s 
Literature,” the origins of The Brownies’ Book derive from a letter written by Carrie Clifford and published 
in the 1917 “Children’s Number.” Clifford, representative of the “Juvenile Department” of the NAACP, 
proposes “a children’s magazine, where juveniles may send stories, drawing, charades, puzzles, etc., to 
which grown-ups may also contribute whatever will help us reach the goal of race unity” (306). 
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Du Bois and Fauset designed The Brownies’ Book with such a diversity of content that 
virtually any reader would find something enjoyable in the material. The magazine 
contained fiction, drama, poetry, games, a monthly section on accomplishments known as 
“Little People of the Month,” and a “Grown-Ups’ Corner” where adults could offer advice 
or ask questions of the editors. It predominantly published work by “colored men, women, 
and children,” the editors affirmed in the January 1921 issue after reminding readers that 
they “are really creating modern Negro literature” (25). Like The Crisis, The Brownies’ 
Book frequently published images of “perfect” children, only here they used scientific data 
to bolster their claims of genetic superiority, with two babies scoring 100% on “a eugenics 
test” (116).23 
The magazine’s greatest contribution and central mission was to instill racial pride 
and self-respect in young black readers. The cover of the inaugural issue demonstrates its 
commitment to this mission with a smiling black girl, arms outstretched, in a white gown 
with a crown on her head. Three pages later, immediately following the table of contents, 
is a photo of another black girl, “Her Royal Highness, Zaouditou, Queen of the Kings of 
Abyssinia, Empress of Ethiopia” (2). The near juxtaposition of the two images offers a 
visual connection and an homage to an ancestral connection between black youth in 
America and royal youth in Africa. The Brownies’ Book, through its frequent references to 
Africa and its near refusal to label Africans as savage or primitive, promotes a positive 
sense of self based on genetic history, thus still relying on biological essentialism but 
inverting the connotation. 
 
23 Eugenics tests, often applied as the rubric to baby contests held at fairs, measured physical features like 
the circumference of the head and weight relative to age. See Steven Selden’s “Transforming Better Babies 




 The commitment to revising its readers’ self-image also extended to the more recent 
past. The editors included frequent biographies of heroic or admirable black Americans 
like Katy Ferguson or Paul Cuffee. In fact, in the letters-to-the-editor section known as 
“The Jury,” children requested more biographies of influential black people than anything 
else. One young writer connected his desire to learn about his race with his ability to fight 
for racial progress: “I am writing to ask you to refer me to some books on the Negro. I want 
to learn more about my race, so I want to begin early. I am twelve years old and hope to, 
when I am old enough, bend all of my efforts for the advancement of colored people” (Jan. 
1920, 15). Fauset took education reform quite seriously, and she saw the whitewashing of 
history and literature to be among the greatest educational disgraces. Moreover in a 1932 
interview with The Southern Workman, Fauset decried the suppression of biographies of 
non-white figures and its subsequent impact on black youth: 
No part of Negro literature needs more building up than biography. It is 
urgent that ambitious Negro youth be able to read the achievements of their 
race. When I was a child I used to puzzle my head ruefully over the fact that 
in school we studied the lives of only great white people. I took it that there 
simply have been no great Negroes, and I was amazed when as I grew older, 
I found that there were. It is a pity that Negro children should be permitted 
to suffer from that delusion at all. (220) 
Fauset valued biographies because they offered black youth examples of individual 
successes and racial accomplishments that they can admire and emulate, but biographies 
also offered a counterargument to prevailing white supremacist ideologies. Biographies of 
notable black figures defied Hall’s theories of racial essentialism which suggested that the 
black race matured in a distinctly truncated way when compared to whites. Biography, and 
more so autobiography, would instead reveal to both black and white audiences the 
similarities in human development across the color line. Additionally, examples of great 
intelligence or heroism placed black leaders among the world’s most accomplished figures 
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thereby pointing to how the suppression of the race—through eugenics or otherwise—
could mean the suppression of national innovation. While Fauset primarily critiques the 
impact on black youth’s self-perception, her call for literary intervention revealed an 
opportunity to combat racialized theories of human development. 
If mainstream publications and schools were slow or reluctant to include material 
for black audiences, The Brownies’ Book determined to provide alternative instruction and 
representation for its young and eager readers. For Du Bois, alternative instruction 
translated as real news about national and world affairs, even if that news contained 
violence. Each issue featured two pages of current affairs called “As the Crow Flies” which 
detailed politics at the federal level and updates on existing international conflicts. Du Bois, 
keenly aware of the underlying and sometimes overt racism driving world wars, often made 
asides to his young readers about the status of racism on a national and international level. 
One news brief from November 1920, for example, instructs young readers about the 
brutality of colonial India (333). Harris observes in “Race Consciousness, Refinement, and 
Radicalism: Socialization in The Brownies’ Book,” that “Colonialism as portrayed in the 
[“As the Crow Flies”] column was not the White man’s burden but the White man’s 
exploitation” (195). This section ushered in a new conception of young readers which 
would become a fixture in the fight for civil rights: the politically savvy black youth. Du 
Bois, concerned with the emotional impact of the color line on black youth, felt that black 
youth in particular needed to be prepared for the hardships they would face in a racist 
world. While mainstream (read: white) theories of adolescence encouraged an exposure to 
one’s natural savage tendencies during their youth, black intellectuals like Du Bois 
recommended instruction on the savagery of white racism and violence. In his 1920 
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collection of essays Darkwater, Du Bois explained that black youth needed to know the 
truth or else they would become “wayward, disappointed children” (203). He 
recommended timely and appropriate exposure to the human injustices, not only to avoid 
an injurious shock but to motivate youth toward racial advocacy: “Once the colored child 
understands the white world’s attitude and the shameful wrong of it, you have furnished it 
with a great life motive,—a power and impulse toward good which is the mightiest thing 
man has” (204). Even though his chapter, “Immortal Child,” draws out this distinct burden 
for black youth, Du Bois fortified his argument by bringing it into alignment with a 
mainstream desire for a better democracy and a better nation (213). Like Hall or Alexander, 
he aligns the proper “train[ing]” of the child with national self-help and in effect 
appropriates their own credo that what is good for the race is good for the nation (213). 
 Despite his conscious efforts to craft race-specific affirmations for his young 
readers—like pride in blackness or honor in Africanism—Du Bois uses The Brownies’ 
Book to ground his vision of “race youth” in an uplift tradition based on Western notions 
of progress. The magazine delivers much of its uplift didacticism in “The Judge” column 
where an older and wiser man meets regularly with four youth to discuss issues ranging 
from personal hygiene to recommended readings. These children, named a variant of 
William, represent youth in different stages of development: Billikins (age six) represents 
young childhood; Billie (age ten) stands in for pre-pubescence; William (age fifteen) 
symbolizes older adolescence on the verge of adulthood; and Wilhelmina (age fifteen) is 
the one girl and William’s apparent counterpart.24 Throughout its two-year span, this 
 
24 Harris, in “The Brownies’ Book: Challenge to the Selective Tradition in Children’s Literature,” makes a 
similar observation about the age symbolism in this column (12). 
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section makes clear that the Du Boisian “race youth” conform in many ways to bourgeois 
behaviors and values. At times, some of its didacticism is comprehensible and 
uncomplicated, like promoting honesty and respect for oneself and others. At other times, 
the advice seems particularly designed to distance the reader of The Brownies’ Book from 
a pathological or primitive black Other. For example, in March of 1921, the advice-
administering Judge recommends looking clean and tidy: “The boys and girls who take 
care of their personal appearance usually have a good deal of respect for themselves and 
that causes other people to have it too” (92). Then in the October 1921 issue of The 
Brownies’ Book, the wise Judge instructs the children around him to use proper English 
instead of words like “ain’t” (294). Typically the Judge explains the rationale for his 
instruction, but in this case he merely states, “It makes a difference” (294). While stressing 
cleanliness, presentation, or even nonvernacular English seems unproblematic, this advice 
signifies as much the desirable black ideal as the undesirable, poverty-stricken black 
masses whose limited access to resources and education is often used against them. In the 
uplift tradition, a failure to adhere to bourgeois codes of conduct could easily get 
reinterpreted as a failure to help oneself and one’s race.  
 In his communications with the children, the Judge often resists the 
authoritarianism that his name implies; instead, the children typically seek out the Judge 
for his wisdom on a given topic, and they often have the last word in the column. Carolyn 
Wedin Sylvander even suggests that the Judge “doesn’t always win the arguments [. . . .] 
When he gets pompous, a child will break in to stick a poker in an inkwell or to tell him 
that his robe is looking frayed” (118). These distractions, however, do not confront or 
challenge the uplift advice that the Judge offers. In fact, the humor they provide most likely 
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encourages young readers to keep returning to the Judge each month where they learn a 
new lesson. The Judge is quite playful and shows unparalleled respect for black youth, but 
he, first and foremost, teaches uplift.  
 In Children’s Literature of the Harlem Renaissance, Katharine Capshaw Smith 
situates the emergence of black children’s literature in the era of racial uplift, as literature 
just prior to the New Negro movement relied heavily on uplift ideology (xv). She suggests 
that The Brownies’ Book in particular had a conflicted relationship with Africa because of 
its vacillation between racial pride (recall the Ethiopian queen, for example) and racial 
uplift (which necessitated forward progress) (35). Uplift thinkers sought to distance 
themselves from biological essentialism which pathologized them because of their race, 
but at the same time, they needed to foster racial pride and heritage. They adopted a version 
of cultural evolution, one where altered environmental traits and individual choices would 
result in racial progress from noble Africans to modern and civilized black Americans.25  
 The invention of adolescence, particularly its associated theories about human 
development and racial progress, offered racial uplift thinkers a precedent for at once 
rejecting biological determinism and at the same time embracing it. Adolescent theorists 
wanted to have their cake and eat it, too, when they proclaimed that the human race evolved 
out of savagery and primitivism because of genetic evolution but also emphasized the need 
for proper training during youth to raise ideal adults instead of delinquents.26 This dual and 
 
25 See Khalil Gibran Muhammed’s The Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime, and the Making of 
Modern Urban America for a history of the ideological shifts made by black leaders around the turn of the 
century (especially “Incriminating Culture: The Limits of Racial Liberalism in the Progressive Era” (88-
145). 
26 For example, Alexander concludes Boy Training with a manifesto on what society needs to uplift future 
generations, and instruction for boys plays a prominent role: “When every father has been taught how to 




often contradictory relationship to biology allowed mainstream theorists, and as I argue, 
uplift thinkers, to maintain distance from undesirable classes and paradoxically to 
naturalize learned behaviors as the peak of evolution. Biology undeniably had a role to play 
for both black leaders and the white supremacist theorists of adolescence, but neither could 
rely on biology alone to sustain class difference. In Darkwater, Du Bois illustrates the 
requisite entanglement of blood and instruction for the betterment of the race when 
questioning the duty of the race to reproduction and to upbringing. “It is our duty,” he 
writes, “to accomplish the immortality of black blood” but he continues by questioning that 
if “we can train [them] to largest manhood, what in its inner essence shall that training 
be[?]” (204, italics mine). With The Brownies’ Book, Du Bois offers racial uplift as an 
answer to his own question. 
The Brownies’ Book imagined “race youth” with similar motives (the advancement 
of the race) and measures (by instilling culturally determined values) as adolescent 
theorists, yet often with the nuances and perspective of a minoritized population. In one 
issue (May 1921), the Judge provides a lesson on name-calling and teaches the children 
that insulting a “Chinaman,” for example, “is the kind of thing that sets the world by the 
ears, that makes war, that causes unspeakable cruelties?” (134), even though white 
adolescent theorists sometimes dismissed racial slurs as unalarming boy behavior.27 In the 
August 1921 issue, the Judge offers a lesson on politics whereby he uses conservative 
morality against ruling politicians and nations. By likening colonialism to cheating, 
 
27 For example, the Judge’s advice contrasts sharply with an advice manual and case study on the 
adolescent published by a white author, J. Adams Puffer. In The Boy and His Gang, Puffer dismisses the 
gravity of boys using racial slurs and never considers the emotional toll for abused populations. “So the boy 
is cruel and plagues people,” he causally remarks, before later suggesting that race prejudice is learned and 
instruction against it is the solution (85-6). 
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stealing, and lying in American politics, the Judge redeploys cultural values in service of 
oppressed people of color at home and abroad. By juxtaposing children’s lessons on 
morality with critiques of American culture and politics, Du Bois and Fauset suggest that 
the instruction of racial uplift has not just racial but national and international implications. 
Despite their subversive application of cultural values that served the unique needs 
of black readers, contributors to The Brownies’ Book still imagined their “race youth” in 
patriarchal terms. In “The Judge,” Wilhelmina repeatedly obsesses over her appearance 
and material objects like new clothes.28 In one column, when she complains about not 
being able to attend a basketball game, the Judge defends her parents’ decision to keep her 
at home because the world is unsafe. What could have been an opportunity to rally for 
increased female mobility turns into resignation about the status quo.29 Boys, on the other 
hand, consistently figure as future race leaders. Alpha Angela Bratton’s poem, “Slumber 
Song,” included in the November 1921 issue, nicely captures the communal hope of black 
leaders in their male youth. The culminating stanzas read:  
The changing years will come and go,— 
Summer’s rose and winter’s snow,— 
 Brownie Boy. 
Stealing my brown boy from my breast; 
Bringing him manhood’s eager quest, 
And splendid strength for every test, 
 Brownie Boy. 
 
Teaching you, too, from History’s page, 
The joy of your noble heritage, 
 Brownie Boy. 
 
28 See the January 1920 or the April 1920 issue respectively for examples of sexist descriptions of 
Wilhelmina who only wants new clothes or who punctuates her comments by arranging her “dog ears” (13; 
108). 
29 In The Best of the Brownies’ Book, Dianne Johnson-Feelings praises the Judge for his respectful 
treatment of Wilhelmina, even when admonishing her (340). Of course, his respect for Wilhelmina is 
unparalleled, but the characterization of Wilhelmina and the aforementioned advice about the dangers of 
public spaces should not go unquestioned. 
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Ah! You must needs be doubly true, 
Doubly strong in the task you do, 
Nor fail the Race that speaks in you, 
 Brownie Boy. (315) 
The perpetuation of Victorian gender ideals in The Brownies’ Book mirrored the instruction 
of contemporary conduct manuals for black youth like Floyd’s Flowers and The Upward 
Path, for each text often reinforced gender boundaries while disrupting class and even 
racial ones. This antiquated attitude toward a gendered upbringing not only replicated the 
thinking of adolescent theorists like Hall but also fashioned a dependent relationship 
between racial progress and gender behavior. The “Race Man” or “Race Woman” derived 
from gender-specific training in one’s youth which often translated to business endeavors 
or rugged play for boys and domestic chores for girls. But because “proper” masculinity 
and femininity in conduct manuals for black youth reflected so closely the gender ideals in 
white-authored conduct manuals, these texts collectively reveal a cultural consensus about 
the gendering of human progress.  Furthermore, adolescent theorists like Hall marked the 
transition out of youth and into adulthood with a realization of one’s duty to the race: “In 
adolescence [. . .] individuation is suddenly augmented and begins to sense its limits and 
its gradual subordination to the race which the Fates prescribe” (qtd. in Baxter 51). For 
both white and black audiences, conduct manuals and advice books built gender conformity 
into their pedagogy as if to suggest that the future of the race depended upon the gender 
behavior of their youth.30 The Brownies’ Book contributed to promoting gender equity by 
publishing several works by young girls and women, featuring stories with heroines, and 
 
30 Compare, for example, James E. Shepard’s essay, “Is The Game Worth the Candle?” and Azalia 
Hackley’s essay, “The Home of the Colored Girl Beautiful,” both included in The Upward Path. These 
stories gesture to the conduct manual’s vision of gender-specific racial uplift, where the former essay 
reveals an overwhelming concern for a boy’s character development while the advice for girls in the latter 
often centers on domestic practices like child-rearing and food preparation. 
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including the many accomplishments of black female youth in the “Little People of the 
Month” section; nevertheless, when imagining the future of the race, the magazine 
conformed to contemporary gender stereotyping, which privileged male leadership and 
female sacrifice. 
 Despite its transformative impact on children’s literature, The Brownies’ Book 
struggled to stay financially viable, selling less than 5000 copies per month at the end of 
the first year. When The Crisis announced in its 1922 “Children’s Number” that The 
Brownies’ Book had officially come to an end, it lamented the hole it left behind for black 
youth: “They wanted it and want and need it” (“The Children,” 247). Du Bois railed against 
the “unbelievably stupid” adults who fail to understand the value and nature of the child 
(247). Steadfast, nevertheless, in his belief that black youth were the key to racial uplift, 
Du Bois transformed the legacy of The Brownies’ Book into the “Little Page” for youth, 
which appeared monthly in The Crisis from March 1925 to November 1930. Under the 
helm of Effie Lee Newsome, the “Little Page” offered poems, games, and brief articles, 
but it could never offer the thorough and multidisciplinary approach found in the first 
literary magazine for black youth. 
The Defender Junior: The Impact of Bud Billiken 
A few decades before Du Bois and Fauset published The Brownies’ Book, another 
black leader released the first issue of a periodical that would eventually have a profound 
impact on its young readers. On May 5, 1905, Robert Sengstacke Abbott printed three 
hundred copies of the Chicago Defender, an accessible and affordable newspaper that 
inspired and motivated the race while also combatting the destructive representation of 
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black people in white newspapers.31 With The Defender, Abbott offered, first to the people 
of Chicago and then to the nation, a newspaper that celebrated black achievements and 
reported news that would motivate black readers in the fight for racial progress. The 
newspaper still printed local and national news to keep its readers abreast of current affairs, 
but the weekly’s primary goal was to motivate the masses to act.32 Abbott imagined a 
militant, organized, and informed black populace to be the best tool against racial injustice, 
and this vision extend to his treatment of black youth both within and outside of the 
weekly’s pages. 
 In contrast to The Crisis, the Chicago Defender approached racial progress with 
more militancy and aggressiveness and often spoke to the unique demands and strategies 
of the masses instead of the cultural elite. It wielded its weight as a mass labor force and 
consumer base to agitate against racism, often threatening boycotts or supporting strikes as 
a tool against Jim Crow. For decades, it published news on the union activities of the 
Pullman porters, often employing the porters as Defender reporters and distributors. In 
addition to fostering self-respect and self-esteem— central goals of The Brownies’ Book—
in its readers, the Defender strove to “wake them up” (qtd. in Michaeli 19). 
 Of course, given the pervasiveness of racial uplift, the Defender participated in 
promoting some of the same cultural ideals and conduct as The Brownies’ Book. Like Du 
Bois, Abbott valued education, hygiene and health, and determined self-improvement. 
Mary E. Stovall, in “The ‘Chicago Defender’ in the Progressive Era,” notes that he often 
 
31 See The Defender: How the Legendary Black Newspaper Changed America by Ethan Michaeli for a 
thorough history of Abbott and the Chicago Defender. 
32 Mary E. Stovall, in “The ‘Chicago Defender’ in the Progressive Era,” suggests that the weekly 
turnaround for each issue might have played a role in The Defender’s secondary focus on news over racial 
pride (160). She, too, suggests that Abbott’s newspaper responded to dangerous depictions of black people 
in white presses by focusing on racial pride instead of crime (159). 
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encouraged young people, especially in the South, to stay in school and complete an 
education (165). Like Du Bois, he advocated self-discipline in taking care of one’s body 
and appearance. His “Thought for the Week” column mirrored the advice found in “The 
Judge” yet was written without the character interplay and was intended as much for adults 
as for children. This column, Stovall writes, included “such diverse topics as minding one’s 
own business, the value of optimism and efforts toward success, modesty in women’s 
clothing, avoidance of slang, the value of thrift, and obedience to the law,” most of which 
were covered in both The Brownies’ Book and conduct manuals like The Upward Path 
(167). Often read by new migrants to Northern cities, columns like this one offered readers 
a weekly crash course in uplift principles and conduct for working-class black Americans, 
including such tidbits as “Don’t use liberty as a license to do as you please” or “Don’t be 
made a tool or strikebreaker for any corporation or firm.”33 Like Du Bois, Abbott saw uplift 
as one facet of a larger strategy to combat racial injustice, and gradual behavioral 
modifications among the black populace, for Abbott, would only help to bring about 
reform.34  
Instances of uplift instruction, nevertheless, remained sporadic in the Chicago 
Defender compared to the more ubiquitous message of pride in struggle, regardless of class. 
For example, in a speech he gave at a “Father and Son” banquet, Abbott praised the quality 
of the worker over the job title. “Help your boys,” he advised, “to prepare themselves to be 
the best possible, whether they choose to be a lawyer or a mechanic. [. . .] Young men, 
 
33 Other examples, Michaeli notes, include “Don’t allow yourself to get drawn into street brawls,” “Don’t 
leave your job when you have a few dollars in your pocket,” and “Don’t be a beer can rusher or permit 
children to perform such services” (qtd. in 84).  
34 Stovall describes Abbott’s support for uplift alongside his larger agenda of racial equality: “While it 
campaigned for ending discrimination, [the Defender] saw its battle would be somewhat easier if blacks 
would conform to middle-class behavioral norms” (167). 
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when you face prejudice, fight it and fight it hard” (qtd. in Michaeli 159). Race youth, for 
Abbott, needed to be raised with a desire to change the world, and self-help meant 
modifying the race’s attitude toward injustice. Reflecting on his own awakening as a “race 
youth,” Langston Hughes recalled the impact of the Chicago Defender on his development 
into a “Race Man”:  
As a child in Kansas I grew up on the Chicago Defender and it awakened 
me in my youth to the problems which I and my race had to face in America. 
Its flaming headlines and indignant editorials did a great deal to make me 
the ‘race man’ which I later became, as expressed in my own attitudes and 
in my writing. Thousands and thousands of other young Negroes were, I am 
sure, also affected the same way by this militant and stirringly edited 
Chicago weekly. (qtd. in De Santis 14) 
If Hughes had grown up reading The Brownies’ Book, which was not released until he was 
seventeen, he might have credited it as well, but it would not have been for awakening him 
to the atrocities and injustices of Jim Crow.35 With The Brownies’ Book, Du Bois wanted 
black youth to see themselves as beautiful and imaginative beings with tremendous value, 
while Abbott wanted black youth to see themselves as agents of resistance in opposition to 
racial injustice.  
One of the greatest and longest-lasting impacts of black youth on the paper’s 
success was the creation of the Defender Junior page in 1921. While the newspaper 
employed black youth both on the editorial staff and in its distribution, this daily fixture 
offered black youth of the masses a novel opportunity to interact with each other across 
America.36 The “Bud says” section—the Defender’s version of “The Judge”—often 
 
35 Even though Hughes had already reached late adolescence by the time Du Bois published The Brownies’ 
Book, his picture when he graduated from high school and some of his work as a young adult were included 
in the children’s magazine. 
36 Notable young staffers include Robert Watkins and Willard Motley who, starting at the age of ten, 
served as the first two editors of the Defender Junior page. Regarding distribution, by 1921, the Defender 
had five hundred newsboys in the city and another twenty-three hundred nationwide (Michaeli 136). 
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delivered similar advice to its readers like the importance of returning to school at the 
summer’s end.37 The children’s page sometimes included stories and plays, like “Mildred’s 
Lesson,” which preach hard work and respect for one’s elders, but befitting a newspaper 
for the masses, Mildred learns that helping her poor, overworked mother will make her a 
good daughter.38 More remarkably, every issue featured numerous short letters written by 
black youth around the nation, and their most consistent request was to be a Billiken. In 
fact, Bud dedicated roughly half of the Defender Junior page to these letter writers, many 
of whom pleaded with other young readers to write to them personally with the promise of 
many letters in return (Rogers, A11). While the Defender Junior published a combination 
of conduct lessons and uplift principles, the Billikens Club was perhaps its greatest 
contribution to the development of a mobilized and organized “race youth.” 
The Bud Billikens Club offered membership to any black youth who requested it, 
and upon becoming Billikens, as they were called, each child received a card and a button 
in the mail as proof that they belonged to an organization designed for them. Most clubs 
and organizations routinely excluded black children on the basis of race alone, so black 
youth jumped at the chance to answer the call for membership. Readers often wrote Bud 
to express their joy at receiving their buttons or their eventual impatience when Bud fell 
behind on correspondence. In the September 3rd issue of 1927, one reader highlights its 
cultural value by mentioning that she cannot wait to show the membership button off to 
her friends (“Only Two Letters,” A11). Bud also frequently referenced the club’s motto—
“Don’t Forget to Write Letters”—to develop a network among new and old members 
 
37 See the September 10, 1927 issue with the article headline, “Urge Billikens to Return to School” (A8). 
38 “Mildred’s Lesson,” written by June Townsend, was published in the September 3, 1927 issue (A11). 
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(A11). Thus, the Defender’s support for unionization and assembly filtered down to the 
Defender Junior page where Bud ushered in a nation-wide network of corresponding black 
youth. While he wanted black youth to join the Billikens club, he also supported local 
organizing efforts. In the same September issue, Bud published a letter that suggested a 
local branch of the Billikens club where members could discover other shared interests:  
I might suggest that the members are not only interested in the present club 
but hope to help in the forming of other groups—dramatic, athletic, etc. 
Their aim is to bring together the many Billikens and young people of the 
city into a strongly organized association, and to help the Bud Billiken club 
not to remain the world’s greatest club but to help it to rise to further heights. 
(McIntosh, A11) 
Readers of the children’s page welcomed Bud’s and Abbott’s message that the path to 
betterment did not need to be an individual journey and could, in fact, be facilitated within 
a group. Like the Boy Scouts of America or the Girl Guides, the Billikens Club offered the 
chance to grow to “further heights” alongside other youth, except this club would never 
reject them for their race.39 Furthermore, these youth would mature into a populace who 
had already witnessed the power and potential in organizing into a collective body. While 
Du Bois widely supported laborers and their organizing efforts, Abbott’s Bud Billiken Club 
predisposed young black readers toward collective action. 
 In 1929, the sheer volume of Billikens filled the streets of South Side Chicago to 
commemorate the inaugural Billikens Day Parade. The Defender Junior’s first adult editor, 
Dave Kellum, conceptualized the parade as a show of gratitude for his newsboys and club 
members. The first grand marshal announced at its commencement that the parade would 
 
39 The Boy Scouts of America was not officially desegregated until the mid-twentieth century, and the 
institutional policies and regional discretion in the Scouting structure often resulted in segregated troops. 
See Modern Manhood and the Boy Scouts of America: Citizenship, Race, and the Environment, 1910-1930 
by Benjamin René Jordan for a thorough history of the racial politics of the BSA in its early years. 
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“give underprivileged children, who are never seen or heard, a chance to be in the limelight 
for one day by wearing costumes, marching in a parade, and being seen” (qtd. in Gray 149). 
By 1930, Kellum and organizers moved the parade to the summer to increase attendance; 
by 1934, an estimated 75,000 people attended the festivities.40 When world-famous boxer 
Joe Louis attended the parade in 1939, a decade after its inception, he remarked that he 
“didn’t know there were so many children of my own race in Chicago” (qtd. in Michaeli 
230).  
For young black readers who faced the daunting future of growing up in Jim Crow 
America, Abbott’s own life served as the ideal model for success in the face of adversity. 
He knew that obstacles, even racial prejudice, could be countered with unending struggle. 
Speaking at the 1931 parade, Abbott addressed the children in attendance: “I am happy to 
see you youthful and happy children who are to take on the burdens of the future. [. . .] 
You must learn early to understand what your rights are and fight for them. Fight with your 
pen, fight with your speech, fight with your conduct and fight with your prayers” (qtd. in 
Michaeli 191). Abbott built a commitment to progress into his life’s work, and with his 
own success, he exposed black youth to the positive potential of struggle. 
Young readers of the Defender Junior and members of the Bud Billikens Club 
learned from Abbott that “race youth” must strive endlessly and strive together for racial 
justice. At the same time, adult readers learned not just to idealize the theoretical potential 
of their children but to celebrate their lives in the present. The inclusion of the children’s 
page at the end of the weekly meant that all readers—child and adult—read sensational 
 
40 There is some debate over the date of the first summer parade, with Michaeli reporting 1931 and Rutkoff 
and Scott reporting 1930. A Defender article on August 23, 1933 cites 1930 as the first August parade, and 
since the first year of the parade was in February, I cite 1929 as its first year. Rutkoff and Scott report that 
estimated attendance rose from 45,000 to 75,000 between 1933 and 1934 (319).  
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headlines about lynchings and police brutality alongside letters from eager and hopeful 
black youth. This juxtaposition and the popularity of the Billikens Day Parade invariably 
reminded the black community of Chicago and the nation to be grateful for black youth, 
especially since Abbott’s Defender Junior was preparing its “race youth” for a life-long 
struggle. 
Opportunity Magazine: Parenting Black Youth 
If The Brownies’ Book represented children as the ideal future of the race, 
Opportunity: A Journal of Negro Life magazine refashioned black youth as potential lost. 
Black youth certainly did symbolize potential and hope—even in Opportunity’s pages—
but these dreams were frequently dashed when black authors repeatedly killed their teenage 
characters and left their broken parents to pick up the pieces. The other periodicals studied 
in this chapter—The Brownies’ Book and the Defender Junior—reimagined and trained 
black youth as the agents of racial justice; Opportunity magazine, however, featured the 
burden and tragedy of raising black children in a racist society institutionally designed to 
oppress them. 
 Charles S. Johnson, editor of Opportunity magazine, published its first issue in 
1923. During its twenty-five-year run, it served as the official magazine of the National 
Urban League which primarily aided southern migrants facing housing and employment 
discrimination. Despite its relatively small subscription base, Opportunity magazine 
managed to publish some of the most celebrated writers of the Harlem Renaissance 
including Zora Neale Hurston, Claude McKay, Countee Cullen, and Langston Hughes.41 
 
41 In 1928, Opportunity only sold 11,000 copies compared to the 60,000 of The Crisis (Capshaw Smith, 
Children’s Literature, 5). 
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In philosophy, Opportunity magazine largely disregarded Du Bois’s racial uplift in favor 
of new approaches to racial justice and literary worth known as the New Negro movement. 
As a sociological and literary magazine instead of a news source, Johnson had the unique 
platform to reinvent black art while the National Urban League reinvented progressive 
reform. In his autobiography The Big Sea, Langston Hughes famously classified Johnson 
alongside Jesse Fauset and Alain Locke as “the three people who midwifed the so-called 
New Negro literature into being” (218). The New Negro movement radically reconstructed 
the relationship between civil rights and class, trading in uplift principles—which 
measured progress by pointing to class difference—for a militant condemnation of the 
social and institutional injustices which created poverty.42 In the introduction to “Tell It to 
Us Easy” and Other Stories, a collection of Opportunity short stories written by women, 
Judith Musser claims that The Crisis and Opportunity were philosophically “in stark 
contrast” (1).43  
 The two periodicals differed greatly in their approach to black youth and the injuries 
they would inevitably suffer. Du Bois included instances of violence and injustice in the 
pages of The Crisis, but the overall tone implied hopeful optimism as he carefully selected 
accomplishments and achievements to complement injustice. Johnson, who sided more 
with Abbott than Du Bois, favored a jarring reality. He announced the unofficial slogan of 
 
42 Gaines, for example, claims that uplift required class distinctions to demonstrate evolutionary racial 
progress (20). In “Race Consciousness, Refinement, and Radicalism,” Harris describes the militancy of the 
New Negro movement: “According to Locke, the New Negro was a self-conscious creation of blacks 
themselves. The New Negro exuded a sense of racial pride and confidence. The New Negro was assertive 
and commanded respect from peers. The New Negro demanded full political participation, equal rights, and 
economic opportunities. Further, the New Negro seized the right to define what it meant to be a Negro and 
the effects of being a Negro in a society which denigrated the group in all aspects” (193). 
43 The anthology’s full title is “Tell It to Us Easy” and Other Stories: A Complete Short Fiction Anthology 
of African American Women Writers in Opportunity Magazine (1923-1948). 
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the magazine as “Negro life as it is with no exaggerations,” and, according to Musser, this 
unabashed preference for realism influenced Opportunity’s literary content (2). Stories 
about happy and successful children, like those that filled the pages of The Brownies’ Book, 
were here replaced with tales of poverty, violence, abuse, and neglect. Of course, neither 
editor accurately represented reality with all of its vicissitudes and diversity, even though 
Johnson claimed to do so. More significant than accuracy, however, is Johnson’s claim of 
accuracy. By including stories of childhood trauma and death from the perspective of 
conflicted or bereaved parents, Johnson highlights a particular vein of reality that was both 
very real to many poor black Americans and very powerful in the fight for political reform. 
 In its third year, Opportunity republished the first story ever written by Zora Neale 
Hurston who would become (at least posthumously) one of the most celebrated authors of 
the Harlem Renaissance. “John Redding Goes to Sea” was originally published in 1921 in 
Stylus, but Johnson’s inclusion of Hurston’s story alongside the poetry of Arna Bontemps 
and Langston Hughes and a review of Countee Cullen’s Color by Alain Locke helped to 
solidify her writing as foundational to the Harlem Renaissance. This January 1926 issue 
contains a powerhouse of Harlem Renaissance notables, which gave the tragedy of “John 
Redding Goes to Sea” a prominent platform. The story follows John Redding from 
childhood to young adulthood but highlights the competing expectations that he, his father, 
and his mother have for his future. By the story’s end, John Redding finally commits to his 
own aspirations, only to die violently during a hurricane while helping a wealthy white 
man shore up his endangered bridge project. 
 “John Redding Goes to Sea” illustrates the tension between a mother committed to 
protecting her son and a son’s desire for independence. With the constant threat of danger, 
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especially for a black boy growing into a man in the Jim Crow South, black parents 
presumably felt some dread about their children’s adolescent transition into independent 
adulthood. The introduction of John at the age of ten establishes his enduring dream of 
traveling the world like the heroes in childhood fairy tales. Whether a knight or a prince, 
John’s fantasies “always ended by riding away to the horizon” (16). John’s mother, Matty, 
responds with horror when John’s father mentions John’s wanderlust. In an attempt to 
dismiss John’s aspirations for travel, Matty avows that he was cursed with “travel dust” as 
a baby (17). No matter how vehemently she protests, however, Matty breaks into sobs at 
the looming prospect of losing her son to the world (17). As John matures, he continues to 
broach the subject of travel to his mother, and each time she “[takes] refuge in self-pity and 
tears” (17). Even the townspeople side with Matty and view John’s wanderlust as a “queer” 
desire, but it was Matty’s love for her son, not disappointment in his strangeness, “that 
made her cling so desperately to John” (17). Regardless, Matty’s frequent sobbing becomes 
a prohibition that anchors John in ways that seem unnatural to him. 
 John’s father, Alf, supports the “naturalness” of John’s wanderlust when he admits 
that he too wanted to travel as a youth: “Well, when Ah wuz a boy Ah said Ah wuz goin’ 
too, but heah Ah am. Ah hopes you have bettah luck than me” (16). He hopes that his son 
can succeed where he failed, but Alf never musters enough courage or effective rhetoric to 
convince Matty that John should do as he wishes. He even teaches John a conflicting lesson 
about stoic and self-sacrificing masculinity when he claims that “Men doan cry lak babies” 
followed by “You gotta git uster things gittin’ tied up” (16). He attempts to instruct his son 
about proper manly behavior but demonstrates his own ineffectiveness when he fails to 
carve out a better future for his son. In conversation with Matty, Alf asserts that John’s 
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desire are the natural instinct of a “man chile,” but Matty merely retreats into tears again 
(17). Alf’s imagined future for his son—a world traveler as he wanted to be—clashes with 
the mother’s hope for security and safety.  
 After years of waiting for his mother’s permission, during which time he married a 
woman in town, John eventually expresses the intensity of his despair at having to stay 
rooted:  
You know, papa, sometimes—I reckon my longing to get away makes me 
feel this way.   . . . I feel that I am just earth, soil lying helpless to move 
myself, but thinking. I seem to hear herds of big beasts like horses and cows 
thundering over me, and rains beating down; and winds sweeping furiously 
over—all acting upon me, but me, well, just soil, feeling but not able to take 
part in it all. (19, italics in original) 
John feels like the world moves around him while he can only lie helpless and passive to 
its whims. When the white neighbor, Mr. Hill, arrives to solicit help in securing the bridge, 
John recognizes it as an opportunity to act against the winds and rains that had beat down 
on him. He volunteers, but during the flash flooding of the river and the violent winds, John 
dies. The next morning, after a night of sleepless worry, Alf and Matty discover John’s 
body floating on a log in the river. As the men prepare to rescue his body, Alf calls out to 
let him go: “Ah’m happy ‘cause dis mawnin’ mah by is goin’ tuh sea, he’s goin’ tuh sea” 
(21, italics in original).  
With John’s death, Hurston depicts the violent conflict between competing 
aspirations, especially when parents are presented with the somewhat oxymoronic directive 
to keep them safe but to let them grow. For Gordon E. Thompson in “Projecting Gender: 
Personification in the Works of Zora Neale Hurston,” John’s attempt to escape the 
community’s “strictures” results in his death (753). If we read “John Redding Goes to Sea” 
as a tale about the parents of black youth, we discover the pain and tragedy of attempting 
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to follow, not resist, community directives in raising safe yet courageous youth. The task 
for black parents of the early 20th century—an era that has reevaluated youth for their race 
potential—was to ensure that youth had opportunity and guidance in becoming future race 
leaders. As Hurston decries, however, raising children to adulthood in a cruel and 
dangerous world (where, for example, white capitalists exploit black lives and even nature 
is unforgiving) puts black parents in an impossible predicament. Hurston leaves Matty, Alf, 
and readers with the loss of life, of love, and of potential.44  
Not coincidentally, one of the most prolific writers for Opportunity magazine was 
also one of the most cynical in her depiction of black youth and their parents. Marita Odette 
Bonner Occomy, historically known as Marita Bonner, published eight short stories in 
Opportunity.45 In virtually all of her stories, she returns to the theme of cruel circumstances 
for black youth and the mothers who survive them.46 Bonner, alongside other Renaissance 
writers like Angelina Grimke and Georgia Douglass Johnson, responded to the conflict 
between racial uplift’s call for dutiful motherhood and the dangerous circumstances of 
raising black children in the era of Jim Crow.47 Given the contemporary popularity of 
 
44 In his MA Thesis, F. Russell Redman overloads his summation of the story’s tragedy with the word 
“potential” which exemplifies that readers might sense the loss to the race’s future as more significant that 
the loss to the parent’s present. He writes, “So, a potentially inspiring member of the black community and 
pieces of a potentially inspiring natural ecosystem are tied together in a tragic conclusion to Hurston’s 
story, tragic for the loss of life and loss of potential” (37, italics mine). 
45 In “African American Women and Education: Marita Bonner’s Response to the ‘Talented Tenth,” Judith 
Musser claims that Bonner published seven stories with Opportunity (74), but she published eight: “The 
Hands—A Story” (1925), “A Possible Triad of Black Notes, Part One: There were Three” (1933), “A 
Possible Triad of Black Notes, Part Two: Of Jimmie Harris” (1933), “A Possible Triad of Black Notes, Part 
Three: Three Tales of Living Corner Store” (1933), “Tin Can” (1934), “A Sealed Pod” (1936), “Black 
Fronts” (1938), and “The Makin’s” (1939), all of which can be found in Musser’s edited collection, “Tell It 
to Us Easy” and Other Stories. 
46 “The Hands—A Story” is one of her stories that does not depict black youth, but it does contain bleak 
circumstances and tragedy.  
47 See Capshaw Smith’s Children’s Literature of the Harlem Renaissance for a discussion of Grimke’s 
Rachel and Johnson’s “Maternity” and “Motherhood,” each of which question the wisdom of raising 
children in a world of prejudice (20-22). In Johnson’s “Motherhood,” published in the “Children’s 
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eugenics in the 1920s, many black women questioned the humanity of bringing black 
children into the world. An article published in the first “Children’s Number” of The Crisis, 
for example, asks, “And yet the mothers and fathers and the men and women of our race 
must often pause and ask: Is it worth while? Ought children be born to us? Have we a right 
to make human souls face what we face today?” (qtd. in Capshaw Smith, Children’s 
Literature, 11).48 Many of Bonner’s deterministic short stories published in Opportunity 
suggest the tragic fate of those women who commit to raising children only to have them 
marred or murdered by cruel circumstances.  
 In her second story in Opportunity and her first about raising black youth, Bonner 
illustrates the desperation of a single mother who strives to keep her teenage son away from 
vice and temptation. “There were Three,” appearing in the July 1933 issue, opens with the 
mother, Lucille, commanding her sixteen-year-old son, Robbie, to stay away from the hotel 
in town. “I don’t want you ‘round no hotel!” she warns him. “White women are the devil! 
Ruin you!” (206). The mother alludes to the prostitutes who frequent the establishment but 
also the certain lynching that Robbie would suffer should he imply, even by mere presence, 
that he had slept with a white woman. Enticed by the prospect of a job as a bellboy, the 
willful youth goes anyway. While working, he is tasked with delivering alcohol to a John 
in one of the rooms, and when he enters, he discovers his mother to be one of the hotel’s 
prostitutes. In his shock and his mother’s horror at being discovered, Robbie freezes when 
the John knocks him out of the window where he falls to his death. 
 
Number” of The Crisis in 1922, a woman resolves that she cannot have a child because “the world is cruel, 
cruel, child” because of “monster men/Inhabiting the earth” (265). 
48 Capshaw Smith notes that an entry by Du Bois himself, in honor of his daughter’s wedding, asks a 




 While Robbie’s fate is tragic, the narration lingers on the emotional and 
psychological toll it has on his mother. After Robbie’s death, Lucille is committed to a 
mental institution after being driven insane from witnessing her son’s death. Her shame 
and guilt undoubtedly caused her turmoil prior to the incident, not to mention the constant 
fear of passing as a white woman in an already dangerous profession. Lastly, the narration 
reminds readers of the story’s title—“There were Three”—and a third loss that resulted 
from this tragedy: “But—there were three you see. Sometimes I wonder which door opened 
for that third” (207). The fourteen-year-old daughter, Little Lou, has been left motherless 
and brotherless by this episode, and the narration horrifies readers with the ambiguous fate 
of the young black girl. 
 Although Lucille fails to protect her children from tragedy, Bonner refuses to 
villainize her either for her source of income or for her son’s death. She repeatedly points 
to the role that racial injustice plays in both the tragedy and its aftermath. Jane Addams, 
acclaimed reformer and co-founder of the Hull House and the American Civil Liberties 
Union, researched the tragic predicament of young black women attempting to secure 
respectable employment. Often, especially in urban spaces, these women settled for jobs 
in prostitution or as domestics in disreputable “homes” (Muhammed 120-1). Bonner, 
already critical of the intersectional discrimination bearing down on young black women, 
depicts through Lucille a woman who prostitutes herself out of necessity. Also, after the 
white man murders Robbie, the narrator mockingly interprets the scene through prejudiced 
eyes: “But it was an accident. It was an accident that could not possibly find its way into 
the daily papers” (207). Bonner’s story illustrates the disregard white officials have for the 
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lives of black youth and their collusion with the white press.49 Opportunity, like the 
Chicago Defender, countered the discriminatory reporting in mainstream periodicals and 
instead pointed to systemic and interpersonal racism as causes of black suffering. As 
mothers across her stories fail to keep their children away from vice or violence, Bonner 
consistently paints their demise as inevitable in a world ruled by a casual disregard for 
black lives.  
 In July 1934, Opportunity published another Bonner short story, “Tin Can,” which 
won the literary prize award for the 1933 contest year. This story, like many of Bonner’s 
others, depicts a black youth whose attraction to and proximity to vice become his 
inevitable demise, but, also like most Bonner stories, the narration traces the emotional toll 
of the boy’s downfall on his black mother. The story opens, after a brief prologue, with 
Jimmie Joe, a seventeen-year-old boy, dancing wildly and beautifully in his bedroom. Even 
though his mother yells from downstairs for Jimmie Joe and his brother to stop making all 
“that racket,” the narration first establishes the beauty with which we should see Jimmie 
Joe: “There are no words in any language under the sun rich enough in color, movement 
and sound to make you see a young black boy lilting a slim seventeen-year old body 
through a dance” (202). In Black Women Intellectuals: Strategies of Nation, Family, and 
Neighborhood in the Works of Pauline Hopkins, Jessie Fauset, and Marita Bonner, Carol 
Allen suggests that Jimmie Joe’s youthful movements represent the “strong adolescent 
vigor” or “hope” of an individual “not yet trapped or tempered by life circumstances” 
(116).50 Consistent with the era’s emphasis on youth’s formative potential, especially for 
 
49 Bonner spent much of her adult life in Chicago, and most of her collected works in Frye Street and 
Environs takes place in Chicago. 
50 See in particular chapter four, “Urban Problems, Urban Answers: Segregation and the Subject in the 
Work of Marita Bonner” (77-120). 
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racial advancement, the narration’s commencement with Jimmie Joe’s vitality renders his 
ultimate downfall even more disheartening.  
 Jimmie Joe’s mother, only named “Ma,” struggles to keep her son on the narrow 
path of the “race youth” of racial uplift. She sacrifices all of her time and energy to provide 
for her family at the expense of personal time with her children. Even in her absence, she 
directs the household through chores and instructions handed down to Jimmie Joe. Her 
husband and Jimmie Joe’s father does not share in her vision of Jimmie Joe as an educated 
“Race Man,” claiming that employment discrimination made education unnecessary for 
black youth: “Pa maintained a colored boy did not need high school—like Jimmie Joe was 
getting—nor even junior high school—where Little Brother was—to do the kind of work 
a colored man could get to do” (203). Ma’s insists, nevertheless, because she envisions the 
ideal potential—“the melody that might be someday, somewhere”—over the probable 
(203). “Them boys,” she claims, “may be big Negroes someday! Can’t never tell!” (203). 
For Ma and for Bonner, the vices of the city loom largest over Jimmie Joe’s successful 
future. When Ma warns Jimmie Joe to stay away from the dance halls, the narrator 
legitimizes her fear by pointing to the prevalence of urban vice among black youth:  
You have seen Jimmie Joe’s gang in every Negro section of every city of 
any size in the world. They range from sixteen to nineteen—they range from 
coal black to it-takes-a-second-glance-to-tell light. [. . .] And like Jimmie 
Joe, most of them had sounded every note in the scale of living except the 
whole note of legitimate marriage. (204-5) 
For Bonner, the ubiquity of gangs like Jimmie Joe’s exemplifies the seductive power of 
vice compared to the slight probability of educational and employment success.  
In Inventing Modern Adolescence: The Children of Immigrants in Turn-of-the-
Century America, Sarah E. Chinn claims that adolescents who were barred from entering 
the workforce due to turn of the century child labor reform transformed into a new 
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demographic with time, freedom, and novel definitions of “fun.” Fun for the new 
adolescent took the place of “play,” and late-stage adolescents like Jimmie Joe traded in 
the playground for the “fun” of the dancehall.51 White theorists of adolescence were 
equally concerned about urban vice and its impact on their youth. Early 20th-century 
movements like the Woodcraft Indians or the Boy Scouts sought to keep youth away from 
both the vices of the city and the tumultuous aspect of adolescence by encouraging 
childlike “play” in the country.52 For times when youth had to stay within city limits, 
theorists of adolescence acknowledged a lack of sufficient space for play. For example, in 
The Boy and His Gang, Puffer laments that “[t]he one thing our cities commonly lack is 
enough places where growing boys can indulge in a wholesome game of ball without 
getting themselves into some sort of trouble” (172). City officials, already unable to 
provide sufficient space for white children and adolescents, rarely designated playgrounds 
or recreational facilities for black youth. In the handbook for guides of the Girl Reserve 
Movement, the section entitled “The Needs of Colored Girls” calls for “better municipal 
facilities for amusement,” and Stovall notes that the Chicago Defender frequently called 
for public facilities open to black youth as part of its progressive reform agenda (31-32; 
165).  
 Jimmie Joe, lured by the temptation of money and all the fun it could buy, steals 
eighty-two cents from his mother’s purse. His mother discovers his theft when she tries to 
buy a pastry, her one treat that she allows herself each day. Unable to control his behavior 
 
51 Chinn describes the distinction between “play” and “fun” as primarily one concerning the relationship to 
consumerism. “While play was always free,” she writes, “fun was thought of as predominantly 
manufactured, commercial, and consumerist—the playground versus the dance hall, Central Park versus 
Coney Island” (20). 
52 See Baxter’s introduction in The Modern Age (1-20). 
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by herself, she turns to the church for help in reforming her delinquent son and asks the 
Reverend to deliver a sermon on “young liars and thieves” (236).53 Instead of reforming 
the wayward youth, however, the fire-and-brimstone sermon demoralizes the “young 
devils” by damning them to eternal darkness (237). The Reverend never offers the prospect 
of redemption, and he ends up leaving them more committed than ever to the sins that 
brought them there. Seeing through the Reverend’s performance, Jimmie Joe leaves the 
service convinced that power and money were the highest callings, and that night he attends 
the Wild Cat Social Club at the dancehall despite his mother’s prior protestations.  
Bonner, ever interested in the power of vice to corrupt youth, illustrates the 
consequences of failed reform for black youth who could not afford to err. At the dancehall, 
Jimmie Joe fumes when he spots his love interest, Caroline, flirting and dancing with Dan 
Gray. His rage comes to a head when he finishes a flask of alcohol, rushes at Dan, and 
stabs him in the side. Dan dies, and Jimmie is sentenced to death after the judge blames the 
entire generation of “young lawless creatures who take a life with as cool an indifference 
as you tear a piece of paper” (240). The final narration of Jimmie Joe’s executed body, 
which started the story lilting and gliding across the bedroom floor, illustrates the grotesque 
impact of state justice: “It was twisted and burnt so that they could not straighten it out—
even in the casket” (240). The criminal justice system, whether legal or extralegal, granted 
black youth little-to-no leniency or continuity when enforcing laws.  
While black leaders largely imagined youth with the same ideological 
underpinnings as mainstream theorists, they also critiqued the disparate treatment of black 
 
53 Jimmie Joe’s mother discovers the missing money toward the end of the first installment in July 1934. 
The mother does not confront Jimmie Joe with the sermon until the second and final installment in August. 
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youth by state institutions. Aside from education, juvenile delinquency served as one of 
the largest distinctions between youth populations based on race. For Hall, delinquency 
was a natural instinct of the white adolescent and, thus, should not be criminalized but 
resolved through controlled conduct (Baxter 66). Puffer goes further to suggest that 
punishing adolescent crime would actually encourage unnatural behavior (145). While 
white writers encouraged a leniency toward white crime, white judges in Children’s Court 
doubled down on punishing black offenders. According to Cheryl Lynn Greenberg’s 
research on the juvenile justice system, “almost twice as many black delinquents as white 
served a sentence of over five years,” and “Whites received probation five times as often 
as blacks” (37). Greenberg notes that part of the discrepancy in conviction and sentencing 
records derived from the impartial access to legal aid services, which would have prevented 
many black youth from appearing in Court in the first place (37). While Jimmie Joe 
commits murder and should not be read as a blameless victim of racial injustice, his crimes 
exist within a matrix of institutional oppression and neglect.54 For Bonner, urban vices like 
dancehalls, movies, and pulp fiction contribute to the demoralization and consumer 
exploitation of black youth: Caroline has learned how to flirt from the movies; the boys in 
the club learn to lie to police from “Crafty Detective Stories”; and Jimmie Joe undoubtedly 
learns violent and possessive masculinity from both.55  
 “Tin Can,” nevertheless, declines to place sole blame or responsibility on white-
controlled institutions, for Bonner also holds the black community accountable for their 
neglect of black youth. As mentioned, the Reverend fails to reach the hearts of his audience, 
 
54 Paulette Childress suggests that Jimmie, especially his complicated relationship to guilt and innocence, 
served as a model for Richard Wright’s Bigger Thomas (120). 
55 Childress, too, suggests that Bonner blames popular culture for its influence on “the thoughts and actions 
of these urban outsiders” (180). 
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opting instead to deliver a fiery speech that would drive his congregants to tithe repentantly. 
Caroline admires the Reverend dreamily as she envisions the “money such a good talk 
would draw from [them]” (238). Bonner also targets the school principal, figurehead of the 
education system, for his failure to reach black youth. Education had long been the favored 
path of racial uplift, but Bonner acknowledged how insufficient or inaccessible it could be 
for black youth. Bonner devoted most of her adult life to education, teaching at five 
different schools and ensuring that her children received higher education. As Musser 
notes, however, Bonner often depicts the disparity between the lofty rhetoric of racial uplift 
and “the reality of the lives of African American people,” like the employment 
discrimination that Pa witnesses (82). Every day, he preaches the value of conduct and the 
dangers of social ills (July 1934, 205). The boys in Jimmie’s gang refer to him as “Black 
Bass Drum,” presumably because of his inflated sense of self-worth and his determination 
to get the youth in step. Bonner then devotes four sequential paragraphs to describing his 
faults, all of which result from his personal and economic success within the black middle 
class. Bonner condemns the self-centered product of uplift who fails to use his position in 
true service of others. “Black Bass Drum,” unlike Du Bois or Abbott, distances himself 
from his community with “formal platform speeches” and “inflated reports full of empty 
embroidered phrases” (205). He refuses to entertain suggestions from others faculty, 
ignores the real needs of his community, and “never admit[s] that he ha[s] any vital part in 
all of these problems” (205). While Bonner’s heroine, Ma, consistently supports the value 
of education as did Bonner in her own life, “Tin Can” illustrates the risks of placing faith 
in uplift leaders to shepherd youth.  
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In fact, the first installment of “Tin Can,” which contains Bonner’s condemnation 
of “Black Bass Drum,” coincidentally appeared in Opportunity’s annual “Youth Number” 
where several recent college graduates bemoan the state of higher education.56 In “Little 
Black Man, What Now?,” Lois Taylor paints a bleak picture for college graduates 
attempting to find suitable employment: “You will be lucky if you land a job, probably not 
even in the field for which you are fitted which will pay for your bread and board” (201). 
Taylor ultimately proposes that a new class consciousness “may ultimately result in a 
different order with better days for the Negro,” but she concludes the article with 
uncertainty about the future of educated black youth (201). Likewise, an article appearing 
in the same issue questions the cost and influence of a college education on the “brightest 
hopes” and “best minds” of their generation (222).57 Bonner’s critique of blind faith in 
established institutions like the School and the Church complements Opportunity’s general 
suspicion of optimistic self-help. Instead, the principal and the Reverend fail to reach black 
youth because each is preoccupied with his own self-image and greed, while Ma, who 
devotes herself wholly to raising ideal “race youth,” collapses in the face of overwhelming 
opposition. With stories like Bonner’s, Opportunity ushered in a new type of African 
American literature that combines gritty realism and determinism to protest the forces that 
generate suffering.  
Without the assistance of black institutions like the school or the church, black 
mothers like Ma rely primarily upon their time at home to raise their children as future 
 
56 Opportunity originally planned to announce the winners of the literary prize contest, and presumably to 
publish the winner, “Tin Can,” in the June issue, but they had to push it back a month due to the sudden 
illness of a judge, James Weldon Johnson. See “We Are Sorry” in the June 1934 issue for the delay 
announcement (166) and “Opportunity Literary Awards” in the July 1934 issue for the explanation (198). 




“Race Men” and “Race Women.” Ma, however, does not have the support of her husband 
or the time away from her work as a domestic to instill “race youth” values in her sons. 
Despite its ostensible focus on Jimmie Joe, the narration traces the transformation in Ma 
whose dream of “someday, somewhere” has died with Jimmie Joe. For early twentieth-
century black women who were tasked with bearing and raising future race leaders, the 
death of a child carried the additional weight of failed racial duty. Training for adolescent 
black youth often conformed to ideal gender roles for black men and women. During their 
adolescent years, many black girls participated in the “Little Mother” movement where 
they learned about childcare, personal health and hygiene, and food preparation. While 
these courses often prepared black girls for employment as a childcare provider or 
domestic, they also reaffirmed that a black woman’s duty was to self-sacrifice, especially 
when raising her own children.58 In a moment of utter despair after her son’s execution, 
Ma faints on the sidewalk outside of the bakery where she first discovered Jimmie Joe’s 
theft. Without pause, a police car drives by and arrests her for public drunkenness (240). 
Like “There Were Three,” “Tin Can” culminates with white callousness, the death of a 
black youth, and a black mother’s debilitating loss when her son, the future of the race, 
inevitably cannot survive a world conspiring against him.  
 Black leaders writing for and about black youth in the first few decades of the 
twentieth century necessarily reconsidered the role that children played in advancing the 
race in light of novel theories about human development. When Hall and his proponents 
aligned the maturing individual to the maturation of an entire race, nation, or human 
 
58 According to the 1914 “Children’s Number” of The Crisis, completing this course gave girls a 
competitive advantage in childcare employment (“Social Uplift,” 267). 
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species, they opened the door to ideologies of racial progress that served instead of 
undermined other races. Authors and editors of major black-owned periodicals, like The 
Crisis, the Chicago Defender, and Opportunity, both borrowed from and reinvented 
theories of adolescence in ways that spoke to the particular needs and aspirations of black 
youth. These works—alike in the goal of racial justice and equality—offered sometimes 
complementing and sometimes competing visions of what form progress should take and 
what black youth needed in order to become “race youth.” The racial uplift of The 
Brownies’ Book and conduct manuals differed from the politically informed assembly in 
the Chicago Defender, while Opportunity ushered in a new era of protest literature through 
youth casualties and devastated parents. 
 Chapter Two explores the literary concentration on protest like Bonner’s in the 30s 
and 40s when authors no longer emphasized future potential but potential lost. During the 
Depression era, the Roosevelt administration increasingly recognized American youth as a 
particularly vulnerable demographic in need of government intervention. Black leaders and 
authors capitalized upon the administration’s sense of accountability for the welfare of its 
citizens by emphasizing the extreme vulnerability of black youth. Especially outraged by 
the treatment of the Scottsboro Boys in the early 1930s, black authors of protest fiction like 
Langston Hughes and Richard Wright appropriated mainstream discourses of vulnerability 
to situate black Americans as in particular need of government intervention. While young 
black characters faced sometimes fatal struggles and suffering, their authors wrote against 
a backdrop of increased mobilization by and investment in “Race Youth” as the leaders of 
racial progress. By the mid to late 1930s, young race leaders and black youth organizations 
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echoed the protests of their literary contemporaries by exposing the needs of vulnerable 





VULNERABLE YOUTH IN THE PROTEST WRITING OF LANGSTON HUGHES 
AND RICHARD WRIGHT 
No two factors transformed mainstream discourses about youth in the 1930s more 
than the Great Depression and the federal initiatives of the Roosevelt administration. 
National recovery efforts designated youth as the most vulnerable population in need of 
government assistance. Reform advocates frequently held up youth as a demographic in 
dire need of federal protections, and the Roosevelt administration invested millions of 
dollars in youth welfare programs like the CCC, the NYA, and parts of the Social Security 
Act, largely because Roosevelt’s political philosophy advanced governmental 
accountability for the welfare of its citizens. While the national response to the economic 
climate of the 1930s identified youth as the most vulnerable population, it subsequently 
positioned America’s youth as a powerful demographic capable of lobbying for radical 
reform. During the 30s, more political youth organizations formed than any previous 
decade, and these groups used their economic vulnerability to lobby for government 
reform. 
The Roosevelt administration’s investment in vulnerable populations and emphasis 
on federal accountability opened the door for black leaders and authors to pressure the 
government for progressive reform that would bring about racial equality. This chapter 
argues that protest authors of the 1930s, like Langston Hughes and Richard Wright, 
capitalized upon the political power of vulnerability by exemplifying in their writing the 
tragic experiences of black youth while also underscoring the need for youth-led resistance. 
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If vulnerable youth had the government’s ear, then black youth (in reality and in protest 
literature) became the motivation for protest and resistance. 
The Rise of Protest Literature 
Black leaders and authors during the thirties recognized that the discourse of 
vulnerable youth paradoxically gave young people political power. Like the editors and 
authors who came before them, leaders in the fight for racial progress sought to capitalize 
upon the power of prevailing discourses. Yet during the thirties, the prevailing discourse 
meant both an extreme vulnerability and the potential to use that vulnerability for radical 
reform. The conditions of the Great Depression and the relief efforts of the Roosevelt 
administration identified youth in general as a vulnerable population deserving millions of 
dollars in aid. The rise of protest fiction like that of Langston Hughes and Richard Wright 
signified upon this national narrative of vulnerability by emphasizing black youth 
victimized by overlapping economic pressures and racial violence.  
Many of Roosevelt’s initial welfare programs targeted young populations whom he 
and much of the nation saw as both the most vulnerable demographic and the one with the 
most potential to stimulate long-term recovery or long-term injury, depending on how they 
fared. By the mid-thirties, American children under the age of 16 made up forty percent of 
the population on relief (Hawes, The Children’s Right Movement, 72). According to Census 
data, the nation housed nearly four million unemployed youth by 1937 (Lindley 6). As 
Katharine Lenroot, former head of the Children’s Bureau, noted, “the Great Depression 
resulted in ‘the deepening sense of public responsibility for children and the accompanying 
realization that this responsibility must be developed on a nationwide basis” (qtd. in 
Lindenmeyer 198). Roosevelt positioned children and youth as the primary recipients of 
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major federal relief efforts, and many Americans welcomed a federal paternalism that 
would offer its citizens basic assistance. 
 Roosevelt’s youth-directed relief programs largely targeted older youth 
populations, either out of work or unable to pay for higher education. Aside from his 
continued investment in the Children’s Bureau, Roosevelt instituted his first major relief 
effort for youth, the Civilian Conservation Core (CCC) in 1933 (Hawes, Children Between 
the Wars, 103).59 This program, Roosevelt’s and the nation’s first federal relief agency, 
shaped the discourse about youth that would endure until WWII. The CCC and the National 
Youth Administration (NYA) founded two years later focused on those unemployed and 
college-aged young people under the age of 26.60 This redefinition of youth, now signifying 
an older population, allowed Roosevelt to direct his relief efforts toward unemployed 
young people and to articulate economic disenfranchisement as the nation’s greatest 
vulnerability. Young people—and, as far as the CCC was concerned, young men—would 
have found employment during a different economic climate, but the Depression created 
virtually an entire generation of unemployed young adults who could not meet their own 
basic needs. By referring to them as youth, furthermore, Roosevelt reclassified these 
unemployed Americans as dependents. This rhetorical tactic refigured federal relief 
programs as an unquestioned necessity, and it redefined a discursive category that now 
served the administration’s paternalistic relationship between government and citizen. 
 
59 The Children’s Bureau served as the primary agency receiving federal funding to provide instruction and 
resources on child-rearing. It lobbied for child labor laws and the passage of the 1921 Sheppard-Towner 
Act (defunded in 1928) which attempted to curtail infant mortality rates through prenatal programs. 
60 Hawes in Children Between the Wars, notes that the shift to an older “youth” can be traced to the 20s 
with the rise in college enrollments and public fascination with this demographic (48). For a more detailed 
history of the NYA, see A New Deal for Youth: The Story of the National Youth Administration (1938) by 
Betty and Ernest K. Lindley. 
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Even with the arrival of New Deal initiatives, black Americans, conflicted about 
how much faith they could put in government relief and reform, protested the 
discriminatory practices of federal relief efforts. Many black leaders critiqued the uneven 
distribution of aid and the continued segregation within federal programs while others 
including Mary McLeod Bethune and Ralph J. Bunche predicted civic engagement and 
militancy to be the best path toward racial progress.61 In 1941, one black advisor to the 
government claimed that progress depended upon citizen participation: “I tell you the only 
way we can operate in Washington is for you to keep putting plenty of pressure on us” (qtd. 
in Kirby 148). The First New Deal attempted to solve the economic crisis as if race had no 
impact on poverty; it promoted equality in the most basic economic terms and failed to 
address how systemic racial discrimination compounded already existing class 
disparities.62 Thus, in the thirties, when vulnerable youth populations captured the hearts 
of the nation and the attention of the government, black leaders and authors like Hughes 
and Wright saw the opportunity to put that vulnerability to political use. Advocates for 
racial progress claimed both in the streets and in their protest writing that a government 
which accounts for the welfare of its people at large must intervene in economic and racial 
violence against black communities.  
 
61 John Preston Davis, J. Philip Randolph, and other critics denounced New Deal initiatives that often left 
the distribution of resources and job placement with discriminatory local agencies and that excluded 
predominantly black labor sectors like agricultural and domestic work from the National Recovery 
Administration. Supporters of liberal reform like Bethune and Bunche encouraged more civic engagement 
by black Americans and tied that engagement to democracy and racial progress. Bethune believed that a 
more militant “New Negro” would fulfill democracy’s potential while Bunche conversely believed that any 
“blow struck on behalf of democracy” would bring about racial progress (Kirby 120, 209). For the racial 
politics of the New Deal, see John B. Kirby’s Black Americans in the Roosevelt Era: Liberalism and Race 
(1980) and Lauren Rebecca Sklaroff’s Black Culture and the New Deal (2009). 
62 For a detailed history of how the Great Depression affected black Americans, see Cheryl Lynn 
Greenberg’s To Ask for an Equal Chance: African Americans in the Great Depression (2009). 
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Protest writers of the thirties recognized the influence of vulnerable youth on 
federal programs and signified upon this narrative to advocate for victimized black youth. 
When the Roosevelt administration shaped its platform and policy around a commitment 
to aid vulnerable Americans, it inadvertently gave power and voice to vulnerable 
populations who proceeded to call Roosevelt on his implicit promise. In other words, the 
Roosevelt administration emboldened the militancy of black protesters who emphasized 
their own need during the Great Depression when the government claimed to acknowledge 
and address need on a federal level. Greenberg exposes the paradoxical relationship 
between the Roosevelt administration and protest when she claims, 
Much of the problem lay in the political nature of the New Deal itself. 
Because these programs were political creatures, they responded best to 
political pressure. [. . .] It was this reality—that political pressure was an 
effective tool—that helped spur organizing efforts in so many black 
communities. [. . .] Thus the very failures of the New Deal led to its 
improvement as black pressure groups emerged to fight the political 
establishment on its own terms. (53)  
Protest, as a political reality and as an artistic genre, used the atrocities of real life to 
engender civil unrest and to use that unrest for reform. Authors of protest literature during 
the thirties often depicted the conditions of economic exploitation, abject poverty, and 
racial violence to mobilize audiences. Characterized by a return to realism, an unapologetic 
critique of racism, and often a valorization of the masses, protest literature reinforced the 
cultural shift toward politically motivated civil unrest. Alfred Kazin and William Stott, for 
example, propose that writers of the thirties turned to documentary, not fiction, as the ideal 
form for offering a critically reflexive American consciousness.63 African American 
 
63 See in particular part three, “The Literature of Crises,” in Kazin’s On Native Grounds: An Interpretation 
of Modern American Prose and Stott’s Documentary Expression and Thirties America. Sonnet Retman’s 
more recent work, Real Folks: Race and Genre in the Great Depression, also offers a compelling argument 
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protest authors, Trudier Harris claims, likewise demanded that “practitioners of democracy 
truly to live up to what democratic ideals on American soil mean.” Protest literature often 
employed real historical events (as did Hughes’s Scottsboro Limited) or the genre of social 
realism (as did Wright’s Uncle Tom’s Children) to reflect American injustice and the 
insufferable conditions of everyday life for the working class. Protest literature, then, is 
what Paul Lauter calls “a social dynamic,” one that allows an author like Richard Wright 
to position black youth as both marginalized by American politics and central to its reform 
(12). 
Protest, therefore, has always had a close relationship with vulnerability, for 
vulnerability serves as both the catalyst for social activism and the evidence of that 
activism’s necessity. Contemporary scholars of vulnerability agree with the term’s 
potential to critique dominant discourses, particularly as activists and authors like Hughes 
and Wright translate it into political agency. For example, Judith Butler’s 2016 publication 
of Vulnerability in Resistance takes as its foundational given the feminist potential of 
recognizing how vulnerability exists within strategies of political resistance.64 In African 
American Novels in the Black Lives Matter Era, E. Lâle Demirtürk addresses the 
significance of revisiting vulnerability’s relationship to protest, particularly in the current 
era. Through an analysis of “racialized vulnerability,” Demirtürk “aims at revealing the 
black people’s transformation of the power of racialized vulnerability into a political 
strategy for social change to enhance democracy” (4). My work shares this objective, but 
where Demirtürk illustrates how black characters grapple with performative whiteness 
 
about how documentary writers used the invention of “the folk” as a political tool in their realist writings 
during this decade. 




through an interrogation of racialized vulnerability, I argue that Hughes and Wright put 
vulnerability to a slightly different use. These authors used vulnerable black youth as an 
indictment that exposed the slippages between a nation’s declared priorities to provide for 
the “ill-housed, ill-clad, and ill-nourished” of the nation and the tandem racial and 
economic violence that drove black youth into homelessness, poverty, and hunger.65 When 
protest authors write black youth onto the page, they are engaging not only with the racial 
politics of the time but with the particular politics of youth in their repudiation of white 
supremacy. Even though scholars of African American protest fiction have long studied 
protest authors’ interrogation of white supremacy and the psychology of racial oppression, 
little recognition has been given to how discourses of vulnerability were already circulating 
during the Great Depression and, more importantly, were coming from the White House.  
Given the significant attention to and investment in youth on this national scale, 
protest literature cannot be divorced from the contemporary discourse of vulnerable yet 
mobilized youth. Much of the protest genre, from the writings of Marita Bonner and 
Langston Hughes to that of Theodore Ward and Richard Wright, emphasize the 
vulnerabilities of black youth, most of whom either engage in their own resistance or 
inspire it through their literary deaths.66 Ira De Augustine Reid captured the spirit of black 
youth in the 1930s when he proclaimed, “Today—while perhaps it could hardly be thought 
surprising if the opposite were true—the challenging fact of the matter is that Negro youth 
seem more ‘alive’ than ever before. Their hopes, their ambitions, and their high resolves 
dramatize the contrast between the ‘what-is’ of the present and the ‘what-may-be’ of 
 
65 See Roosevelt’s second inaugural address, 20 Jan. 1937. 
66 Richard Yarborough classifies Uncle Tom’s Children as the start of “modern black ‘protest’ literature,” 




tomorrow” (4). Black youth of the 30s led the fight for civil rights through organized 
protest, and black authors reinforced their resistance by depicting the precarious position 
of black youth in American culture.  
Langston Hughes and the Scottsboro Boys 
In a 1979 interview, Amiri Baraka, a founder of the Black Arts Movement, 
attributed much of his own revolutionary writing to the “little-known Langston” (or “the 
unknown Langston Hughes”) of the late twenties and thirties (63, 65).67 According to 
Baraka, by 1979 at least, literary scholars had devoted little attention to this “revolutionary 
Langston Hughes” whose writing seemed to depart so greatly from the pre-Renaissance 
Hughes and the Cold War Hughes who distanced himself from his Communist associations 
(63).68 Hughes’s revolutionary philosophy can be traced to the publication of “The Negro 
Artist and the Racial Mountain” in 1926, in which Hughes encouraged black artists to 
embrace a folk-centered political aesthetic instead of an assimilationist white one. In this 
famous essay, Hughes still supported the pre-Renaissance message of Du Boisian black 
pride only now with a New Negro turn away from traditional uplift and toward the virtue 
of the common people. He continued to struggle with the convergence of the pre-
 
67 In his interview responses to VéVé Clark, Baraka refers to a dramatic transition in Hughes’s artistic 
philosophy during this time period when Hughes used his art “as a weapon” (67). His interview proclaims 
that contemporary audiences must “look at Langston Hughes again” (67).  
68 Anthony Dawahare, in “Langston Hughes’s Radical Poetry and the ‘End of Race,’” suggests that 
Hughes’s own efforts to distance himself from his Communist past contributed to the scholarly neglect 
(21). Even by the late 1990s, Dawahare claims that literary criticism continued to neglect Hughes’s radical 
writings (21-22), with only William J. Maxwell’s New Negro, Old Left: African American Writing and 
Communism Between the Wars (1999), and Joseph McLaren’s Langston Hughes, Folk Dramatist in the 
Protest Tradition, 1921-1943 (1997) to follow for nearly a decade. Only by the 2010s have scholars 
demonstrated a more concentrated interest in the revolutionary Hughes. For these more recent works, see 
“Langston Hughes and Prentiss Taylor: The Golden Stair Press,” by Kelly Quinn (2013), “Prison, Time, 
Kairos in Langston Hughes’s Scottsboro, Limited,” by Katy Ryan (2015), and “Langston Hughes and 
Performing Transnational Presence: Scottsboro Limited and Harvest,” by Ramona Tougas (2015).  
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Renaissance theme of traditional uplift and the New Negro folk in his first novel, Not 
Without Laughter. Published in 1930 with the financial support of his patron, Charlotte 
Osgood Mason, Not Without Laughter depicts the journey of an adolescent black youth 
named Sandy into adulthood and the lessons he learns from his diverse role models in how 
to be a Race Man. Despite its ultimately validating the self-help tradition, which had largely 
fallen out of favor in New Negro writing, Not Without Laughter crystallized a theme that 
would persist in Hughes’s protest writing throughout the thirties: the role of black youth in 
racial progress. While several of Hughes’s works during the thirties feature black youth 
and their vulnerabilities as the source of tragedy, his literary response to the Scottsboro 
Boys, Scottsboro Limited, offers a compelling indictment of the racial and economic 
cruelty black youth experienced during the Depression.69  
Hughes’s own politics and aesthetics transformed dramatically in the early thirties 
when he first severed ties with Mason in 1930 and when police arrested the Scottsboro 
Boys in 1931. Both incidents confirmed for Hughes his conviction that class inequality 
proved to be the greatest obstacle on the path to racial progress.70 To paraphrase Anthony 
Dawahare, Hughes’s previous writing identified with others on the basis of race, but his 
post-Scottsboro writing found common ground in the identity of the working class (30). 
His vehicle for protest, nonetheless, continued to be the figure of the black youth who no 
longer symbolized the future of racial uplift but the people most vulnerable to Depression-
era class violence.  
 
69 Much of Hughes’s other writing during the thirties, including short stories and plays, depict black youth 
as vulnerable or tragic, which shows a marked departure from the uplift of Sandy in Not Without Laughter. 
See in particular the stories “Slave on the Block” and “Gumption” found in The Short Stories of Langston 
Hughes and the plays “Soul Gone Home” and Mulatto collected in Five Plays by Langston Hughes. 
70 According to Dawahare, Mason had attempted to prevent Hughes from writing about economic disparity 
during the Depression (28). 
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In the case of the Scottsboro Boys, Hughes and many others had little difficulty 
making the leap from racial violence to class violence, in large part because both racial and 
economic factors created the conditions of their arrest. During the Depression, an 
unprecedented number of transient youth of all races travelled the country in search of 
employment. According to Michael Scheibach, the number of displaced youth during the 
early years of the Depression ranged anywhere from 100,000 to 5,000,000 (738). One relief 
agency, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, even established transient camps to 
house vagabond youth, and by the mid-thirties these camps still housed over 50,000 
(Lindley 11). The vast unemployment among black adults and the discriminatory practices 
of relief agencies, nonetheless, caused more black youth than white youth to quit school 
and to seek work (Greenberg 31). The nine transient black youth known as the Scottsboro 
Boys rose to international prominence after Alabama police hauled them off a train and 
arrested them for the rape of two white women. The judge sentenced all but the youngest 
to state execution despite a clear lack of evidence, including medical examinations of the 
two accusers and the poor physical health of at least two of the accused.71 All nine black 
youth eventually secured their freedom after a string of appeals, two U.S. Supreme Court 
decisions, one prison escape, and the final pardon of the last three of the nine in 2013.72 
 
71 Sources often present conflicting data on the ages of the Scottsboro Boys, but all place the youngest, Roy 
Wright, at either 12 or 13 and the oldest, Charlie Weems, at 19 or 20. Two doctors testified that 
examinations of both white women, Ruby Bates and Victoria Price, revealed that neither women showed 
physical or emotional signs of rape and that the immotile semen present in their bodies did not indicate rape 
(Carter 27-8). Also, one of the accused, Olen Montgomery, was completely blind in one eye and virtually 
blind in the other, while another accused, Willie Roberson, had syphilis and gonorrhea so severely that sex 
would have been impossible (6). In fact, Williams had taken the train that day to see a doctor about his 
condition (45). 
72 The state of Alabama dropped the charges against Leroy Wright, Eugene Williams, Olen Montgomery, 
and Willie Roberson in 1937 but resentenced the other five. In the mid-1940s, the state released Charlie 
Weems, Clarence Norris, Andy Wright, and Ozie Powell. Haywood Patterson escaped prison only to be 
arrested again for another crime (Ryan 187-8). 
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While the invocation of black rapist mythology unquestionably positions the Scottsboro 
case as one of the most significant instances of U.S. racial injustice, the conditions of the 
Depression tie that racial injustice to the pervasive class inequity of the thirties. The hosts 
of black youth driven to itinerancy and then ensnared by the racial violence of the Jim 
Crow South rendered the Scottsboro Boys an ideal cause célèbre for the intersecting 
agendas of racial equality and anti-capitalist politics.73 For Hughes, Scottsboro spoke to the 
egregious treatment of black youth by an exploitative class system and a racist criminal 
justice system. His polemic play, Scottsboro Limited, depicted their vulnerability as both a 
justification of and a catalyst for protest.  
Scottsboro awoke in Hughes an urgent need to turn his writing into a weapon of 
protest, and Hughes wasted little time capitalizing on the rhetorical power surrounding 
these nine vulnerable black youth. Within the same year of the Scottsboro arrest, Hughes 
published his one-act play, Scottsboro Limited, in New Masses. The following year, in 
1932, Hughes republished the play in the pamphlet Scottsboro Limited: Four Poems and a 
Play in Verse alongside four poems and the artwork of his co-editor, Prentiss Taylor.74 
Hughes modeled his play on the agitprop genre of proletarian theatre groups and situated 
it squarely within Communist ideology of the 1930s by fusing race justice with class 
justice. The play blends the Communist propaganda of the proletarian theater genre with 
 
73 The intersectionality of race and class inherent in the Scottsboro case resulted in the infamous tug-of-war 
between the NAACP and the International Labor Defense of the Communist Party over their defense, 
which the latter eventually secured. 
74 The four poems included are “Justice,” “The Town of Scottsboro,” “Christ in Alabama,” and 
“Scottsboro,” the last of which was previously published in Opportunity in 1931. 
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the jazz-like verse of a black aesthetic, rendering the black youth at the center the 
inspiration for racial and economic reform.75  
The opening scene of Scottsboro Limited exists outside of any real incidents related 
to the arrest or the trial, instead opening like a pageant with the boys speaking as oracles 
or prophetic martyrs. The play identifies the boys by number instead of by name, and the 
group only includes the eight who were sentenced to death. By divorcing the characters 
from their real-life counterparts, Hughes gives these youth on death row a mystical agency. 
Stripped of their real identities, they signify the Scottsboro defendants without being 
chained to their actual personalities or even earthly limitations. They introduce the 
significance of the play—to teach the transcendent freedom of the martyr—through their 
dialogue with the generic “white man” who repeatedly fails to comprehend their 
philosophic claims. When the boys proclaim that telling their story will give them life after 
death, the white man reveals himself to be too ignorant or too attached to realism to 
understand anything other than the material information in front of him: “Stop talking 
poetry and talk sense,” “you want to show off, eh?,” and “You-all ain’t dead yet” (3-4). 
The boys’ statements about the eternal life of the martyr confound the white man who 
clings to the certainty of his authority in the real world. By discouraging their poetic 
language and reminding them of their execution, he searches for the terror and deference 
that the white community has come to expect from black people, especially black youth. 
After the sage-like boys of the prologue establish that the play grants them a 
transcendent death, the scene suddenly shifts to the “real” events leading up to their arrest 
 
75 Ramona Tougas in “Langston Hughes and Performing Transnational Presence: Scottsboro Limited and 
Harvest,” claims that this fusion of race and class interests allows Hughes to place his work within “a 
broader transnational but Soviet-dominated canon of communist literature, while inserting the cultural and 
historical specificity of the US South into communist discourse” (270). 
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in Scottsboro. In reality, most of the nine Scottsboro boys did not know each other before 
their arrest and had not even ridden on the same part of the train, but Hughes has all eight 
boys, the ones sentenced to death, pantomime the motions of riding atop a train car while 
conversing as if they were friends. Hughes infuses their dialogue with references to the 
conditions of the Depression and the intersection of race and class politics. The boys 
bemoan the annexation of predominantly black jobs by desperate white workers, but before 
the conversation can invest fully in the racial dynamics of Depression-era unemployment, 
Black Boy #8 explains that “rich white folks” more accurately represent their antagonist. 
Black Boy #2 declares that the difference lies in the property-holding versus the working 
classes (6). Black Boy #3 agrees: “You’s right. Crackers is just like me—Po’ whites and 
niggers, ain’t neither one free” (6). In this short exchange, the boys acknowledge the unique 
racial obstacles of poor black people and their overlap with those of poor whites. In “Black 
Christ, Red Flag: Langston Hughes on Scottsboro,” Michael Thurston calls Hughes’s 
philosophy during this time “provisional unity within difference” where groups who are 
typically at odds must unite on “the solid ground of the daily working class struggle” (31). 
Where Hughes found aesthetic and political strength in identifying with the black folk in 
the past, he now incorporated the black folk into the more universal (and international) 
class struggle.  
Perhaps the greatest challenge Hughes faced then, and critics face now, involved 
incorporating the racial violence of the Scottsboro case into the oppression of the working 
class. Even though the intervention of the International Labor Defense shaped the 
Scottsboro narrative as a Communist struggle, the task of first reimagining the racial 
violence of what was essentially a state-sanctioned lynching and then presenting it as a 
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Communist rallying cry undoubtedly smacked of whitewashing. Even the aforementioned 
dialogue from Scottsboro Limited quickly substitutes a simplistic class division for the 
nuances of racial discrimination within the working class. Scottsboro Limited, nonetheless, 
reminds audiences of how race operates in the South. While eight different actors play the 
Scottsboro boys, only one white man plays the role of Sheriff, Judge, Prison Keeper, and 
Preacher. Not only does this casting allow Hughes to reverse the expectation of 
individuality often denied to black people, but it also demonstrates the easily accessible 
forms of power and authority that all white men, regardless of their identity, have over 
black bodies. After the Sheriff has called the black boys down off the train and asked them 
why they shared it with a white woman, the stage directions specify that the boys line up, 
“convicts already” (8). The boys had previously joked with the Sheriff, but the presence of 
a white woman casts an immediate and damning pall over the encounter, for they know 
what it means to be black and male around white women. The repetition of the white man’s 
accusations against the boys (“You raped that girl?” and “You had a gun”) emphasizes the 
presumed authority of white assumptions over the repeated testimonies of the black 
defendants (11). Furthermore, the context in which the pamphlet presents the play, amidst 
poems like “Christ in Alabama,” ensures that readers confront the racial dynamics 
operating in the Scottsboro case as they move toward the proposed solution of interracial 
Communism. In his analysis of “Christ in Alabama,” Thurston states, “The 1931 
Scottsboro case transforms Hughes’ racial mountain into a Calvary at whose peak Hughes 
finds (or fashions) a powerful tableau: the ‘Nigger Christ’ languishes on his southern cross, 
and beside this grim sight Communism’s red flag dramatically unfurls” (31-2). Hughes 
delivers this philosophy, one that ultimately manifests as the interracial proletariat at the 
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play’s end, through the voices of these wise youth whose real counterparts had come to 
symbolize the fusion of class and race politics.  
In Scottsboro Limited, Hughes stages these black youth as the prophets and agents 
of interracial revolution specifically because of their condition of extreme vulnerability. 
When Hughes first introduces the youth, they speak with one foot in the grave for they 
have committed to their execution by the state. Just after the transition to the scene on the 
train, the “Black Boys” remind us of their abject poverty as they roam the country looking 
for employment in the face of astounding class and race obstacles. By the end of the play, 
these youth must literally confront the electric chair as an onstage prop before they finally 
turn their lives’ tragedies into the strength to defeat the electric chair and the power to 
mobilize audiences in protest. Out of their real suffering (rendered concise and 
uncomplicated in the agitprop play) Hughes associates the vulnerable with the 
revolutionary. The public had already come to know the eight poor and transient Scottsboro 
boys as vulnerable youth victimized by the State, and Hughes converted their vulnerability 
into a catalyst for social protest. As the boys become increasingly agitated and conscious 
of their ability to challenge their supposed fate (i.e. the electric chair), their performance 
on stage (theoretically) activates a revolutionary spirit in audiences who band together in 
protest. 
Scottsboro Limited mirrored the strategies of other leftists who correlated the 
vulnerable with the revolutionary by using (and sometimes manipulating) the defendants’ 
age for political reform. The treatment of the nine youth by the state of Alabama outraged 
leftist American and international audiences who rallied to their defense by emphasizing 
their youthfulness. In many cases, sympathizers even called them “children” despite the 
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oldest one being nineteen years of age at the time of the arrest.76 For example, the leftist 
reporter Hollace Ransdall described the defendants as “frightened children caught in a 
terrible trap without understanding what it is all about” (qtd. in Miller, Remembering 15). 
Even William Pickens of the NAACP (who failed to secure the legal defense of the 
Scottsboro Boys from the ILD) blamed their decision on the vulnerability of the frightened 
youth who had been “taken advantage of by the Communists” (qtd. in Miller 33). For 
Hughes, however, these “children” break out of a cycle of submission, overthrow their 
chains, and inspire the reds to fight alongside them. Their vulnerability inspires their own 
protest and motivates others to act both within and outside of the context of the play. 
Scottsboro Limited ends with “red voices” from within the audience joining those of the 
boys after Black Boy #8 breaks out of a chant to scream, “No! [. . .] I am not humble! I am 
not meek!” (18). This transformative moment, as critics have noted, causes the red voices 
to join their struggle with enthusiasm until the conclusion of the play.77 The black boys, 
the red voices, the “audience,” and “all” chant to “fight” as the international plays and a 
red flag rises over the audience (21).  
Scottsboro Limited differs from many public responses to the Scottsboro case in its 
proposed solution.78 Many public sympathizers agreed with Hughes that the ILD and a 
labor-led revolution would bring about justice, or perhaps redemption, for the Scottsboro 
Boys, but most called upon government intervention as the most pragmatic solution. 
 
76 Interestingly, Ruby Bates, one of the accusers, was only seventeen at the time of the arrest, but audiences 
rarely pointed to her age with equal vigor. 
77 Both Amiri Baraka and Katy Ryan claim that the red voices do not fully or at least enthusiastically 
support the black youth until Black Boy #8 resists his fate and calls for revolution. Their initial defiance 
precedes and brings about interracial Communist support (Baraka 67, Ryan 172). 
78 The only piece in the Scottsboro Limited pamphlet that calls for government intervention does so 
indirectly. “Christ in Alabama,” through its depiction of grotesque racial violence, evidences the need for 
anti-lynching legislation without demanding it directly. 
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Protesters of the Scottsboro arrest necessarily had a complicated relationship with the 
government which was both responsible for the boys’ captivity and capable of liberating 
them. In all cases, though, protestors from all positions clamored to use the boys’ youth as 
the fuel for political outrage and the impetus for action. Virtually all parties agreed that the 
State of Alabama served as the main aggressor, and protestors painted the justice 
department as a violator of children. Many protestors, like Hughes and other Communist 
sympathizers, held the government accountable for the deplorable economic conditions 
that led to the youth’s itinerancy in the first place. For them, the responsibility for the tragic 
events that befell these youth—in an economy born out of unchecked capitalism and a 
prioritization of property rights over human rights—sat squarely on the federal 
government’s shoulders. Many of these same protestors, nonetheless, found hope in the 
authority of the federal government which held power over the states. These protestors 
appealed to the contemporary discourse of governmental paternalism as they encouraged 
the president to step in on behalf of the nation’s eight vulnerable black youth on death row. 
For example, the group “Americans in Paris” in March 1932 sent a petition to Herbert 
Hoover pleading that he “use the influence of [his] high office and make intervention on 
behalf of these eight American children” (qtd. in Miller, Remembering 54). This petition 
paled in comparison to the 1934 pamphlet issued by the ILD. This document, “Mr. 
President: Free the Scottsboro Boys!” intensified the rhetoric of paternal duty to vulnerable 
youth by repeatedly referencing the efforts of their mothers to free them.79 Theodore 
Dreiser, who wrote the pamphlet’s preface, aligned himself with the boys’ mothers in 
 
79 Rebecca N. Hill in Men, Mobs, and Law: Anti-Lynching and Labor Defense in U.S. Radical History 
suggests that the significant role of the Scottsboro mothers further emphasized the boys’ youth: “The image 
of the Scottsboro as children was reinforced by the fact that, while white men’s wives and girlfriends 
fought for them, the female speakers for the Scottsboro Boys were their mothers” (233). 
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requesting that the President free them (3). The pamphlet’s following essay, “The President 
is ‘Not In!,’” described the deplorable treatment that the mothers received from the White 
House when they attempted to make their request. This essay was followed by a copy of 
the letter that the Scottsboro mothers had tried to deliver to President Roosevelt on that 
day. Requesting that he invoke execute power and fulfill the duty of the office to protect 
the nation’s youth, they urged the President, “as the chief executive of this country, as one 
who is supposed to take an interest in the welfare of the people of this country and to see 
that justice is done to all alike, speak out against the murderous persecution of our children” 
(7). The overwhelming presence of the mother’s unconditional support and effort in 
bringing their sons to justice exposes an astonishing divide between the federal intervention 
for out-of-work white youth and the lack thereof for these unjustly prosecuted black youth. 
The first third of the document, furthermore, contrasts the parental duty of the mothers with 
the President’s absence of paternal responsibility.  
Thus, whether one understood the government as culpable, liberating, or both 
informed the shape of protest. The Scottsboro case conformed to both labor-defense and 
anti-lynching campaigns by calling for both the organization of the masses (a characteristic 
of the former) and the intervention of the federal government (a characteristic of the 
latter).80 Furthermore, because of its shifting perception of governmental culpability, the 
case allowed protestors to use the vulnerability of youth to mobilize around several separate 
causes. For Hughes, the government—because its negligence and corruption created vast 
economic disparity and because it deployed racist rapist mythology—had to be confronted 
 
80 Hill illustrates the distinction between labor-defense campaigns and anti-lynching campaigns by pointing 
to the shifting use of “the mob.” In the case of the former, the masses become a heroic “mob” against 
unjust political imprisonment; in the latter, the lynch mob (and the justice system’s collusion with them) 
prevents the masses from organizing in ways that resemble “mob” activity (14-5). 
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by an organized and interracial union of workers. What these workers would eventually 
attempt to accomplish never appears in the pages of Scottsboro Limited; Hughes published 
the pamphlet to raise money and support for the ILD, not to outline the strategy of the 
CPUSA (Thurston 38). 
Other protestors, however, recognized that despite its culpability, the federal 
government held the power to overrule state authorities, and they regarded federal 
legislation as the best avenue for racial progress. The strategic use of vulnerable youth by 
all parties paradoxically emboldened real youth themselves; the rhetorical power used by 
adults transformed into literal power as black youth organizations in the thirties used their 
collective frustration to demand intervention and reform.81 During this decade, college-
aged black youth took up the mantle of racial progress and advocated for institutional 
reform from the bottom up. Although their generation experienced the brunt of Depression-
era poverty and unrelenting unemployment, they would be the most educated generation 
to find themselves un- or under-employed upon graduation. According to Erik S. Gellman, 
“the largest generation of college-educated black youth came of age in the 1930s” (11). 
These “talented yet restless” youth, Gellman writes, “[drew] explicit connections between 
economic and racial oppression” (69). Moreover, these youth grew up aware of the power 
of collective action. Having grown up reading The Chicago Defender and seeing the 
successes of unions like the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, black youth in the thirties 
believed that “sticking together” offered the best hope for effecting change, and by the end 
of the thirties, black youth had organized the Negro Youth Congress conference, the 
 
81 White youth also organized into national and international coalitions to advocate for a variety of causes 
ranging from interracial collaboration against economic exploitation to international peace. See for example 
the “Declaration of the Rights of American Youth” presented by the American Youth Congress in 1935 and 
the “Vassar Peace Pact” presented at the 2nd World Youth Congress in 1937. 
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Southern Negro Youth Congress (SNYC), and the youth divisions of the NAACP.82 Even 
though they often faced the most severe economic and racist discrimination, black youth 
turned their vulnerability into collective action. As E. Franklin Frazier details in Negro 
Youth at the Crossways, black youth recognized the discrimination they faced and its 
impact on their ability to succeed. Out of this shared vulnerability, however, came an 
opportunity to confront racial violence and economic disparity by banding together and 
using their collective frustration to destabilize the status quo. One youth wrote, “You know 
the greatest problem the Negro has is sticking together. They could keep white people from 
lynching if every time the white people got a crowd to lynch a colored man, they would 
get a crowd just as large and keep them from doing it” (174). Another suggested that the 
black community stick together by building up their own businesses: “The Negroes should 
build a worthwhile drugstore like the Peoples [Drug Store] so that when they decide to 
demand better jobs for Negroes, their people will have an alternative to turn to 
immediately” (186-7). As the president of the Christian Youth Council of North America 
claimed in 1937, “a new spirit is emerging among youth—a conviction that their problems 
must be solved by young people themselves.”83 
Black youth might not have organized so aggressively in the thirties without the 
prodding of Langston Hughes himself. After visiting several black colleges in the U.S. 
 
82 In Negro Youth at the Crossways: Their Personality Development in the Middle States, E. Franklin 
Frazier documents that thirties black youth believed that “sticking together” offered the greatest chance at 
racial progress (173-5). See “‘We Must March Forward!’: Juanita Jackson and the Origins of the NAACP 
Youth Movement,” by Thomas L. Bynum for a substantive history of NAACP youth branches. For the 
history of SNYC, see the 2009 dissertation, “The Southern Negro Youth Congress: Its Legacy and Impact,” 
by Lopez Denoble Matthews, Jr. and Death Blow to Jim Crow: The National Negro Congress and the Rise 
of Militant Civil Rights (2012) by Erik S. Gellman. 
83 This quote by Martin L. Harvey appears in the article “We Demand Our Rights: The Southern Negro 
Youth Congress, 1937-1949,” by C. Alvin Hughes (38). 
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South on a speaking tour, Hughes published a scathing attack of capitulatory black youth 
who failed to confront racial injustices, especially those occurring on their own campuses. 
“Cowards of the Colleges,” published in the 1934 August issue of The Crisis, derided the 
privileging of rule-followers over innovative thinkers at black colleges and universities. 
Hughes suggests that the behavioral restrictions placed upon black youth (i.e. no smoking, 
card playing, or dancing) stamp out radical thought and embolden the status quo. In his 
estimation, “Many of our institutions are not trying to make men and women of their 
students at all—they are doing their best to produce spineless Uncle Toms, uninformed, 
and full of mental and moral evasions” (216). As evidence, Hughes points to the Dean of 
Men at Hampton who told Hughes that protest “was not Hampton’s way” and to the 
expulsion of Ishmael Flory from Fisk for organizing protests of civil rights violations. 
Hughes concludes by applauding “those brave and progressive students who strike against 
mid-Victorian morals and the suppression of free thought and action” and by suggesting 
that the future of radical thought might be found outside of traditional institutions (220-
221). Hughes’s accusations, despite the criticism they garnered, coincided with an 
invigorated youth movement in the mid-thirties.84  
While Hughes’s article may not have prompted any new students to mobilize or 
any institutions to reconsider their campus policies, it validated the radicalization of black 
youth and put old-establishment black intellectuals on notice. Black leaders recognized that 
they had failed to meet the needs of frustrated black youth who had become critical of uplift 
traditions and who increasingly identified with the laboring masses. Furthermore, they 
 
84 In one letter to the editor appearing in the November 1934 Crisis, student Nick Aaron Ford condemns 
the “faulty reasoning” and “absurdity” of Hughes’s claims (344). 
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recognized the threat that determined and talented youth would organize with or without 
them. At the Second Amenia Conference in 1933, old-establishment black intellectuals 
including W. E. B. Du Bois, E. Franklin Frazier, Ralph Bunche, Walter White, and Joel 
Spingarn (who organized the event) underscored the need to learn about the aspirations and 
initiatives of recent college graduates who would carry on the fight for racial progress.85 
Three years later, the NAACP established a “Youth and College Division,” perhaps as a 
response to Du Bois’s claim that the organization neglected black youth (Miller, Born 
Along 111). 
Richard Wright: Literary Youth as a Catalyst for Protest 
In the latter half of the thirties, during the dawning of the youth-led protest 
movement, Richard Wright published the novellas collected in Uncle Tom’s Children. Like 
Hughes’s writing, Wright’s protest fiction frequently depicted vulnerable and victimized 
black youth both as a form of literary protest and as a vehicle to stimulate protest among 
the public. Both writers challenged the institutional oppression (both economic and 
racialized) that positioned black youth as uniquely and desperately vulnerable during the 
Depression and under the Roosevelt administration. Despite the overlapping politics of the 
two authors, Wright understood that black people under Jim Crow had to liberate 
themselves from an Uncle Tom-like acceptance, and Wright used the tragic fates of black 
youth as a catalyst to stimulate not just a political but a psychological awakening. While 
black (and white) youth organizations in the thirties led a revolution in the streets, Wright’s 
 
85 See Eben Miller’s Born Along the Color Line: The 1933 Amenia Conference and the Rise of a National 
Civil Rights Movement (2012). 
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Uncle Tom’s Children (and later Native Son) inspired a political and a psychological 
revolution through his depiction of cumulative damage inflicted upon black youth. 
For both Wright and Hughes, a revolution in black literature accompanied and often 
stimulated a cultural transformation in black activism. Whereas Hughes, in “The Negro 
Artist and the Racial Mountain,” encouraged other writers to embrace a black aesthetic, 
Wright’s “Blueprint for Negro Writing” advocated a form of black nationalist literature. In 
both essays, Wright and Hughes distance themselves from the traditions of black literature 
(which they characterize as servile and white-centric) to arrive at a literature that they find 
more authentic, more inspiring, and more transformative in its interaction with American 
culture.86 Protest literature emerged out of their foundational essays. This genre of 
literature, spanning every form from Hughes’s agitprop and poetry to Wright’s fiction and 
documentary writing, confronted the injustices of everyday life while raising the 
consciousness of its audience. Unlike other genres, however, Wright made clear that this 
new writing of the thirties must contain the “judgment” of the author which, for many 
young writers of the decade, meant the “obdurate will to change the world” (1407).  
In many ways, Wright’s protest extended the mission set out by Hughes in 
Scottsboro Limited at the start of the decade, but Wright took up one important problematic 
that distinguishes his work from Hughes’s propagandistic protest drama: the psychology 
of oppression. Wright despised the attitude of complicit subservience that white society 
imposed upon black people, and a true reform of America’s race relations required the 
 
86 Wright’s opening lines derides the old literary tradition as both white-centric and white-affirming: 
“Generally speaking, Negro writing in the past has been confined to humble novels, poems, and plays, prim 
and decorous ambassadors who went a-begging to white America. They entered the Court of American 
Public Opinion dressed in the knee-pants of servility, curtseying to show that the Negro was not inferior, 
that he was human, and he had a life comparable to that of other people” (qtd. in Yarborough xvi). 
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eradication of the Uncle Tom mentality. According to Greenberg, the term “Uncle Tom” 
kept its sympathetic connotation until the thirties, when people began to use it derisively 
(77). Like the black youth who critiqued the community’s unwillingness to “stick 
together,” Wright challenged the capitulation of black folk to the status quo because it often 
undermined efforts to unite the black community in protest.87 Even though Wright 
critiqued the attitude of his black peers, he always held white people responsible for this 
manifestation of oppression. In his introduction to Uncle Tom’s Children, Richard 
Yarborough states that “Wright viewed the attempts by whites to break the spirits of 
Southern blacks, to make them complicitous in their own oppression, as perhaps the key 
racist imperative” (xi). With the title and epigraph to the collection Uncle Tom’s Children, 
Wright assaults the psychological warfare of Jim Crow oppression.88 The “children” of the 
title both protested the subservient offspring of Uncle Tom (or those black folks who 
perpetuate subservience) and mirrored the generation gap of contemporaneous black 
leadership led by youth who taught their elders about the new shape of resistance. The 
epigraph points to this youth-led revolution: “The post Civil War household word among 
Negroes—‘He’s an Uncle Tom!’—which denoted reluctant toleration for the cringing type 
who knew his place before white folk, has been supplanted by a new word from another 
generation which says:—‘Uncle Tom is dead!” (xxxi). Wright’s epigraph (which sounds 
both like a factual statement and a rallying cry) describes a paradigm shift in the psyche of 
the black populace and identifies the younger generation as the catalyst for this cultural 
 
87 A 1933 article published in Louisiana Weekly advised, “Chloroform your ‘Uncle Toms.’ [. . .] The Negro 
is oppressed not because he is a Negro—but because he’ll take it. [. . .] Organize yourself inside” (qtd. in 
Greenberg 154-5).   
88 The original version of Uncle Tom’s Children (1938) included “Big Boy Leaves Home,” “Down By the 
Riverside,” “Long Black Song,” and “Fire and Cloud.” In 1940, the final version of Uncle Tom’s Children 
included “The Ethics of Living Jim Crow” and “Bright and Morning Star.” 
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transformation. By introducing the collection with this statement, Wright situates his 
protest within the collective voice of the new generation. 
 In 1937, the same year that New Challenge published “Blueprint for Negro 
Writing,” Wright published “The Ethics of Living Jim Crow” in the collection, American 
Stuff.89 With this autobiographical essay, Wright offered a personal account of the 
routinized procedure of Jim Crow oppression on the black psyche. The essay, written as a 
string of violent incidents along the color line, demonstrates the way a black person often 
accedes to Uncle Tomism after enduring years of repeated racialized discipline. Wright 
underscores across much of his oeuvre that this acculturation starts with childhood.90 By 
placing the autobiographical essay “Ethics” at the beginning of the 1940 edition, Wright 
grounds the fiction to follow in reality and deters accusations of hyperbole or imagination 
run amok.  
In the first episode of “Ethics,” a young Wright becomes injured in a play fight 
when a white boy throws a broken milk bottle at his head. Wright’s mother, however, 
teaches him the ways of “Jim Crow wisdom” by scolding and beating him for fighting with 
white boys in the first place. As Tommie Shelby writes in “The Ethics of Uncle Tom’s 
Children,” “Perhaps the most insidious aspect of this ethos is that it structured the 
consciousness of the oppressed, leading individual blacks to police themselves and each 
other and thereby making them unwitting contributors to their own degradation” (518-19). 
Even though Wright’s mother disciplines him to keep him on the safer path of docility, she 
 
89 American Stuff and “The Ethics of Living Jim Crow” would later come under review by the House Un-
American Activities Committee in the post-war period for its “un-Americanness” under the auspices of 
profanity (Sklaroff 116-7). 
90 Wright, like Hughes, repeatedly featured black youth and their tragic circumstances in his fiction, 
including his autobiography, Black Boy, the stories of Uncle Tom’s Children, the documentary writing of 
12 Million Black Voices, and his most acclaimed novel, Native Son. 
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perpetuates the policing of black behavior and psychology on behalf of white supremacy. 
Her lesson ends with the essay’s refrain that he should be grateful. Wright again learns the 
lesson of gratitude after a particularly violent encounter with a group of young white men. 
He had been walking his broken bicycle down a road when the group of men pulled 
alongside him in a vehicle. He accepted their offer for a ride but when he neglected to say, 
“sir,” one white man knocked him from the moving car by throwing an empty whiskey 
bottle at his face. Wright recalled that before they pulled away, “they comforted [him] with: 
‘Nigger, yuh sho better be damn glad it wuz us yuh talked t’ tha’ way. Yuh’re a lucky 
bastard, ‘cause if yuh’d said tha’ t’ somebody else, yuh might’ve been a dead nigger now’” 
(10). The white men justify their violence by congratulating themselves for their own 
tolerance. Furthermore, Wright’s inclusion of the lesson at the end of the episode reveals 
that servile behavior alone is not the desired outcome of white supremacy in the South. The 
white men felt compelled to couple their physical discipline with a moral about gratitude 
so that Wright would first adopt the lesson taught through violence and then thank them 
for it. Their demand for his gratitude reveals how a Jim Crow education attempts to enforce 
a submissive mindset alongside subservient behavior. 
 Wright’s exposition of the psyche of the oppressed paralleled the emerging theories 
of social psychologists in the 1930s who set out to study the consequences of racism on 
personality development. In 1935, the American Council on Education established the 
American Youth Commission to investigate, as director Floyd W. Reeves described it, “the 
relatively neglected needs” of American youth (101). By 1940, the AYC published its first 
study, Negro Youth at the Crossways: Their Personality Development in the Middle States 
by noted black sociologist, E. Franklin Frazier. Negro Youth (and the three other books on 
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black youth published by the AYC between 1940 and 1941) attempted to elucidate the 
disparate effects of racism on black youth according to class, gender, and region. The 
studies essentially set out to determine if racism negatively affected black youth, a question 
which the nation would affirmatively answer with Brown v. The Board of Education in 
1954.91 Each work described black youth as a demographic distinctly vulnerable to a 
stunted or distorted development because of their constant exposure to the presumed 
inferiority of their race. In one AYC study, In a Minor Key: Negro Youth in Story and Fact, 
Ira De Augustine Reid writes,  
From birth to death his is not only an outer environment of social and 
economic problems and adjustments, but also an inner environment of being 
Negro—which in the United States is interpreted to mean inferior, 
impoverished, and inconvenienced. Both of these environments are real, 
effective, and inescapable. They not only determine the status of Negroes 
but they also create the Negro personality—a personality that has had to 
develop in whatever way and to whatever extent it could within the iron ring 
of race prejudice. (4)92 
Reid’s deterministic philosophy of personality development suggests that black youth 
subjected to distinct oppressive forces will develop a distinctly stunted personality. While 
the sociologists of the AYC studies give black youth tremendous credit and respect for 
their individual reflections on the world around them and their place in it, they concur that 
 
91 The majority opinion of the Brown v. Board of Education ruling (which ostensibly declared segregation 
in schools unconstitutional) argued that segregation detrimentally affected the education and wellbeing of 
black youth: “To separate them from others of similar age and qualifications solely because of their race 
generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds 
in a way unlikely ever to be undone” (n.p.).  
92 In his AYC study entitled Growing Up in the Black Belt: Negro Youth in the Rural South, Charles S. 
Johnson similarly claims that race “reinforces [. . .] economic disabilities, and by so doing retards the 
general cultural development of the group” (276).  
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the shadow and shackle of race influence every aspect of personality development in black 
youth.93  
 Wright anticipated the AYC’s cultural determinism in “The Ethics of Living Jim 
Crow,” and he continued to explore the extent of racism on personality development in his 
magnum opus, Native Son, and its corresponding essay, “How Bigger Was Born.” Native 
Son depicts the tragic circumstances of a black youth, Bigger Thomas, ensnared by the 
limited opportunities of institutionalized racism in South Side Chicago. Unlike other 
literary black youth who came before him, including the Scottsboro Boys of Hughes’s play, 
Bigger moves through much of his life responding to external stimuli and internal impulses 
on a physiological level. The novel’s conclusion questions Bigger’s capacity for a raised 
consciousness and what it would take to stimulate it. During Bigger’s trial for the rape and 
murder of a white woman, Mary Dalton, Bigger’s lawyer, Max, attempts to move the judge 
with the same deterministic logic found in the AYC studies. After accentuating Bigger’s 
“extreme youth,” Max pleads with the judge to acknowledge within Bigger “a mode of life 
stunted and distorted” and around Bigger an entire “existence of men growing out of the 
soil prepared by the collective but blind will of a hundred million people” (376, 388). Like 
Reid, who likened black youth to a plant growing in an inhospitable environment, Max 
proposes figuratively that Bigger and all black people “[spring] from a soil plowed and 
sown by all our hands” (388). Max not only presents Bigger as the vulnerable youth of 
oppressive forces (a claim that had traction during the Depression and the Roosevelt 
administration) but also aligns privileged whites with the sower of oppression.  
 
93 Frazier pays particularly careful attention to the limitations of absolute determinism, suggesting that a 




Readers of the original edition would have been prepared for Max’s argument and 
Wright’s own philosophy by Dorothy Canfield Fisher’s introduction. Fisher distinguishes 
between the desperate position of black youth and the surrounding American ideals, always 
out of reach. “[O]ur society,” she writes, “puts Negro youth in the situation of the animal 
in the psychological laboratory in which a neurosis is to be caused, by making it impossible 
for him to try to live up to those never-to-be-questioned national ideals, as other young 
Americans do” (x). Fisher introduces the determinist vision of Native Son, one where 
environment shapes the behaviors and psyche of the individual, while likening racial 
oppression to the experiments of a mad scientist. Her analogy, like the novel itself, refuses 
to see white supremacy as merely circumstantial and instead indicts white society by 
showing how racial oppression strategically targets black people in their youth. 
 The accompanying essay, “How Bigger Was Born,” articulates this psychology 
behind the creation of Native Son. Wright recalls first discovering how to write about “the 
effects of American civilization upon the personalities of people” from white authors (443). 
When approaching black life from this same ideological perspective, Wright uncovered a 
civilization that left black people empty, wayward, and disconnected from the threads that 
tie an individual to the larger culture: “[T]he civilization which had given birth to Bigger 
contained no spiritual sustenance, had created no culture which could hold and claim his 
allegiance and faith, had sensitized him and had left him stranded, a free agent to roam the 
streets of our cities, a hot and whirling vortex of undisciplined and unchannelized 
impulses” (445). This realization characterized the titular distinction between Uncle Tom’s 
Children and Native Son; the former primarily interrogates the mindset of black individuals 
along the color line while the latter exposes the animalistic product of racialized 
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oppression. In both cases, Wright studies the psychological symptoms of oppression, but 
the manifestation of the symptoms evolves from the resistance of Big Boy to the utter 
rejection of social conventions by Bigger. The black youth of Uncle Tom’s Children, in 
particular the characters of “Big Boy Leaves Home” and “Bright and Morning Star,” 
attempt to resist and revise the social forces oppressing them, while Bigger Thomas of 
Native Son rejects all opportunities to fit within a world designed to exclude him. Even 
though Wright describes the real Bigger Thomases of his past in “How Bigger Was Born,” 
his novel’s protest points to the destructive black youth of the nation’s future. Uncle Tom’s 
Children, on the other hand, presents resistant black youth who sow the seeds of protest 
through their tragic ordeals.94 
 In “Big Boy Leaves Home,” the first novella in Uncle Tom’s Children, Wright 
reinforces the collection’s overall interrogation of psychological oppression but 
concentrates his protest on the mythology of the black rapist that presumes black male guilt 
and, for white Southerners, justifies racial violence.95 Wright depicts a black adolescent 
caught in the snares of this violent mythology who must use self-defense and escape as his 
only resistance. While his adolescent protagonist certainly appealed both to black adults 
who feared for their youth and to black children who would grow into the perilous climate 
that the Jim Crow South had made for them, Wright’s depiction of this black youth had 
political implications. During the thirties when the Roosevelt administration established a 
politics of governmental accountability, the needs of vulnerable youth stimulated federal 
 
94 Wright describes Native Son as prophetic in “How Bigger Was Born”: “For a long time I toyed with the 
idea of writing a novel in which a Negro Bigger Thomas would loom as a symbolic figure of American life, 
a figure who would hold within him the prophecy of our future. I felt strongly that he held within him, in a 
measure which perhaps no other contemporary type did, the outlines of action and feeling which we would 
encounter on a vast scale in the days to come” (447). 
95 Wright first published “Big Boy Leaves Home” in The New Caravan in 1936. 
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intervention. For decades, black activists had unsuccessfully advocated for federal anti-
lynching legislation that would override state law on behalf of black Americans. In a 1935 
article, “The U.S. Department of (White) Justice,” Walter White censures the attorney 
general for ducking and dodging every attempt made by anti-lynching organizations to 
enact or reform crime laws about racial violence. White’s article depicts the Department of 
Justice as operating on a policy of noninvolvement when it comes to lynching. With “Big 
Boy Leaves Home,” Wright illustrates the gap between vulnerable (white) youth who had 
the government’s attention and black youth whose murders garnered no governmental 
response. 
The absence of any police presence or legal process in the novella allows Wright to tether 
racial violence to governmental neglect without ever mentioning the latter.  
 Wright celebrates the boys’ youth at the story’s outset by depicting their playful 
and vivacious camaraderie. The opening lines alternate between the story’s narration and 
their juvenile and light-hearted limerick which causes the boys to fall to the ground with 
laughter (17). They revel in their bawdy jokes, the wonderful feel of the sun-warmed 
ground, and a song that expresses a shared dream of flight from the South. Their collective 
singing and playful wrestling, nonetheless, cannot be separated from the impending tragedy 
as nearly every aspect of the story’s start foreshadows its violent end. “Dis train” of their 
song promises to deliver them to the “Glory” and “Hallelujah” of the North, but the train 
also carried the Scottsboro legacy of racial violence against black male youth who also 
dreamed of a better life and found themselves cornered by black rapist mythology (19). 
Even their puerile wrestling nearly kills Bobo and mimics the strategy of the white mob; 
like the story’s lynch mob (which eventually tortures and murders Bobo), the smaller boys 
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surround and outnumber their target, Big Boy (21). Likewise, the swishing of the boys’ 
sticks against the bushes and grass alludes to the presumed threat of male sexuality to white 
womanhood, and Big Boy’s near-strangling of Bobo to protect himself against the mob 
foreshadows the strangling of the dog for the same reason (20, 59). 
 The threat of racial violence materializes when the boys inadvertently confront the 
most violently regulated part of the color line, the border separating supposedly vulnerable 
white women from supposedly predatory black men. After wrestling, the boys travel to a 
swimming hole located on a white man’s property. After splashing in the water and resting 
on the bank, the boys see a white woman, Bertha, approaching out of the woods. They 
immediately attempt to fetch their clothes and flee, for they know the risk that she as a 
white woman poses to them. Wright inverts the expectation of vulnerability in this 
encounter when he describes their reaction: “They stared, their hands instinctively covering 
their groins” (29). Even though they outnumber her, her clothed presence endangers their 
young, naked bodies.96 Upon seeing them, she screams until her fiancé, Jim, arrives and 
starts shooting. Jim unhesitatingly murders two of the boys before Big Boy and Bobo 
successfully defend themselves. Big Boy, having acquired the gun, shoots and kills Jim in 
self-defense, and the two boys spend the remainder of the novella attempting to evade the 
predictable and retaliatory lynching. 
 Big Boy, Bobo, and Big Boy’s family anticipate the white community’s response 
because lynching had become commonplace in the Jim Crow South since the end of 
Reconstruction. Black youth had to endure either the physical terror of being a young 
 
96 In Crowd Violence in American Modernist Fiction: Lynching, Riots and the Individual Under Assault, 
Benjamin S. West also interprets the river scene as an inversion of what he calls “the racist stereotype of 
the black beast rapist” (54). 
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victim, like the 17-year-old Cordie Cheek lynched in 1933, or the psychological terror of 
its constant potential.97 Charles S. Johnson describes the culture of routinized terror in the 
South and the way black youth respond: “A type of adjustment to it exists. [. . .] When the 
white community quiets down, the Negroes go back to their usual occupations. The 
incident is not forgotten, but the routine of the plantation goes on. The lynching, in fact, is 
part of the routine” (318). Furthermore, Wright (and, I imagine, the black community of 
the novella) knew that the Depression renewed the Southern fervor for anti-black violence. 
In his 1933 article, “Murder for the Job,” journalist Hilton Butler proclaimed that “[d]ust 
had been blown from the shotgun, the whip, and the noose, and Ku Klux practices were 
being resumed in the certainty that dead men not only tell no tales but create vacancies” 
(44, italics mine). Roosevelt had repeatedly refused to impose or even publicly endorse 
anti-lynching legislation. While he occasionally condemned lynching as a “vile form of 
collective murder,” he required the continued support of the Southern voting bloc who 
vehemently opposed such legislation.98 Like Wright, Walter White and the NAACP 
attempted to engender reform by appealing to the vulnerability of youth, only in this case 
white youth. In one 1935 anti-lynching pamphlet after the lynching of Rubin Stacy, the 
NAACP reframed anti-black violence as harmful to white children. Under a graphic picture 
of Stacy hanging from a tree, the pamphlet states, “Do not look at the Negro. His earthly 
problems are ended. Instead, look at the seven WHITE children who gaze at this gruesome 
 
97 In African-American Childhoods: Historic Perspectives from Slavery to Civil Rights, Wilma King 
describes the lynching of Cordie Cheek who was lynched based upon the accusation of an eleven-year-old 
girl (150). 
98 See Roosevelt’s 1933 address to the Federal Council of Churches of Christ. Addressing Roosevelt’s 
political relationship to anti-black violence, Sklaroff claims that Roosevelt’s federal arts programs served 




spectacle” (1). The pamphlet then probes the look on their faces, asking if they gaze in 
wonder or horror, before suggesting the psychological danger to white youth: “But what 
psychological havoc is being wrought in the minds of the white children? Into what kinds 
of citizens will they grow up? What kind of America will they help to make after being 
familiarized with such an inhuman, law-destroying practice as lynching?” (1-2). 
Addressing the popular notion that children represent the future of the nation, the NAACP 
suggests that the nation will grow up perverse, psychologically impaired, and anarchic. 
Like Native Son, the pamphlet presents the possibility of a nation that bears its own 
ruination. In short, it temporarily offers white Americans the perspective of black 
Americans who fear that their youth will grow up stunted by racism. 
 Even though the black youth in “Big Boy Leaves Home” fall victim to the violence 
of the white community, Wright carefully prevents his vulnerable protagonist from 
appearing helpless or pathetic. Aside from the luck that keeps Big Boy out of the mob’s 
grasp, Big Boy and his community unite to secure his safe passage north. The catalog of 
Big Boy’s resistant efforts reveals the determination—but also the dehumanization—
required to save his own life: he grabs the rifle from the white man, Jim, and shoots him 
(31-2); he kills the snake and strangles the dog which threaten the safety of his refuge (47, 
58-9); he imagines and revels in the massacre of the white mob while hiding in the kiln 
(50-1); and he forces himself to stay silent while the mob chains, mutilates, tars, and burns 
his friend, Bobo (54-7). For Wright, the conditions of the Jim Crow South cannot sustain 
black life. The traumatic series that Big Boy endures simultaneously protests the 
inhumanity of racial violence and testifies to the inner strength of black youth. The text, 
like Scottsboro Limited, calls for reform on a legislative or political level while also 
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celebrating and inspiring resistance within the black community. After all, the black 
community in “Big Boy Leaves Home” plays an instrumental role in Big Boy’s flight. As 
Yarborough states, “[T]he Black community, while distraught over the imminent explosion 
of white retaliation for Big Boy’s act, nonetheless mobilizes to protect him with a practiced, 
nearly ritualistic set of strategies which eventually enable him to escape North” (xxiv). Big 
Boy’s father, Saul, summons a few fellow elders to his house where they collectively sort 
through their options and sacrifice their own security in aiding the runaway. Sanders offers 
the safety of his own son, Will, who will transport Big Boy to Chicago while risking his 
own security if caught harboring him (44).  
Big Boy survives in spite of the cultural forces working to oppress and encage him, 
and Uncle Tom’s Children highlights this point by following “Big Boy Leaves Home” with 
“Down by the Riverside.” In this second novella, a white boy assumes his race-given 
authority over the black Mann. After the boy witnesses Mann shoot his father (albeit in 
self-defense) during a flood, the white child assumes authority over Mann’s fate and 
freedom when he reports the incident to the soldiers on scene. The soldiers never question 
the veracity of the white boy’s accusation or the perspective of the black man; in fact, on 
the white boy’s word alone, the soldiers violently assault Mann from behind before even 
confirming his identity with the boy or with the mother. In the juxtaposition of these stories, 
Wright highlights the severe contradiction in every mode of living between white and black 
youth where the former have the authority to sentence black men to death while the latter 
have no certainty that they will live at all.99 
 
99 Wright also illustrates this contradiction within the confines of the novella itself where the white boy’s 
voice assumes the power of the military while Peewee, the black child of the text, is repeatedly told to be 
quiet (66, 67, 68, 71, 75, 77, 78, 91). While Peewee’s own family scolds him when he talks, their 
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The collection’s final novella, “Bright and Morning Star,” returns to the theme of 
vulnerable yet resistant youth by combining the bravery and courage of Big Boy with the 
political martyrdom of the Scottsboro Boys.100 It, more than any other literary work of the 
thirties, unites the mainstream discourse of vulnerable youth with the revolutionary politics 
of anti-capitalists and the anti-racist advocacy of black leadership. In many ways, it 
replicates the union of these cultural discourses in Scottsboro Limited but without being 
restricted by the narrow audience and form of an agitprop play or the political 
contentiousness of the Scottsboro case. “Bright and Morning Star” also replaces the 
accidental martyrdom of the unfortunate Scottsboro Boys (who unintentionally found 
themselves at the center of a revolution) with the careful consideration of political activists 
who confront the status quo prepared to die for it. With this final novella, Wright captures 
the intersecting forces that converged in Scottsboro Limited and uses them to propel black 
youth heroically into the struggle for racial progress. 
With the publication of the complete edition in 1940 (now containing “The Ethics 
of Living Jim Crow” and “Bright and Morning Star”), critics have identified a significant 
progression across Uncle Tom’s Children culminating in willful and radical resistance. In 
“Richard Wright’s Successful Failure,” James R. Giles proposes that the final story revisits 
the collection’s earlier themes (i.e. courage in the face of racial violence, the obstruction 
of “white fog,” and the “racial-sexual” taboo) to render it aesthetically complete (263-4). 
Moreover, “Bright and Morning Star” offers readers of the complete Uncle Tom’s Children 
a political progression from reactionary to proactive black agency. Giles describes the 
 
commands arguably mirror Wright’s mother’s scolding in “Ethics” and demonstrate the self-policing of a 
Jim Crow education.  




collection as progressing “from a spontaneous, fear-motivated reaction by a black character 
against ‘the white mountain’ of racial hatred to a realization of the necessity for 
concentrated Marxist organization of the poor” (256-7).101 Inherent in this transition is the 
evolution from self-preservation to concern for the welfare of the collective. Collectivism, 
which often took the form of Communism in the thirties, served as protest literature’s 
preferred political solution to the economic and racial oppression of poor blacks. In 
particular, many black playwrights of the Federal Theatre Project reinforced the value and 
necessity of leftist politics for racial progress. For example, Stevedore (1934), Turpentine 
(1936), and Big White Fog (1938) each promoted collective labor or organizing practices, 
and by the plays’ ends, salvation against racial oppression often meant an outright 
commitment to Communism.102 The conclusion of Uncle Tom’s Children mirrored the 
proletarian politics of Wright’s contemporaries, and the collection drives toward a 
commitment to political protest with the final story. 
“Bright and Morning Star” replicates the evolution from individual survival (i.e. 
the Jim Crow education of “The Ethics of Living Jim Crow”) to collective protest in the 
character of Sue. The story follows Sue’s actions and thoughts on the night before a 
Communist meeting facilitated by her son, Johnny-Boy. Sue learns from Johnny-Boy’s 
white friend and lover, Reva, that the union-busters had discovered and planned on raiding 
the meeting. Sue passes the message to Johnny-Boy and waits for him to return from 
 
101 For a sampling of other critics who note the thematic and aesthetic progression in Uncle Tom’s 
Children, see Richard Wright by David Bakish, Richard Wright: The Critical Reception by John Reilly, 
The Unfinished Quest of Richard Wright by Michael Fabre, and “Richard Wright’s Unheard Melodies: The 
Songs of Uncle Tom’s Children” by Neil Graves.  
102 The Negro Unit of the Federal Theatre Project funded and produced each of these three plays, 
Turpentine (1936) by J.A. Smith and Peter Morell, Stevedore (1937) by Paul Peters and George Sklar, and 
Big White Fog (1938) by Theodore Ward. See Sklaroff for a consideration of the political implications of 
Communist writing produced by the Roosevelt administration in the mid-to-late thirties. 
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warning other members about the raid. During this time, the white sheriff beats Sue when 
she refuses to give up the meeting information, and a white party member, Booker, tricks 
the battered Sue into revealing the names of the members. The story ends with her resolve 
to shoot Booker before he can deliver the names to the sheriff, even if it means the life of 
her son or herself.  
Even though the story privileges Sue as the main character, it attributes her 
transformation to her love as a mother for her two sons and their commitment to fighting 
injustice. At the story’s start, Wright introduces Sue as a devout Christian whose faith 
provides her the inner strength to endure the daily torment of “the white mountain” (224). 
Sue likens the struggle of daily hardship with Christ’s journey and thus finds relief in the 
promise of a “greater glory” in the afterlife (224). Christianity offers Sue an individual 
salvation, one which presents the trials and tribulations of life in the Jim Crow South as a 
personal obstacle to be endured, not overcome. Sue only starts to question her faith when 
her two beloved sons offer her a new vision: 
And day by day her sons had ripped from her startled eyes her old vision, 
and image by image had given her a new one, different, but great and strong 
enough to fling her into the light of another grace. The wrongs and 
sufferings of black men had taken the place of Him nailed to the Cross; the 
meager beginnings of the party had become another Resurrection; and the 
hate of those who would destroy her new faith had quickened in her a 
hunger to feel how deeply her new strength went. (225) 
Love for her sons and their resolve in a new conviction, interracial Communism, slowly 
converts Sue away from the individual salvation in the afterlife to a collective commitment 
to reform in the present. Her sons offer Sue a new faith rooted in material justice and 
founded on the shoulders of black and white laborers. More importantly, however, 
interracial Communism replaces Christ’s martyrdom with victims of racial injustice and 
Resurrection with the power of the masses. By the story’s end, Sue’s commitment to her 
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new faith and the resolve that her sons will not die in vain drives her to confront the white 
men in the woods. She shoots Booker before he delivers the names of the party members, 
and the white men kill both her and Johnny-Boy in retaliation.  
 Sue’s hesitant commitment to her sons’ vision, however, raises significant 
questions for black and white activists who attempt to forge a common bond in protest. Sue 
frequently questions the party’s interracialism, particularly the confidence that Johnny-Boy 
has in white members like Booker. Sue’s distrust of white people clashes with Johnny-
Boy’s somewhat naïve faith in interracial collaboration. When she implies that one of the 
white people sabotaged the meeting, Johnny-Boy responds that the party cannot afford to 
question the intentions of its members (233). Johnny-Boy also claims to be colorblind, a 
proclamation that blurs his interracial class politics with a naïve colorblindness: “Ah cant 
see white n Ah cant see black,’ he said. ‘Ah sees rich men n Ah sees po men” (234). Wright 
validates Sue’s concerns and suggests the dangers of colorblind approaches to activism 
when the narrative reveals Booker, the white man, to be the mole.103 In this respect, Uncle 
Tom’s Children offers a more complex version of political praxis than proletarian writing 
like Hughes’s Scottsboro Limited or Ward’s Big White Fog, despite their many similarities 
in fusing interracial Communism with racial progress. Hughes and Ward conclude their 
plays with the political vision and dramatic representation of black and white comrades 
united against capitalism.104 While Sue eventually commits to the party, the text never 
 
103 Arnold Rampersad notes a similar critique of liberalism in Native Son where Bigger’s contact with 
white philanthropy triggers the destructive events of the novel: “Setting in motion the tragedy is the 
relatively simple act of bringing Bigger, with his alienations and hostilities, into contact with the hypocrisy 
and culpable ignorance of the Dalton world” (xvii). 
104 Ward’s play mirrors “Bright and Morning Star” by depicting a personal conversion to interracial 
Communism because of a son’s influence. In Big White Fog, the black youth, Lester, initially feels 
oppressed by the white fog of racial oppression when he fails to receive a scholarship because of his race. 
By the play’s end, he has committed to an interracial Communist party and convinces his father, a 
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indicates that she adopts Johnny-Boy’s willingness to see past race. According to 
Yarborough, this story demonstrates Wright’s refusal “to reduce the relationships between 
culture and ideology and between race and class to simple formulas” (xxvi). Instead, 
“Bright and Morning Star” focuses on the tension between self-preservation and protest, 
leaving questions about racial politics within interracial collaboration unanswered.  
 With the depiction of a sacrificial mother and a politically radical black youth, 
Wright alludes to the two most renowned causes of state injustice during the 1930s. After 
the arrest of the Scottsboro Boys, their mothers became their most determined advocates. 
According to Rebecca Hill, the wives and mothers of political prisoners often led the charge 
for their defense (20).105 For years, the mothers of the Scottsboro Boys spoke publicly, 
visited the White House, and, in the case of Ada Wright, travelled internationally on their 
behalf.106 They sacrificed their labor and privacy to the cause of the ILD, and Sue’s 
commitment to her son’s vision recalls the oft-publicized dedication of the Scottsboro 
mothers. The second cause célèbre of the decade involved the arrest of a nineteen-year-old 
boy, Angelo Herndon, on charges of “attempting to incite insurrection” (Greenberg 37). In 
1932, Herndon organized a mass protest that, according to the state of Georgia, violated 
state slave statutes barring any “integrated protest against unemployment and in support of 
striking [. . .] workers” (38). Herndon remained in prison until the Supreme Court ruled in 
his favor in 1937, but his cause launched an international campaign against the wrongful 
 
Garveyite, that the “light” through the fog is interracial unity. He points to the party’s membership and 
explains to his father, “I wanted you to see they’re Black and white” (179). 
105 See Men, Mobs, and Law: Anti-lynching and Labor Defense in U.S. Radical History. 
106 The five mothers who attempted to visit Roosevelt at the White House were Jamie Patterson, Ida 
Norris, Mamie Williams, Josephine Powell, and Viola Montgomery (ILD 6). See “Mother Ada Wright and 
the International Campaign to Free the Scottsboro Boys, 1931-1934” by James A. Miller, Susan D. 
Pennybacker, and Eve Rosenhaft for the details of Ada Wright’s international tour. 
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imprisonment of political dissidents by the Department of Justice, all because of the protest 
and arrest of a nineteen-year-old black youth. Johnny-Boy, captured through the collusion 
of union-busters and the sheriff, recalls the imprisonment of Herndon by state authorities 
for uniting industrial workers. The novella occludes Johnny-Boy’s exact age, suggesting 
at times his youth and, at others, his maturity. Sue coddles Johnny-Boy as if he were still a 
child, reminding him to button his coat and referring to him as a boy, but she also 
acknowledges his manhood when she reflects on his relationship with Reva (235, 231). 
The perspective of the mother also complicates his age, at once making him seem younger 
in Sue’s eyes than in reality while also hinting at his youthfulness by always classifying 
him as a son. This ambiguous depiction creates the impression that Johnny-Boy, like 
Herndon, is old enough to organize a protest and young enough to represent the new 
generation of black leaders.  
 With “Bright and Morning Star,” Wright offers this generation of black youth a 
way to imagine political activism as heroic, even when met with death. Wright wrote so 
frequently about and for black youth that his oeuvre could have had a de facto dedication 
to the next generation.107 Aside from Uncle Tom’s Children and Native Son, which each 
contain black youth protagonists, Wright used his autobiography, Black Boy, to “give [his] 
tongue to the voiceless Negro boys” of the South.108 In 12 Million Black Voices, Wright 
laments the constricting home environment of the North which “blights the personalities 
of our growing children, disorganizes them, blinds them to hope, creates problems whose 
effects can be traced in the characters of its child victims for years afterward” (110). Wright 
 
107 Three of Wright’s most celebrated works—Uncle Tom’s Children, Native Son, and Black Boy—
reference youth in the title with “children,” “son,” and “boy.” 
108 See “How Richard Wright Looks at Black Boy,” 3. 
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was carefully attuned to the psychological and physical consequences of racial oppression 
on black youth, but he never underestimated their inner strength and radical potential, 
especially in defiance. Later in 12 Million Black Voices, Wright celebrates this resistance, 
especially when it ruptures the conventional: “Always our deepest love is toward those 
children of ours who turn their backs upon our way of life, for our instincts tell us that those 
brave ones who struggle against death are the ones who bring new life into the world, even 
though they die to do so, even though our hearts are broken when they die” (135-6). With 
this passage and his stories about black youth in Uncle Tom’s Children, Wright fuses pride 
and pain. His writing uplifts black youth who protest injustice and depicts their 
vulnerability to a white supremacist social order that routinely uses violence to suppress 
them. 
At the end of “Bright and Morning Star,” Wright depicts through the murders of 
Johnny-Boy and Sue the tragic confluence of protest with racial violence. When Sue 
resolves to protect the other members at all costs, she accepts the possibility that she and 
her son will die in the process. The sheriff demands the names and severely beats Sue when 
she chooses to sacrifice her son’s life instead of naming the party members. The story 
repeats this episode—selfless commitment to the cause and violent response—at the end 
after Sue shoots Booker: “She waited, giving up her life before they took it from her” (261). 
Immediately after this decision, the white men kill Johnny-Boy and then Sue. Wright 
repeatedly holds the violent social and political order of the South accountable for the 
deaths of black people, especially black protestors who challenge the social order. With the 
story’s final lines, Wright gives their deaths direction and significance by suggesting their 
ability to motivate and inspire audiences to action. As Sue lay bleeding on the ground, the 
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narration reveals that she did “not [feel] her flesh growing cold, cold as the rain that fell 
from the invisible sky upon the doomed living and the dead that never dies” (263, italics 
mine). As Hughes suggested with Black Boy #8 of Scottsboro Limited (who proclaims, “In 
the heart of a fighter, death is a lie”), Wright implies that the black activists at the end of 
Uncle Tom’s Children can continue to live figuratively in the protest that they inspire.109 
Both Hughes and Wright concluded their works of protest with a fusion of outrage and 
hope so that audiences might be motivated instead of demoralized. During a time when 
black activists faced the all-too-real threat of extralegal and state-sanctioned retaliation, 
Hughes and Wright recognize political potential but the extreme vulnerability of black 
youth who embrace bravely the struggle of political protest. 
As the United States entered World War II, international politics (of both the United 
States and the Communist party) dramatically influenced the shape of African American 
literature and effectively curtailed protest literature. The Federal Writers Project, which 
had funded several black writers and projects, transformed into the Writers’ Unit of the 
War Services Subdivision of the WPA and put all resources into the war effort (Sklaroff 
118-9). With their funding cut off, several black artists also found themselves alienated 
from the Communist party, which called for a secession of all race-based protesting until 
the war was over (Greenberg 114). Greenberg writes that “for many in the black 
community, this single decision discredited the party” (114). Black artists thus found 
themselves adrift philosophically and financially, which allowed for a reinvention of black 
literature in the postwar period. Black youth of the Cold War Era faced different political 
 
109 After Black Boy #8 of Scottsboro Limited makes this proclamation, the “red voices” and the audience 
join him in chanting, “You need not die!” and “We need not die!” respectively suggesting that black 
activists can inspire a revolutionary spirit even after and sometimes because of their death at the hands of 
racial violence (20). 
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pressures than their Depression-era peers, and black leaders and authors embarked on new 





REBEL YOUTH IN COLD WAR BLACK LITERATURE 
 
 
In 1947, five years before the publication of Invisible Man, Ralph Ellison 
introduced his unnamed narrator as an introspective black teenager in a short story that 
would become the first chapter of his now-famous novel.110 In this story, the narrator 
arrives at an event hosted by the white townsmen to recite his valedictorian’s speech but 
discovers that he must first participate in a series of humiliating and dangerous trials before 
his moment of recognition. While the plot describes the dramatic events of the smoker, the 
narration depicts the confused yet earnest attempts of the black teenager to navigate the 
expectations of both the white male patrons and his black teenage peers.  
When the narrator arrives at the smoker, he finds himself at odds with his peers 
who have already formed a group and resent his presence. They even “had words over the 
fact that I, by taking part in the fight, had knocked one of their friends out of a night’s 
work,” and later, after the fight had started, the narrator discovers that the other boys had 
already established a plan for who would win the match (18, 24). The cash prize further 
separates the narrator from his peers who fight for the money while the narrator, with 
perhaps insulting flippancy, offers to increase the pot substantially if his competitor takes 
a fall (25). The narrator, however, seems more aloof than elitist, and he merely wants to 
get through the prelude to arrive at the main event: his speech. The narrator’s tension 
 
110 In October 1947, Ellison published the short story, “Invisible Man,” in the first issue of Horizon. The 
following January, its U.S. publication in 48: The Magazine of the Year accompanied a name change to 




between his peers on one hand and the white patrons on the other suggests that even though 
he participates in the smoker alongside his peers, he does not belong. Despite the torturous 
episodes that all of the black youth much pass through for the pleasure of the white men, 
he clings to his faith that he alone will get recognized as an intelligent individual by the 
white patrons.111 As Yanwei Hu points out, “He thinks his intelligence differentiates him 
from the group of ‘tough’ boys but ironically, he is recognized only by his color” (1834). 
The narrator finds himself included in the group of black youth, but his dissonance with 
their motivations and strategies reveals that he does not belong in either crowd. 
The narrator, the black youth who is most earnest in his efforts to earn the praise of 
his white patrons and meet their expectations, halts the momentum of the event through his 
audacious, albeit inadvertent, rebellion. During his speech, the narrator faces an onslaught 
of mockery as the white men shout for him to repeat words larger than two syllables. When 
asked to repeat the phrase “social responsibility” for the sixth time, he mistakenly utters “a 
phrase [he] had often seen denounced in newspaper editorials, heard debated in private”: 
“social [. . .] equality” (31). His declaration, more of a slip than a conscious political act, 
stupefies the room. As Julia Sun-Joo Lee writes, “On the one hand, the Invisible Man does 
not know what compels his act of linguistic treachery and so offers a limp (bloodless?) 
excuse. On the other hand, the blood in his mouth—evidence of his recent abuse and 
exploitation—triggers his act of linguistic defiance” (467). The narrator, already a 
disruptive and alienated figure, becomes for a moment a rebel, or what Sun-Joo Lee calls 
 
111 I read Ellison’s decision to place the narrator alongside nine other boys as an allusion to Du Bois’s “The 
Talented Tenth” (1903) where the invisible man represents the educated tenth who will uplift the rest of the 
race through his talent but, as a result, will be distinct from the black masses. Ellison uses this allusion to 
point to the narrator’s naiveté in admiring Booker T. Washington’s attitude toward racial progress instead 
of a Du Boisian racial uplift (18).  
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an “accidental trickster” (467). Through this slip, the narrator reveals a momentary 
uncertainty about his relationship to social order and compliance.112  
This uncertainty permeates the entire story, from his initial recollections of his 
grandfather’s deathbed pronouncement to his dream at the story’s end. To the shock of the 
entire family, the grandfather confesses, “I have been a traitor all my born days, a spy in 
the enemy’s country ever since I give up my gun back in the Reconstruction. Live with 
your head in the lion’s mouth. I want you to overcome ‘em with yeses, undermine ‘em with 
grins, agree ‘em to death and destruction, let ‘em swoller you till they vomit or bust wide 
open” (16).113 This announcement incites the narrator to question his role and orientation 
toward social order, in particular whether his actions actually please white people or 
whether his humility is treachery. What does rebellion really look like when yeses are 
subversion and grins are subterfuge? What does treachery look like when “social equality” 
sparks outrage and discipline, and treachery to whom? As if his personal direction and his 
conception of progress were suddenly upended, the narrator reflects, 
When I was praised for my conduct I felt a guilt that in some way I was 
doing something that was really against the wishes of the white folks, that 
if they had understood they would have desired me to act just the opposite, 
that I should have been sulky and mean, and that that really would have 
been what they wanted, even though they were fooled and thought they 
wanted me to act as I did. (17)  
 
112 I should note that the narrator has inadvertently disrupted the event several times thus far by taking the 
place of one of the boys, by trying to pull one of the white men to the carpet, and by dislodging the 
electrified rug (18, 28). 
113 The family immediately recognizes the danger of this type of speech for young children who might 
grow up with a rebellious or subversive attitude toward the racial order of Jim Crow. The grandfather, 
however, recognizes the need for youth to hear this lesson when he says, “learn it to the younguns” (16). 
Their tension echoes a common question in African American literature over the proper attitude for black 




Even though the narrator had devoted himself to a determined, Booker T. Washingtonian 
humility (and would continue to do so after this episode), he continues to carry with him 
questions about the status quo, rebellion, and the perspectives that define them. As the 
above passage demonstrates, his uncertainty derives in part from his perception of the white 
folks’ imprudence; did they act against their best interests, he wonders, because they had 
been “fooled” by black people like his grandfather whose surreptitiousness confused 
rebellion with order and progress with the status quo? 
 With this narrator—who questions his relationship to order, to discipline, to social 
belonging, and to individuality—Ralph Ellison introduces readers to the Cold War 
American teenager. Of course, no respectable scholarly reading of Invisible Man could 
subordinate race to the margins (nor should a critic want to). Before I return to a more 
thorough analysis of race, rebellion, and discipline in “Battle Royal,” I propose a reading 
of age. As I have been arguing, age-based subjectivity should shape the way we read race-
based subjectivity. Ellison’s invisible man emerges as a black teenager, one who shares the 
general concerns and motivations of the Cold War American teenager. His deep personal 
reflection on where he fits within his peer group, the white patrons, and the larger social 
order, his questions about his social role and its orientation toward order and progress, his 
exploration of the nuances between subversion and complicity, his recognition or failure 
to recognize how community boundaries are drawn and how sex and race play complicated 
and interrelated roles in regulating and testing those boundaries, and how rebellion (even 
inadvertent) is met with panic and discipline all work to situate him within the larger 
cultural discourses about the Cold War teenager. The rebelliousness of this post-war 
generation and the disciplinary efforts that it provoked offered black writers like Ellison a 
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vehicle for exploring the motivations and stakes of social disruption, an issue with 
particular importance as black Americans increasingly advocated for desegregation.114 
Furthermore, through the vivid exploration of the racial politics and experiences of being 
a black youth in America, Ellison and other Cold War black authors unveil the deeply 
entrenched sexual and racial discourses that regulate and discipline rebellion both across 
and along the color line.  
How did desegregation create different stakes for black teenagers where unruliness 
or rebellion was often met with real violence? How do questions of cultural belonging, of 
individuality, of pressures to conform, and of pressures to think beyond segregation and 
race influence the black teenager? This chapter examines works by black authors—
Beetlecreek, “The Outing” and Go Tell It on the Mountain, and The Toilet—that situate 
black youth within discourses of the teenage rebel while exposing in diverse ways how 
racial differences and racial belonging get naturalized through discourses of sexual 
normalcy.115 By signifying upon teenage rebellion, Cold War black authors ask serious 
questions about what shores up a racial community and what happens to black teenagers 
 
114 Through this chapter I often use desegregation and integration interchangeably as they often function as 
two sides of the same coin, so to speak. Traditionally, desegregation refers to the legal dismantling of Jim 
Crow segregation while integration refers to the sharing of spaces by both races, the consequence of 
desegregation. For example, the Brown v. Board of Education decision ruled against segregation but did 
not rule in favor of integration; schools could no longer restrict students on the basis of race but schools 
need not enroll students from different races to become integrated. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 clarified 
this distinction: “‘Desegregation’ means the assignment of students to public schools and within such 
schools without regard to their race, color, religion, or national origin, but ‘desegregation’ shall not mean 
the assignment of students to public schools in order to overcome racial imbalance” (qtd. in Bremner, 
1848). Nevertheless, because the nuance is not often observed in the popular culture and because one often 
led to another, I use both terms to encompass both the legal and cultural transformations of the period. 
115 I use “racial belonging” here to speak to an imagined racial community, a sense of belonging based on 
culture instead of biological race. I take these cues from Benedict Anderson’s conception of an imagined 
racial community, summarized by Kendall Thomas: “Benedict Anderson has said that the notion of a 
‘nation’ hold true as well for the unitary conception of a ‘race.’ That is it binds us to the fact that 
membership in a race, like membership in a national community, is ‘imagined’” (131). 
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who dare to think outside them. While protest authors of the 30s and early 40s emphasized 
racial solidarity and contact across the color line, Cold War black authors looked for a more 
nuanced exploration of how entrenched discourses, both racial and sexual, operated within 
the black community and often undermined individuality. 
Scholarship on teenage culture during this era has long professed that the American 
teenager had a complicated and sometimes contradictory relationship to social conformity 
on one hand and to individuality on the other.116 The Cold War teenager’s fascination with 
rebellion gestures toward the internal conflict between the pleasures of belonging to the 
crowd and the psychopolitical stakes of relinquishing autonomy. One of the challenges of 
writing about teenager rebellion involves accounting for the diverse definitions and 
manifestations of rebellion itself. As James Gilbert’s A Cycle of Outrage suggests, many 
adults collapsed all forms of rebellion into juvenile delinquency. At times the teenage rebel 
was sexually licentious, a belief that rock ‘n’ roll lyrics and dance moves appeared to 
validate, and at others he or she was excessively leisure-seeking, a charge levelled against 
teenagers for their increased consumer power and changes to labor in the post-war years.117 
Despite the moralizing of critics, teenage rebellion became profitable for advertising 
 
116 For a contemporary analysis of this population, see the 1957 national study, The American Teenager, 
conducted by H. H. Remmers and D. H. Radler. For more recent scholarship, see, A Cycle of Outrage: 
America’s Reaction to the Juvenile Delinquent in the 1950s (1986) by James Gilbert, Teenagers: An 
American History (1996) by Grace Palladino, Rebels: Youth and the Cold War Origins of Identity (2005) 
by Leerom Medovoi, A Nation of Outsiders: How the White Middle Class Fell in Love with Rebellion in 
Postwar America (2010) by Grace Elizabeth Hale, The Nicest Kids in Town: American Bandstand, Rock ’n’ 
Roll, and the Struggle for Civil Rights in 1950s Philadelphia (2012) by Matthew F. Delmont, Cold War 
American Literature and the Rise of Youth Culture: Children of Empire (2014) by Denis Jonnes, and 
Demographic Angst: Cultural Narratives and American Films of the 1950s (2017) by Alan Nadel. 
117 Gilbert claims that Americans seemed widely “puzzled and distressed” by the teenager, producing 
multiple “speeches and newspaper and periodical articles [that] sought to introduce and explain to the 
public a phenomenon that was already very familiar” (12). He further suggests that adults feared that the 
teenager would take over national identity because of their “major impact on the shaping of American 
popular culture” through their patterns of consumption (13). 
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agencies and the entertainment industry.118 The juvenile delinquent increasingly became a 
Hollywood staple in films like The Wild One (1953) and Rebel Without a Cause (1955), 
where, in the case of the latter, the film cast rebellion as a return to stability and order in a 
world with no parental guidance or discipline. For contemporary critics such as Robert 
Lindner, author of the 1944 book Rebel Without a Cause, humanity needed healthy 
rebellion to prosper.119 Even though our retrospective impression of the post-war rebel is 
a juvenile delinquent who scoffed at authority, early Cold War Americans conjured up 
images of the teenage rebel whenever they discussed threats to the health and security of 
the nation. For outside observers, teenage rebellion came to represent any level of cultural 
disruption, and critics were left to debate its influence on the nation.  
Perhaps the underlying reason that post-war social critics associated the teenager 
with juvenile delinquency and cultural disruption can be attributed to the rebel figure’s 
close association with black and working-class people. White American teenagers growing 
up during the era of desegregation had to reimagine their relationships to displaced and 
marginalized communities, and teenage culture often distinguished itself through a cross-
racial identification, even as schools largely remained (and increasingly became more) 
segregated. Rock ‘n’ roll, a genre largely derived from music and scenes of black urban 
life, quickly became the most consistent soundtrack of this teenage generation. For Leerom 
Medovoi, this cross-racial and cross-class identification with displacement—including 
 
118 Scholars like Gilbert and Grace Palladino draw a correlation between the cultural obsession with 
juvenile delinquency and the rebel in popular culture. According to Gilbert, these films (and the slew of 
other rebel-genre ones to follow) depict juvenile delinquency as “attractive and misguided,” while 
Palladino suggests that “images of [the juvenile delinquent] were used to sell newspapers and movie 
tickets, not to drum up taxpayer support for misguided, neglected, delinquent youth” (161). 
119 Lindner claimed in his article, “Raise Your Child to be a Rebel: Are We Destroying Our Children by 
Trying to Make Them Too Well Adjusted” (which appeared in the February 1956 issue of McCall’s) that 
“[h]umanity’s fate is bound to the instinct of rebellion.” 
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“the tired worker, the oppressive factory, the emancipating nightclub, and the joyous 
sounds of R & B”—allowed suburban white youth to enjoy “the pleasure of being 
displaced” from mass culture without having to endure the actual experiences of 
disenfranchisement (131, 114). Instead of connoting a political alignment with black 
communities, the cross-racial identification of teenage popular culture “allowed youth 
culture [. . .] a way of seeing oneself as simultaneously within, yet implicitly critical of, 
postwar suburbia” (94). This type of racial appropriation became a key hallmark of 
rebellion; diverse figures like Elvis Presley, Norman Mailer, and Jack Kerouac all 
respectively held up the black community as cooler, sexier, and freer than white 
America.120 Grace Elizabeth Hale writes, “Identifying with African Americans, ‘white 
Negroes’ could have it all, individual autonomy and collective authority, originality and 
history, the power of being inside and the power of standing apart” (79). In Love and Theft: 
Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class, Eric Lott claims that the blackface 
tradition contained a “mixed erotic economy of celebration and exploitation” that revealed 
how cross-racial identifications in American culture attempted to negotiate desire as much 
as repudiation or mockery (6). While he claims that blackface “made possible the formation 
of a self-consciously white working class,” a closer look at blackface in post-war teenage 
youth culture reveals how it made possible the formation of self-consciously white rebel 
youth culture (8). Lott’s analysis demonstrates how cross-racial appropriation has always 
 
120 Elvis unquestioningly rose to superstardom through his appropriation of black sound and dance moves 
that he learned, according to Ray Charles, on Beale Street in Memphis (qtd. In Hale 71). In Norman 
Mailer’s 1957 essay, “The White Negro: Superficial Reflections on the Hipster,” he glorifies the violent 
precarity of “negro” life as the source of authenticity and true living, even while maintaining a thoughtful 
criticism of the “white Negro” and of racial politics in America. Kerouac, Hale writes, also glorified the 
politically marginalized by offering “that silent scornful sit-down strike of the disaffiliated” in his writing 
perhaps best exemplified in Sal’s late-night stroll in On the Road where he wishes he were a “Negro,” “a 
Denver Mexican, or even a poor overworked Jap, anything but what I was so drearily, a ‘white man’ 
disillusioned” (Hale 81, Kerouac 180). 
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been negotiated, at least partially, through dominant gender and sexual discourses.121 The 
public response to teenage rebellion suggests a reinvigorated but hardly new anxiety about 
how to negotiate the impact that desegregation would have on America’s gender and sexual 
norms. From its emergence as a cultural phenomenon, teenage rebellion was implicated in 
racial politics and cultural disruption along the color line, where cross-racial identification 
was depicted as countercultural, undisciplined, and promiscuous.  
Thus, the black teenager found himself or herself at the heart of post-war teenager 
culture as the source or inspiration for rebellion while also alienated from the cultural 
capital of teenage rebellion through segregation. For example, as American Bandstand 
became the premier national broadcaster of teenage music and dance through television, it 
poached black dance halls and stations for its content while maintaining strict on-screen 
segregation.122 Furthermore, as civil rights youth increasingly became (and modeled) their 
own rebel heroes through sit-ins or protest marches, they faced far more violent and 
powerful forms of social and institutional discipline than white teenagers. Emmett Till 
serves as the most grotesque example of social discipline in contemporary memory. 
According to an interview with the murderers, Roy Bryant and J.W. Milam, his defiance, 
not his whistling, provoked them to murder. In their confession to Look magazine, “The 
Shocking Story of Approved Killing in Mississippi,” Bryant and Milam recount how Till’s 
repeated show of defiance supposedly forced their hand. Even after being beaten, Till 
 
121 Lott analyzes the way “the cultural commodity of blackness” disguised how masculinity became an 
object of desire and how that desire often constituted the homoerotic alongside the homosocial (39, 52-53). 
In sum, he challenges the tradition of reading blackface minstrelsy as either the “people’s culture or [as] 
cultural domination,” offering instead a more nuanced analysis of the erotic dimensions of racial 
expropriation (30). 
122 See Delmont’s The Nicest Kids in Town for a thorough study of the racialized practices and popularity 
of American Bandstand. 
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proclaimed, “I’m not afraid of you. I’m as good as you are.”123 Their 1956 interview 
appeared in the special issue of Look on “The U.S. Teen-ager,” and the cover depicted the 
smiling faces of two young white women with the words “U.S. Teen-ager” between them. 
This cover image sits below the predominantly black-and-white magazine name and article 
title about Till’s murder. Perhaps this arrangement points to the editor’s subversive 
commentary on the vastly different experiences of the American teenager across the color 
line. But more than likely, the cover locates black youth both within and outside of teenage 
youth culture where white womanhood marks the boundary and renders their inclusion 
conditional upon the proper maintenance of racial and sexual lines. 
In “Battle Royal,” Ellison critiques the social function of white womanhood in the 
regulation of the color line, particularly through the artificial scenario where black boys 
come into contact with her naked body. At the smoker, the patrons gather the black youth 
around a naked white woman who dances while the white men watch their reactions. 
Unlike the white community of Wright’s “Big Boy Leaves Home,” the white townspeople 
in this story cannot convince themselves that white womanhood has been violated or that 
white women continue to be in danger because of savage black aggressors; if anything, 
they have placed white womanhood and this actual white woman in a dangerous and 
vulnerable situation (and not because of the black youth). Through the artificiality of this 
situation, Ellison makes it clear that the cult of white womanhood has never been about 
white women but about white men. Instead of emphasizing the hypersexuality of black 
masculinity, Ellison emphasizes the perversity of the white patrons who take sexual 
pleasure in their ability to terrorize black youth. As Arthur Flannigan Saint-Aubin explains, 
 
123 See “Killers Confession” on PBS’s website, American Experience, for a copy of the article, “The 
Shocking Story of Approved Killing in Mississippi” by William Bradford Huie. 
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“Historically in life experiences (to which Jim Crow laws attest in part), as well as in 
literature and film, the black male is not allowed to look because looking establishes the 
position of control, the exclusive preserve of the white male” (1062). By both restricting 
the gaze and demanding it, the white men tease the boys into crossing the color line so that 
they can discipline them. Through the psychosexual fantasy of the slave master, the white 
men take pleasure in restoring order, even if they have to fabricate disorder first.124 
On the other side of the color line, the narrator and his peers know the inherent risk 
of being in close proximity with a white woman, let alone a naked one, and their 
responses—crying, fainting, nearly peeing their pants, and pleading to go home—reveal 
their extreme terror and their youthfulness. The smoker does not happen to involve 
adolescents; it necessarily does. Their emerging sexuality is both the threat and the source 
of pleasure for the white men who presumably lust after the boys’ erections and their ability 
to discipline the boys with violence. The entire event, culminating in the narrator’s send-
off to college, seems perversely didactic, as if the townsmen designed the smoker to teach 
black youth about boundaries and consequences. The story reaches another climax when 
the narrator’s disruption during his speech provokes the discipline of the white men who 
restore order by restoring the racial hierarchy. Aside from calling him “boy,” a racially 
charged term that conveys the everyday presence of white supremacy, one of the white 
men clarifies, “[Y]ou’ve got to know your place at all times” (31). Ironically, the story and 
the larger novel entertain this very question: What is my place? The invisible man, from 
his grandfather’s confession about being a spy behind enemy lines to his descent 
 
124 Daniel Y. Kim’s article, “Invisible Desires: Homoerotic Racism and its Homophobic Critique in Ralph 
Ellison’s Invisible Man,” offers the most thorough analysis of the homoeroticism in “Battle Royal” though 
he underplays the eroticism of power in this homoerotic staging. 
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underground, spends the remainder of the novel questioning his place in a social world. In 
the works studied in the remainder of this chapter, each author takes up this question by 
examining the conflicts between the individual and the racial community.  
While “Battle Royal” serves as a useful introduction to this chapter because of the 
narrator’s momentary rebellion and the discipline in garners, it primarily focuses on 
discipline across the color line. Cold War black authors interested in the potential of a new 
black subjectivity explored the range of discipline within racial communities. Rebellion 
was not a whites-only phenomenon, and black authors illustrate through their black teenage 
characters that the motivations and stakes of rebellion were greatly informed by race. For 
white teenagers, an identification with cultural rebellion paradoxically offered them a way 
to fit in or belong. For black authors of this period, rebellion offered a path to reimagine 
subjectivity as something deeper or more authentic than blackness, as something perhaps 
distinct from yet limited by race. The greatest conflict, then, of the literary texts studied in 
this chapter occurs not between black and white communities but between a black teenager 
and his racial community, which often uses sexuality to discipline race. 
William Demby’s Beetlecreek 
Few scholars have read or even heard of William Demby, a once-acclaimed literary 
talent of the early fifties. He achieved brief notoriety with his first novel, Beetlecreek 
(1950), but his departure from literature to the world of Italian screenwriting meant that he 
would not publish a second novel, The Catacombs, until 1965.125 His first novel explored 
 
125 According to Jay R. Berry, Demby based Beetlecreek on a short story, “Saint Joey,” written while 
studying at Fisk University (434). The back cover of the University of Mississippi Press edition of 
Beetlecreek cites praise by Arna Bontemps who claimed that the novel conveyed “the dependable second 
sight of a true artist.” 
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the influence of Jim Crow on the rural black community of Beetlecreek, a small town in 
West Virginia which has come to accept segregation as natural. The black teenage 
protagonist, Johnny, befriends an old, white recluse, Bill Trapp, and the two upset the 
custom of segregation. The black community, unable to comprehend Trapp’s interracial 
friendships, interprets his cultural disruption as sexual perversion and encourages Johnny 
to sever ties with the old man. His interracial relationship with Bill Trapp, the novel’s white 
liberal figure, threatens his place within the black community of Beetlecreek, and when a 
false rumor surfaces that Trapp has molested young girls, the black community and 
Johnny’s gang of peers force him to choose between vigilante justice and his conscience.126 
By staging Johnny’s internal conflict between his community and his individuality against 
the backdrop of segregation, Demby suggests that the racial self-disciplining of segregation 
obstructs moral autonomy. With Beetlecreek, the teenage rebel reveals how disruptions to 
racial order, even if that order means segregation, get interpreted and disciplined as sexual 
perversion. 
With Beetlecreek, Demby heralded a shift in black literature out of the protest 
tradition by examining individual black subjectivity or self-determination and by pushing 
against social determinism through an emphasis on choice. According to Roderick A. 
Ferguson, many writers transitioned out of protest in the years following WWII “by 
focusing primarily on the individual and the freedoms of the individual” (243).127 Even 
though I focus on Johnny and his dilemma, I should observe that as an ensemble novel 
Beetlecreek explores the existential freedom of its four protagonists each of whom is 
 
126 I use the label “gang” carefully, both here and in my later analysis of Baraka’s The Toilet; despite its 
often inappropriate and racialized use in contemporary culture, the word aptly describes the group of boys 
in Beetlecreek and Baraka’s play which the authors characterize as violent, insular, perverse, and lawless.  
127 Ferguson makes this claim primarily about avant-garde writers in “The Parvenu Baldwin.” 
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burdened with the responsibility of autonomy. Most early criticism of the novel placed it 
firmly within existentialist writing, claiming that it had more to do with “the human 
condition” than racial prejudice.128 For these literary critics, the protagonists pull against 
the crippling “death trap” of the stifling community, one where, as Peter Christensen 
writes, any “attempt at human gesture is [. . .] threatening” (123).129 Literary critics, 
however, should not overlook the way Johnny’s internal struggle hinges on a moral 
dilemma rendering his self-determination a moral rebellion against a community marked 
by complacency and a disregard for the truth.  
For Demby, the individual responsibility of the characters had as much to do with 
the rural setting and the orientation of the civil rights movement as the influence of mid-
century existentialism. In “They Surely Can’t Stop Us Now,” Demby wrote that “in the 
small towns, usually a stone’s throw away from the big plantations, where the economic 
roots of the race problem are painfully exposed, the burden of creating understanding and 
enlightenment falls on the shoulders of the individuals” (19). Black individuals without 
organizations to support their causes had to carry the mantle of racial progress, but this 
endeavor became precarious for “individual Negroes who fight segregation on purely 
moral grounds” (19). In Beetlecreek, both the white liberal figure, Bill Trapp, and the black 
youth, Johnny, attempt to bridge the racial divide in their socially transgressive friendship. 
 
128 In his afterward to the 1965 edition, Herbert Hill wrote that Beetlecreek belongs “to that tradition of 
literature that questions the human condition, that is concerned with the interior meaning and reality of 
man’s fate, of Black Man and White Man’” (qtd. in Sacramento Observer B-25). Robert Bone in The 
Negro Novel in America (1965) and W. Lawrence Hogue in Discourse and the Other: The Production of 
the Afro-American Text (1986) offer a similar existential reading. In a 1969 review of Beetlecreek in Negro 
Digest, John F. Bayliss critiques the existentialist interpretations of the novel, explaining that they 
undermine the racial and humanist elements of the text (71-72).  
129 David, one of the four protagonists, frequently refers to the community of Beetlecreek and sometimes 
the experience of being black in America as a “death grip” (99). 
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Beetlecreek takes place in the titular small, rural town, which is so racially segregated that 
a bridge over a river separates the white and black communities. Trapp, who lives on the 
edge of town and who has gone decades without a single significant human connection, 
feels a profound transformation come over him when he starts to develop a friendship with 
Johnny. Johnny, who has just moved to Beetlecreek from Pittsburgh, first meets Trapp 
when he and a group of boys attempt to steal apples from Trapp’s orchard. Trapp first 
attempts to bridge the color line and show the black youth compassion, suggesting how 
easy it would be to make human connections across it: “you kids should ask for the fruit . 
. . all you had to do was ask and you coulda had all you wanted” (10). Trapp and Johnny 
talk for a while—after the other boys have run away—and the budding friendship starts a 
chain of events that, at first, causes Trapp to desire community among the residents of 
Beetlecreek. Likewise, Johnny, as a new resident of Beetlecreek, yearns for any connection 
since his ailing mother stayed back in Pittsburgh and he cannot enroll in the school until 
the following year. Trapp offers him friendship, and Johnny continues to visit Trapp after 
their initial encounter, even though he must cross social boundaries to do so.  
Beetlecreek’s narrative offers Johnny one alternative to Trapp: a group of black 
teenagers whom Demby depicts as a gang of juvenile delinquents. The gang, which calls 
itself the Nightriders, frequently meet in their unofficial clubhouse under the bridge to 
masturbate to pornographic images tacked on the walls and to engage in bouts of violence 
or cruelty. At one point, their leader catches a bird inside the clubhouse, and instead of 
releasing it, he swings it around in the air until its body is severed from its head (44). 
Despite his loneliness, Johnny remains distant from the Nightriders because of his sense of 
decency and humanity. In contrast to the vicious leader, Johnny treats other living things 
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with compassion and care. When he finds an upturned beetle on the bridge, “He [takes] the 
beetle, and turning so they couldn’t see him, he place[s] it carefully on the leaf of a bush” 
(39). He suspects that the gang will mock his compassion toward the beetle, and his 
suspicions are confirmed in their raucous laughter and joy at the brutal murder of the bird. 
Also, when Johnny first witnesses the boys masturbating in the clubhouse, he feels shame 
in recalling his own “sins” and worries that the boys will mock him for not participating. 
The gang epitomizes the cultural unease over juvenile delinquency, made clear not only by 
their pornographic images of mass culture figures like Little Orphan Annie and Punjab on 
the wall, but also by their peer pressure on the behaviors and attitudes of the individual.130 
Each time Johnny witnesses the cruelty or vice of the gang, he feels an intense self-
consciousness regarding his place among them. The gang’s activities in the clubhouse 
suggest that membership requires Johnny to revise his preconceived attitudes about sex 
and violence to match their own. 
The novel establishes Johnny’s cross-racial (and intergenerational) friendship with 
Trapp as a mature and wholesome alternative to the vice and amorality of the gang, even 
though bonding with his peers might seem more natural and appropriate to 1950s readers. 
Given the Cold War politics of desegregation, moreover, Demby upholds the interracial 
relationship as morally superior not in spite of but because of its interracialism. 
Government officials during the fifties and early sixties presented desegregation as a moral 
 
130 The association of the figures from popular culture like Little Orphan Annie and Punjab with juvenile 
delinquency gestures toward the Cold War-era fear of the corrupting influence of mass culture. Frederick 
Wertham’s The Seduction of the Innocent (1954) most famously articulates this fear in the context of comic 
books whereby innocent youth would be exposed to crime and racism. In his study of Wertham and Cold 
War juvenile delinquency, A Cycle of Outrage: America’s Reaction to the Juvenile Delinquent in the 
1950s, James A. Gilbert describes the fear of mass culture’s corrupting influence: “What is more, this 
pernicious mass culture could cut through the loving bonds of family to ensnare any child. It could cancel 
the ties of social, cultural, and moral order. Mass culture alone, he suggested, could be more potent than 
family, social class, tradition or history acting together” (9). 
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imperative. As Mary Dudziak claims, “In addressing civil rights reform from 1946 through 
the mid-1960s, the federal government engaged in a sustained effort to tell a particular 
story about race and American democracy: a story of progress, a story of the triumph of 
good over evil, a story of U.S. moral superiority” (13).131 In 1963, John F. Kennedy echoed 
this sentiment in his 1963 televised speech to Congress in response to Governor George 
Wallace’s efforts to bar two black students from entering the University of Alabama. “We 
are confronted primarily with a moral issue,” he claimed, and “[w]e face, therefore, a moral 
crisis as a country and as a people.”132 Nearly a decade earlier, Chief Justice Earl Warren 
tied desegregation to morality in his majority opinion in the 1954 Brown v. Board of 
Education ruling. Instead of citing legal precedent, his opinion proclaimed “separate but 
equal” to be unconstitutional on the basis of compassion and conscience, including 
subjective and sentimental phrases like “we believe” and “hearts and minds” to articulate 
his position (qtd. in Bremner 1705, 1706). Warren’s opinion, in ways that mirrored David 
Riesman’s “inner-direction” in his oft-cited The Lonely Crowd (1950), called for an 
internally rooted sense of right and wrong.133 As the civil rights movement made this type 
 
131 Dudkiak’s larger argument in Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the Image of American Democracy 
illustrates how the national narratives about the civil rights movement did not just coincide with the Cold 
War international politic but profited from and influenced narratives about the United States relationship to 
foreign powers. One of the narratives that US government officials deployed to tie anti-communism to the 
civil rights movement was their shared morality. As the Truman and subsequent administrations intensified 
their efforts to secure newly decolonizing nations overseas, they had to contend with the political 
limitations of segregation and the oppression of black Americans at home. 
132 See “Excerpt from a Report to the American People on Civil Rights, 11 June 1963,” in the John F. 
Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum’s digital repository for the video archive and transcript of the 
speech.  
133 Riesman’s sociological, yet pseudoscientific, study, The Lonely Crowd, quickly became a bestselling 
work on post-war American culture, and it famously offered a historical analysis of industrial vs. corporate 
American cultures that, somewhat reductively, divided into “inner-directed” and “outer-directed” social 
orientations. His study was primarily pseudo-historical, but contemporary critics of mass culture quickly 
misapplied his findings to condemn conformity and to valorize what they regarded as the individual 
autonomy of the “inner-directed” individual. 
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of “personal morality” a cornerstone of racial progress, Cold War leaders and intellectuals 
like Kennedy and Warren attempted to craft a national morality through their public 
statements about the fight for desegregation. Cold War ideology thus called an individual 
morality that would fall in line with a national narrative about the immorality of 
segregation. By contrasting Johnny’s two friend groups—the caring and generous Trapp 
vs. the lascivious and violent Nightriders—Demby depicts interracialism as morally 
superior to racial homogeneity. 
The question of morality comes to a head when a rumor suggesting that Trapp 
molested young girls circulates among the Beetlecreek residents. After attending a party 
Trapp hosts for the young white and black girls of Beetlecreek, one of the white girls shows 
her parents a page from an anatomy book that she found at his house. By the time the rumor 
first appears in the narrative, the accusation has spiraled from the innocent ownership of 
an anatomy book to serial molestation. One of the members of a women’s church 
organization arrives late to their meeting with the scandalous news: “Well, they tell me this 
man had a picnic yesterday and that Mary Ellen and Sarah was there with some white 
children. [. . .] way I understand it, if you’ll pardon the expression, the old man’s funny . . 
. he was molesting the children. . . .” (143). The woman’s emphasis on “white,” “funny,” 
and “molesting” connect the three and render Trapp’s supposed perversion as much a racial 
transgression as a sexual one. Before she even utters the last line—“he was molesting the 
children”—she has already framed him as “funny” for inviting white and black children to 
the party.  
In Desegregating Desire: Race and Sexuality in Cold War American Literature, 
Tyler T. Schmidt explores how desegregation influenced desires and relationships. While 
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I largely disagree with his reading of Trapp as homosexual, much less a pederast, I find his 
analysis of “the erotic dimensions of desegregation” compelling (141).134 Schmidt 
proposes that during the civil rights era sexuality often regulated racial identities and 
boundaries, resulting in the conflating of perversion and integration: “To embrace 
interracial sociality, to form a self beyond traditional racial communities, is to embrace the 
perversions associated with desegregationist practices” (174). While this statement might 
oversimplify the sexual nuances of interracialism during desegregation (a move Schmidt 
is prone to make by suggesting that “sexual desire has often fueled cross-race encounters”), 
it suggests the deep entrenchment of racial boundaries in sexual normalcy. Before the 
rumors surface, the black community of Beetlecreek has already identified Trapp as an 
outsider separated by a rigid racial boundary. During a scene in a barber shop, the men 
respond to Johnny and David’s new friendship with Trapp with mockery and suspicion. 
One man proclaims, “If you mean that peckerwood’s got the same ideas you do, [. . .] 
you’re both of you losing your mind” (32). Another critiques interracialism in general by 
mocking the Christian ideal of “brotherly love” (32). A third, foreshadowing the accusation 
of perversion and the collapsing of sexual and racial transgressions, uses the term “funny” 
to describe Trapp’s desire to befriend and live near black people: “Something mighty funny 
about a white man livin round darkies when he got good places over there in the white part 
 
134 Much of Schmidt’s chapter on Beetlecreek attempts to unearth and prove a sexual truth about Trapp’s 
relationship with Johnny. In his effort to establish Trapp as a “white pervert,” he makes the mistake of 
falling in line with what the community thinks of Trapp and of undermining the gap between his innocence 
(confirmed by the narrative) and the townspeople’s rumors. The novel prioritizes the accusation of sexual 
perversion, not perversion itself. This slippage does not negate Schmidt’s larger point about analyzing 
racial anxieties in sexual terms, but his argument continues to point to a fallacy (Trapp’s supposed 
homosexuality) as its evidence. 
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of town” (35). The suspicions voiced in this scene echo throughout the novel as other 
characters continue to question Trapp’s motivations. 
Furthermore, the narration depicts the suspicions of the black community as both 
coercive and corrupting. David anticipates the judgment he will receive for having drinks 
with Trapp at the bar, so he “whispered to Johnny, ‘Don’t bother saying anything to your 
Aunt Mary about Bill Trapp being there tonight’” (21). Even before the rumors about Trapp 
surface, Johnny’s friends makes his inclusion in the group contingent upon his conformity 
and demands that he end his friendship with Trapp: “Well, if you know what’s good for 
you and you want to join up with us, you won’t be hangin around the white fart so much” 
(127). Once the Beetlecreek residents hear and spread the molestation rumors, their shared 
outrage and the pleasure they take in it make them seem more interested in social posturing 
than justice. When Mary, Johnny’s aunt, hears the rumor, she first contemplates how 
strange he seemed to her before quickly jumping to the value of such juicy gossip: “Wait 
till her husband hears about this” (144). Even Mr. Tolley, owner of the barbershop and 
father of two of the young girls who attended Trapp’s party, reflects that “he was proud 
that he was so closely involved, proud that his shop was a kind of central information 
booth” (149). For Demby, the townspeople fuel each other’s outrage, or at least their 
performance of outrage, and widen the gap between their racial community and outsiders 
like Trapp who had tried to bridge it.  
Demby further critiques the mob mentality of Beetlecreek by clarifying the 
unjustness of their cause. He confirms Trapp’s innocence when he demonstrates how the 
community willfully suppresses the truth in their blind ambition: “The two little girls, Mary 
Ellen and Sarah, were kept locked up in the house, not out of punishment or for fear they 
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would get into more mischief, but because she didn’t want them going around telling 
people that the old man was not an evil old man, but was a nice man who treated them very 
kindly” (153). The gossipmongers—either driven by their own desire for social standing 
or by the opportunity to use the rumor as a pretext to rid the community of an 
integrationist—contentedly spread lies about Trapp and ostracize him as long as they 
remain on the side of public sentiment. Some townspeople even form the Bill Trapp 
Committee on Decency—an implicit satire of institutional committees like the House Un-
American Activities Committee or the (not yet founded) Senate Subcommittee to 
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency—as a gesture of official concern, even though the 
committee never ends up meeting (154). Thus, Demby depicts the crowd of Beetlecreek, 
from the churchgoers to the Nightriders, as anti-democratic in their conformity and 
discipline.135 
Johnny, one of the only figures to question the veracity of the accusation, feels 
caught between the righteous conviction of the community and his own conscience. The 
pace and tension of the novel continue to build until the moment when Johnny must make 
a choice: moral rebellion from the “mass hysteria of the other townfolk,” as one scholar 
describes it, or surrender to the prejudiced will of the collective.136 Before Johnny commits 
to either morality or prejudice—which correspond in the novel to individual autonomy or 
 
135 In an interview with Giovanna Micconi, Demby uses the term “fascism” to describe the Nightriders 
because of their urge to belong to the point of disregarding the consequences of belonging (132). Bayliss, 
too, describes the Nightriders as “fascist in its fanaticism and sadism” (71). While the Nightriders are 
overtly violent at the novel’s end, they mirror in sentiment the same conformist ideals and behaviors as the 
adults in Beetlecreek. 
136 Bayliss uses this characterization to describe the internal struggle of David, but it applies equally to 
Johnny who undergoes a similar dilemma: morality and autonomy or prejudice and conformity (72). David, 
too, had befriended Trapp only to be find himself caught, like Johnny, between “the right choice” or the 
prejudices of the crowd (72).  
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conformity—he exists in “moral indecision.” For Edward Margolies, even before Johnny 
makes a decision he has failed because of his passivity: “In effect, Demby is saying that by 
the inert and passive qualities of their lives, [Johnny has] chosen (by not choosing) evil for 
good, death for life, as revealed by the very essence of physical atmosphere that engulfs 
[him]” (178). Like many critics of Cold War mass culture, Demby suggests that the crowd 
threatens individual autonomy and, like black youth of the civil rights movement, that 
passive conformity to a status quo threatens racial progress. In “Many Thousands Gone,” 
James Baldwin describes the situation of the black integrationist like Johnny as one of 
“double alienation” because he experiences estrangement from his racial community as 
well as alienation as a black person (67). For Johnny, a moral defense of Trapp would 
coincide with a subsequent alienation from his black peers.   
Given Johnny’s choice between his morality and his race, Beetlecreek appears to 
paint a troubling, if not racist, picture of race whereby the black community takes 
advantage of and destroys Trapp’s innocence and benevolence. Johnny’s indecision, 
however, must contend with the dangers and fallacies of Trapp’s white liberalism and the 
reality of the racial violence it tries to suppress. As with his response to Johnny’s theft of 
apples at the novel’s start—“all you had to do was ask”—Trapp naively believes that the 
color line has little-to-no bearing on human interactions (10). His decision to host a party 
for young black and white girls at his house belies both the gravity of racial segregation 
and perceptions of sexual propriety. David, who intuitively sees the risk in hosting such a 
party, questions whether white children will be invited. Trapp, as if unaware of the racial 
dynamics of such a party, responds, “Sure, they’re coming” with “an expression of 
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complete astonishment on his face” (104).137 Trapp’s faith in interracialism, while 
admirable and foundational to civil rights progress, undermines the depths of entrenched 
cultural, not just geographical, segregation during the Jim Crow era. His view of racial 
progress represents a particularly naïve and optimistic form of liberalism, one that Hale 
mischaracterizes as “insist[ing] that the past did not matter, that there were no limits on 
what the individual or the nation could accomplish, that the future would inevitably be 
better than the past” (92). Instead of representing the more universal liberalism of the fifties 
through Trapp, Demby depicts him as a caricature or parody of liberalism, as if to 
underscore that integration alone cannot undo the legacy and violence of racial belonging 
and exclusion. 
 In fact, the threat of racial violence lurks in the background of the novel when the 
characters repeatedly gesture toward the different treatment Trapp would receive if he were 
a black man. Slim, one of the men from the barbershop, first calls out the double standard 
in how violence regulates sexual transgressions across the color line: “[if] it was a colored 
man livin in a white town, and he starts all this monkey business with white girls mind ya, 
what do you think would happen to him? You just pick up any newspaper from the last few 
years and read what happened to them Scottsboro boys and you can imagine what’d happen 
to him!” (Demby 151). Over the next few pages, this question becomes a refrain throughout 
the town as school children, maids, and gatherers at the local bar all wonder knowingly, 
 
137 The novel also suggests that Trapp’s desire to befriend the black residents of Beetlecreek derives from 
an incredibly problematic identification with them, particularly what Schmidt describes as a shared shame 
(164). In his past, Trapp felt connected to the black male laborers because he perceived a similar 
evasiveness in their characters: “Watching them secretly as he did he could see that they were always 
dodging something, were ashamed of something just as he was; they were the same breed as he” (55). 
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“’What if the old man had of been a colored man” (152).138 The repetition of this question 
underscores not only of the racial inequality black Americans face but also the obstacles 
challenging Trapp’s liberalism. In an interview, Demby recalls naming Trapp after the 
Trapp Family Singers because they represented a fantasy where “everybody was singing 
everyday” (132). Trapp’s liberal fantasy, particularly his unwillingness to anticipate the 
hesitations and concerns of the community, assumes that good will alone can overcome 
racial tensions. Even though Demby depicts the black community as vigilant about policing 
its boundaries, his reminders of racial violence point to white society as the original source 
of segregation. The black residents of Beetlecreek have learned from white America that 
policing their own boundaries will minimize their contact with the color line and thus 
reduce their exposure to racial violence. 
 Johnny’s moral dilemma, to rebel against his racial community or to join them in 
accusing and condemning an innocent man, finds him navigating the rocky terrain of post-
war racial politics, and he ultimately fails to become the moral rebel that Cold War 
intellectuals desire. Like the American teenager of Remmers and Radler’s 1957 study or 
the other-directed person of Reisman’s The Lonely Crowd, Johnny feels the urge to 
conform his attitudes to those of his peers as he increasingly desires to belong in the 
community of Beetlecreek.139 Johnny first feels drawn to the popularity and power of the 
Nightrider’s leader, particularly his influence over the other boys (Demby 46). Then, as he 
hears the townspeople’s disgust over Trapp, his own attitude toward his friend begins to 
 
138 The “red-necked boy” in the Nightriders and Slim at the barbershop voice the same concern over the 
racial double-standard (164, 177). 
139 In The American Teenager, Remmers and Radler use Reisman’s The Lonely Crowd to define the 
conformity of Cold War teenagers: “In the other-directed environment, as Riesman defines it, conformity is 




change: “Johnny had heard the man called monster and fiend, and, though he knew the old 
man was neither of these, the very fact that people were saying these things changed already 
the feeling he had about him” (158). Eventually, after one of the aforementioned remarks 
suggesting what would happen if Trapp were black, Johnny astoundingly proclaims, 
“‘That’s just what ought to happen to this guy” (164). The narration suggests that Johnny 
surprises himself with this remark, as if his voice had been co-opted by someone else. 
Johnny, nonetheless, commits to his new place and identity among the crowd by agreeing 
to go through a violent and cruel initiation: burning down Trapp’s house.140 During this 
event, he progressively loses himself. The narration describes his actions as if he were an 
automaton: “He refused to think. Before he knew it, he was across the swinging bridge. He 
walked as if he were in a dream. [. . .] It seemed as if he moved without any life inside him. 
He was only movement, no inner sensation or substance. He felt like a ghost figure, too” 
(199-200). He becomes the vacuous Cold War conformist unable to think or act as an 
individual and—because Demby aligns individuality with a moral interracialism—unable 
to confront segregation.141 
James Baldwin’s “The Outing” and Go Tell It on the Mountain 
James Baldwin, another Cold War black author, would soon outshine William 
Demby with his exploration of rebellion and individual autonomy within a racial 
 
140 The Nightriders propose this initiation after Johnny tells them, “I want to belong” (197). The leader 
claims that only a “man” can join the gang, and manhood is proven through a “courageous deed” (197). 
They decide that punishing Trapp for his crime is not only a suitable deed but a social service for the good 
of the community. In a 1950 review of Beetlecreek, Edmund Fuller attributes Johnny’s downfall to “the 
fear of not ‘belonging’” (17).  
141 In his analysis of Beetlecreek’s sexual politics of desegregation, Schmidt identifies the stakes for 
Johnny in defending Trapp: “To embrace interracial sociality, to form a self beyond traditional racial 
communities, is to embrace the perversions associated with desegregationist practices” (174).  
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community; moreover, Baldwin offers a similar but more complex interpretation of what 
shores up a racial community against difference or disruption and how sexual and racial 
politics intersect to preserve conformity. Like Demby, Baldwin employs the rebel figure 
to explore the tensions between the individual and his or her racial community. The rebel 
figure offered both authors an avenue for exploring difference from within, a way to 
examine the slippage between inclusion and belonging within a community of one’s peers 
and how that slippage, unlike the Till interview on the cover of Look magazine, does not 
always come down to racial difference. In Beetlecreek, Demby employs the rebel figure to 
present the conflict between individualism and racial belonging to be moral in nature. For 
Baldwin, however, there was something uncanny in the teenage rebel who grows up within 
but at odds with his community. Instead of a single moment or dilemma, as rebellion 
appears in both “Battle Royal” and Beetlecreek, rebellion in Baldwin’s writing constitutes 
a profound discrepancy between an individual’s sense of self and the expectations of the 
world around them. In his short story, “The Outing” (1951), and his first novel, Go Tell It 
on the Mountain (1953), Baldwin explores how institutions of racial belonging—the black 
church and the nuclear family—attempt to guard themselves against difference and how 
that difference influences the identity development of black youth. 
Before Baldwin ever explored rebellion in his fiction, he effectively proclaimed 
himself an aesthetic rebel against the popular tradition of African American protest. 
Baldwin emerged as a provocative voice among post-war American intellectuals in 1949 
when he published “Everybody’s Protest Novel” in the Partisan Review.142 His 
 
142 According to biographer Douglas Field, Baldwin had already achieved transatlantic recognition for his 
reviews in The Nation, Commentary, and The New Leader (12). 
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provocative essay contested the legacy of sentimentalism in American literature and in the 
African-American protest tradition, and he pointed to Richard Wright’s Native Son as the 
quintessence of anti-humanism for its reduction of the human individual to his conditions 
and his stimuli. The human, he writes, “is—and how old-fashioned the words sound!—
something more than that, something resolutely indefinable, unpredictable” (29). 
Baldwin’s critique of Wright’s social determinism was an attempt to revise the 
philosophical foundation of African American literature. He hoped to restore humanity to 
black characters by liberating them from the belief that they cannot exist, think, or act 
outside of their socially determinative roles. Analyzing Baldwin’s essay just over a decade 
later, Irving Howe describes Baldwin’s criticism as “rebellion.”143 Howe’s terminology 
certainly illustrates the prevalence of rebel ideology in American thought by the early 
sixties, but it also illuminates the closeness of that ideology to Baldwin’s critique. Both 
sought to liberate individual autonomy from social coercion, and the rebel figure offered 
Baldwin a way to explore individuality within a racial community. 
 Baldwin first published “The Outing” in the April 1951 issue of New Story 
magazine (coincidentally alongside a short story by William Demby), though it received 
more attention as one of the stories in his 1965 collection Going to Meet the Man. That 
story and Go Tell It on the Mountain make for excellent bedfellows because both are semi-
autobiographical narratives that depict a black teenager’s self-discovery through a 
religious, family experience. Several of the characters in each work have the same (or 
similar) names and characterizations, and many of the tensions in one work are present in 
 
143 In his 1963 essay, “Black Boys and Native Sons,” Howe uses “rebel” or “rebellion” four times to 
describe Baldwin’s artistic and philosophical relationship to Richard Wright (353, 353, 362, 366). 
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the other. Despite these similarities, “The Outing” more explicitly interrogates the role of 
sexuality with that of racial belonging and, unlike Go Tell It on the Mountain, concludes 
with an ambiguity and a sense of doom that suggest that the teenager’s self-determination 
may not be able to withstand the discipline of the family and the church. 
 The plot of “The Outing” depicts the journey of Johnnie (the semi-autobiographical 
protagonist), his family, and his church community as they travel up the Hudson river for 
a day-long church picnic and service. At the outset of “The Outing,” Baldwin introduces 
the teenage protagonist and his friends as adolescents whose changing bodies and maturing 
sexuality foreshadow both transformation and turbulence: “This was the summer in which 
they all abruptly began to grow older, their bodies becoming troublesome and awkward 
and even dangerous and their voices not to be trusted” (30). Johnnie, his brother Roy, and 
his friend David playfully jest about their physiological changes and how inappropriate 
their talk is for “church boys” (30). These jokes lose their humor, however, when the 
narrative introduces Gabriel, Johnnie and Roy’s domineering father. Roy suggests that 
becoming a man will lead to freedom from the oppressive rule of his father (31). When 
David later jokes that Sylvia would not want to talk to Roy, the “baby” of the group, Roy 
boasts about his sexual maturity by claiming, “I got everything my Daddy got” (36). 
Referencing again the discrepancy between their crudeness and the sanctity of the scene, 
David responds, “Now let’s act like we Christians” (37). Their adolescence offers an unruly 
but liberating potential, one that might upend the sanctity of wholesome “church boys” and 
the hierarchy between father and son. 
For Baldwin, their awakening sexuality deliberately coincides with increased 
pressure by the Christian elders to get saved. Once aboard the boat that will take the 
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congregants to the site of their picnic, the saints, as Baldwin calls them, encourage the boys 
to attend the service and give themselves up to God. Brother Elisha encourages them to get 
saved in their youth while still innocent. He quotes from the Bible, “Remember thy Creator 
in the days of thy youth when the evil days come not,” and he echoes this sentiment during 
his testimony when he claims that God saved him “in the days of [his] youth [. . .] before 
Satan had a chance to destroy [his] body in the world” (37, 47). Sister Daniels, Sylvia’s 
mother, reinforces the urgency of salvation in youth with a threatening reminder: “God 
takes the young as well as the old” (37). Baldwin depicts the saints as vultures who circle 
youth and attempt to catch them—“to steal a march on the flesh while the flesh still slept”—
in their youthful credulity (48). According to Sondra O’Neale, “[Baldwin] may be 
considered the first black American writer to distance himself from the lone enduring black 
institution, the black church, not by its notable absence [. . .], but by his overtly persistent 
portrayal of its lack of authentic Christian commitment” (140). None of the saints’ 
salvation efforts appeal to the boys until they discover that salvation seems to be a 
prerequisite for sanctioned romance.  
The saints serve as chaperones over the church youth and effectively prohibit dating 
until they have proclaimed themselves to be saved. Johnnie intuits that only saved boys 
like Brother Elisha will have a chance at courting Sylvia. He says, “Well it’s a cinch you 
ain’t never going to get to talk to her til you get saved” (40). Sister Daniels reaffirms this 
principle when she warns Sylvia against speaking with “these unsaved boys” (41). She 
claims that Sylvia can date later, for “[n]ow’s the time for you to be thinking about the 
Lord” (41). Through comments like those of Sister Daniel, Baldwin reveals the way the 
church attempts to manage sexuality, not erase it. Institutions and communities like the 
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black church and the saints of these works (re)produce discourses of sexual normalcy to 
manage the members of their community. Of course, the saints wish to keep their flock 
away from vice and temptation, made clear in their concern about “the increase of laxity 
among God’s people,” but their association of salvation and dating reveals an equal interest 
in steering youth toward what they deem appropriate sexuality. In the case of “The Outing,” 
the saints (re)produce a discourse of sexual normalcy that validates and mandates Christian, 
heterosexual unions in order to direct adolescent sexuality into the safe formation of 
nuclear families. When David proposes that getting saved just to talk to Sylvia “might be 
worth it,” his comment serves as a response to Johnnie’s question about whether Sylvia 
will marry Brother Elisha (39-40). Through this dialogue, Baldwin critiques how the 
Church yokes salvation and sexuality to the institution of marriage. The church elders, by 
rendering salvation a prerequisite for dating, attempt to route the awakening and unruly 
sexual growth of youth into channels it has deemed appropriate: faith-based heterosexual 
coupling. 
Baldwin underscores the irony of the black church’s unyielding attitude toward 
sexuality by demonstrating how eroticism is instrumental to the structure and the practice 
of religion. Before the worship service even begins, the boys and Sylvia flirt and play with 
innuendo. When the saints express a desire to hear the youth “make a noise for the Lord,” 
to “shout,” or be brought “on their knees,” Sylvia glances at David after she coyly “smiled 
and bit her lip” (38). She and the other youth seem to be in on the joke, the way religious 
language doubles for sexual suggestion, and Baldwin uses this sexual suggestiveness to 
pull the integration of sexuality and religion to the surface. During the worship service, the 
churchgoers increasingly succumb to a passion resembling sexual pleasure. The rhythmic 
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pattern of the call and response builds in intensity as the congregants become more engaged 
with voice and body. Some, overwhelmed by the holy spirit or the compounding frenzy of 
the crowd, scream and cry out, while others raise their hands above their heads or dance 
with their eyes pressed close in what could be pain or ecstasy. The heat, the rhythm, and 
the sweaty movements of the congregants evoke as much an orgy as a decorous worship 
service, and Baldwin’s emphasis on this overlay suggests that this point should not be 
missed. Within the black church, spirituality cannot be separated from sexuality. The 
institution of the black church in Baldwin’s writing works to discipline sexuality by routing 
it through socially sanctioned channels, thus (re)producing a discourse of normalcy 
whereby people can have sexual experiences but only under the approval and blessing of 
the church and its elders.  
For Johnnie, the story’s teenage protagonist, the church’s coercive control of sexual 
development increasingly alienates him from his community, his family, and his beloved, 
David. When the boat sets sail up the Hudson, the narrative depicts Johnnie, David, and 
Roy as a tight group of friends with a united mission, to give Sylvia her birthday present 
away from the disapproving eyes of the elders. After Johnnie recognizes the earnestness of 
David’s intention to date Sylvia, he begins to question his own motivations and to realize 
his difference. He discovers that he had “no interest whatever in Sylvia—that he had had 
no interest all along” (53). Johnnie begins to acknowledge his desire for David or for other 
boys (though the distinction is unclear), described in the text as an “abyss which suddenly 
yawned, that abyss, depthless and terrifying, which he had encountered already in dreams” 
(53). Although he attempts to suppress these thoughts, they continue to scream out in “his 
mind’s bright haunted house” like a waking nightmare (53). Baldwin here describes the 
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private horror in recognizing one’s profound difference. By keeping the “outing”—another 
double entendre for the retreat and for “coming out” into a nonheteronormative sexual 
identity—private instead of public, Baldwin emphasizes the internal drama of rebellion and 
its influence on identity formation.144 
The implications of a public outing can easily be imagined in the context of the 
narrative given the saints’ carefully disciplined heterosexuality and their unforgiving 
response to “laxity.” Johnnie’s sense of doom, furthermore, suggests that he recognizes the 
social implications of such difference, especially because of his familiarity with the 
discipline of his domineering father. Don Romesburg, writing about adolescence and 
national belonging, states, “Among the many things adherence to heteronormative 
expectations has promised young people is a sense of being on the right side when beatings 
occur” (417). Though Romesburg has national citizenship in mind, his claim that gender 
and sexual conformity serve as “a powerful precondition to full belonging” applies as well 
to any community, even one as small as the family (418). Gabriel’s treatment of Johnnie 
aboard the boat suggests that Johnnie already exists as a rebel figure within but not 
welcome in the family. Gabriel preemptively reprimands Johnnie in front of David and his 
family by demanding, “Johnnie, don’t you get into no mischief, you hear me?” (35). This 
tense exchange dramatizes the power imbalance when Johnnie stoops to the ground to pick 
up some change that he dropped during his quaking rage. From this lowered position at his 
father’s feet, Johnnie responds with hatred and resentment for his treatment compared to 
 
144 In Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 1890-1940, George 
Chauncey explains that the phrase “coming out” had already circulated among gay communities in the first 
half of the 20th century, but it often referred to a “coming out into” the gay world instead of coming out of 
the post-war conception of the closet (7). Baldwin’s use of the phrase seems to straddle both uses, for 
Johnnie comes into a recognition of his sexuality but keeps his revelation to himself. 
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that of his younger brother Roy: “Don’t worry about me, Daddy. Roy’ll see to it that I 
behave” (35).145 Johnnie’s moment of overt rebellion seems to spring forth from his 
indignation at being publicly humiliated. Like the narrator’s accidental disruption in 
Ellison’s invisible man, this rebellious outburst provokes a disciplinary response intended 
to restore a hierarchy and put Johnnie in his subordinate place. After pulling Johnnie aside, 
Gabriel threatens him with a literal and symbolic reminder that a traditional and phallic 
masculinity separates the two. He states, “You be careful how you speak to me. [. . ] We 
get home, I’ll pull down those long pants and we’ll see who’s the man, you hear me?” (36). 
Like the church, the nuclear family of “The Outing” is characterized by traditional sexual 
power dynamics that attempt to discipline rebellion or difference.  
As critics have noted, the black community inherited the “policing of sexuality” 
from a white society that historically used discourses of sexual normalcy to justify racial 
oppression and violence. If the regulation of community boundaries in Baldwin’s writing 
are not just sexual but racial, one of his greatest contributions to the contemporary study 
of sexuality and race is his commitment to exposing their interdependence. Marlon B. Ross 
synthesizes this commitment and its relationship to black communities when he claims that 
Baldwin questions “the uniformity of black identity,” not “the integrity of black culture” 
(29). Institutions like the black church and the nuclear family attempt to reproduce racial 
conformity through their sexual politics, and the path to liberation, as Ross asserts, starts 
with weeding out “the white obsession with policing our sexualities – a policing that we 
 
145 Baldwin returns to the image of Johnnie at someone’s feet during the worship service, only this time 
Johnnie fantasizes about “weeping at David’s feet” instead of cowering at his father’s (51). 
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ourselves have unfortunately, on occasion, internalized as a self-project, in effect 
attempting to do their dirty work for them” (45).  
While white people in “The Outing” have no overt presence, Baldwin gestures 
toward the pervasive influence of white culture throughout the narrative. When Johnnie 
trembles and panics during the climax of the church service, he reflects in self-agony that 
“he was black with sin” and God’s salvation would make these sins “white as snow” (50). 
In another reference to the institutional presence of white culture, Baldwin alludes to the 
history of slavery as a confluence of American racial and sexual politics with Christianity. 
Sara Taylor suggests that the description of the boat which carries the worshippers upriver 
alludes to “the slave trade and, in particular, the Middle Passage” (48). The hull of the 
“ship” (mostly called a “boat” outside of this passage) rings out with the chanting of gears, 
akin to the clanking of shackles, and the steel bolts “seemed almost human, imbued with a 
relentless force that was not human. [. . .] There was something monstrous about this 
machine which bore such enormous weight and cargo” (41). The blending of terminology 
like “cargo” and “ship” with inhumane forces and human passengers points to white 
institutions as the foundation for the racial and sexual self-discipline of black institutions. 
Gabriel’s use of traditional phallic masculinity to exert control over Johnnie also reveals 
how “the paradigm of white patriarchy,” a phrase used by Taylor, has become a structural 
component of the black nuclear family in “The Outing” (48). For Baldwin, the 
normalization of patriarchal and faith-based heterosexuality within the black church 
translates to what Aliyyah I. Abur-Rahman calls “the normalization of blackness” (479). 
 By the end of “The Outing,” Johnnie’s revelation has forced him to confront his 
profound difference from his friends, family, and community. The rebel, a quintessential 
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figure of difference from within, reveals in “The Outing” the private tragedy of being 
included but not belonging. Before Johnnie realizes that his love for David falls outside of 
his community’s sexual and racial expectations, he finds comfort and peace in resting his 
head on David’s shoulder (43). After the traumatic service, however, the resting place on 
David’s shoulder has come to represent to Johnnie his difference and inevitable alienation: 
“But now where there had been peace there was only panic and where there had been 
safety, danger, like a flower, opened” (57). At the story’s end, Baldwin leaves unclear 
whether Johnnie will embrace his internal rebellion by resisting the normalizing impulses 
and discipline of his family and church or suppress his difference to go along with the 
crowd. Like Johnny throughout much of Beetlecreek, Johnnie of “The Outing” struggles 
with indecision over whether he will embrace his individual autonomy or conform to the 
will of the community. The concluding sense of doom and fear in the final line indicates 
the turmoil of growing up with disharmony between one’s individualism and one’s sense 
of belonging and suggests that Johnnie may find the two irreconcilable. 
 In Go Tell It on the Mountain, Baldwin returns to Johnnie, now John, and his path 
of self-determination amidst the coercive and normalizing pressures of his family and his 
church. In this novel, Baldwin offers a more nuanced engagement with rebellion, at once 
critical and symptomatic of contemporary discourses about youth. John’s maturity or 
growth, a distinguishing feature of the bildungsroman, starts with the disaffectedness and 
countercultural angst of the teenage rebel trope. During his profound religious experience 
on the threshing floor in the final part of the novel, John confronts both his difference from 
and his belonging within the community and the family to arrive at a confident and self-
assured identity. This final movement offers more hope and direction for the rebellious 
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black teenager than “The Outing” while reproducing popular Cold War discourses of 
individualism and human development. By signifying upon the teenage rebel, Baldwin 
depicts both the turmoil and the hope that rebelliousness could offer black youth on their 
path to individual self-determination within their community. 
The novel functions as a bildungsroman even though John’s coming-of-age occurs 
over the course of a single day, his fourteenth birthday. On that day, John’s maturity centers 
on his relationship to rebellion, and even though this personal growth hinges on a religious 
experience, the novel concerns itself more with John’s transformative sense of self than 
faith.146 For most of the novel, before his experience on the religious threshing floor, John’s 
personality resembles the countercultural and defiant teenage rebel. John’s rebelliousness, 
his desire to reject everything that his father represents or values, becomes his most 
defining feature. When he awakens on his birthday, before rising from his bed, he 
contemplates his future and vows to build a life in defiance of his father’s wishes: “He 
would not be like his father, or his father’s father. He would have another life” (19). He 
continues by imagining “a world where people did not live in the darkness of his father’s 
church, did not pray to Jesus in the darkness of his father’s church, where he would eat 
good food, and wear fine clothes, and go to the movies as often as he wished” (19). The 
repetition of “not” in John’s vision demonstrates his commitment to a counter-
identification with his father, Gabriel, and the church that his father has come to represent. 
Even though he might seem juvenile and immature in the first part of the novel, John’s 
 
146 In “The Everlasting Father: Mythic Quest and Rebellion in Baldwin’s Go Tell It on the Mountain,” 
Michael F. Lynch also reads the novel as a quest for personal identity. He writes, “John’s descent into 
spiritual darkness corresponds to the hero’s journey of self-discovery” (158). 
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rebelliousness speaks to the deep rage and resentment of an individual who feels 
marginalized and displaced within his community and his home.147 
John’s hatred for his father becomes the driving force of his life. He dreams of the 
day when he will curse Gabriel on his deathbed, and his suppressed rage sustains him 
through the episodes of abuse that John must endure at Gabriel’s hand (21). He fantasizes 
about the eternal hell that will plague Gabriel, and imagines himself “there to watch, to 
linger, to smile, to laugh aloud, hearing, at last, his father’s cries of torment” (145). His 
hatred for Gabriel even dictates his relationship to faith, and John vows to defy God—“his 
life depended [on it]”—because of his association with Gabriel: “John’s heart was 
hardened against the Lord. His father was God’s minister, the ambassador of the King of 
Heaven, and John could not bow before the throne of grace without first kneeling to his 
father. On his refusal to do this had his life depended” (21). Even though John believes that 
he escapes his father through his defiance, John ultimately allows Gabriel to have a 
stranglehold on his life and his character. When John goes to the movies alone to celebrate 
his birthday, his response to the film reveals how defiance has overtaken his personality: 
[S]oon all John’s sympathy was given to this violent and unhappy woman. 
He understood her when she raged and shook her hips and threw back her 
head in laughter so furious that it seemed the veins of her neck would burst. 
She walked the cold, foggy street, a little woman and not pretty, with a lewd, 
brutal swagger, saying to the whole world: ‘You can kiss my ass.’ Nothing 
tamed or broke her, nothing touched her, neither kindness, nor scorn, nor 
hatred, nor love. [. . .] She had fallen from that high estate which God had 
intended for men and women, and she made her fall glorious because it was 
so complete. [. . .] He wanted to be like her, only more powerful, more 
thorough, and more cruel; to make those around him, all who hurt him, 
suffer as she made the student suffer, and laugh in their faces when they 
asked pity for their pain. (38-9) 
 
147 In the 1956 McCalls article, “Raise Your Child to be a Rebel: Are We Destroying Our Children By 
Trying to Make Them Too Well Adjusted?,” Robert Lindner, the fifties expert on youth and rebellion, 
called this type of immature counter-identification “negative rebellion,” which he describes as “a kind of 
pointless mutiny” which “leads often to contempt and defiance of [life and personality].”147 
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John identifies with the film’s rebel heroine and glorifies both her grotesquerie and her epic 
fall from humanity. He recognizes in her character a heart like his own because both are 
willing and even eager to push the world away and to sever human ties in an act of self-
preservation. Not only does he wish for her power to withstand the cruelty of the world but 
for an ability to control the pain and suffering of others. Perhaps most importantly, he 
covets her power to endure the cruelty of both hatred and love. It is, after all, his unrequited 
love for his father that emboldens and deepens his hatred (20).148 Through his 
rebelliousness, John attempts to guard himself against the pain of alienation and the 
constant reminders from his father that he does not belong.  
With Go Tell It on the Mountain, Baldwin returns to the way that religious 
discourses of sexual normalcy, particularly the taboo on same-sex desires, use allegations 
of sin to demarcate belonging.149 The sin that John bears and that persistently places him 
outside of his orthodox religious community and family is his same-sex desire. The most 
explicit articulation of John’s same-sex eroticism occurs when he wakes up, remembering 
that “he had sinned with his hands a sin that was hard to forgive. In the school lavatory, 
alone, thinking of the boys, older, bigger, braver” (19). John’s fascination with Elisha, the 
older boy in the church, often blends admiration with sexual desire accompanied by 
feelings of guilt and shame. For example, in one scene, the narration frames John’s 
admiration for Elisha’s manly voice, his leanness, and his grace with “the pressures of the 
church and home” on one side and how “ashamed and confused” John felt on the other 
 
148 In “Fathers and Sons in James Baldwin’s Go Tell It on the Mountain,” Michael Fabre (translated by 
Keneth Kinnamon) also interprets John’s hatred as the symptom of failed love (123). 
149 My chapter analyzes how heteronormativity affects John’s maturation throughout the bildungsroman, 
but see Roderick A. Ferguson’s chapter, “Nightmares of the Heteronormative: Go Tell It On the Mountain 
versus An American Dilemma,” for an analysis of how failed heteronormativity through the ideology of the 
nuclear family haunts the adults of the novel too. 
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(13). John feels like an outsider or a traitor to his faith or to God for his socially 
transgressive desires. After a description of John watching Elisha dance and rejoice in the 
church, the paragraph ends, “And then a great moaning filled the church,” and another 
paragraph starts, “There was sin among them” (18). This parataxis suggests that John’s 
erotic gaze is the sin in question, even as the paragraph goes on to explain otherwise (18).150  
As each character wrestles with his or her own personal demons on the threshing 
floor, John struggles with his sexual attraction to other boys like Elisha. His ability to free 
himself from resentment and rage (the petulant rebellion of his youth), hinges on his ability 
to confront the discourses of normative sexuality. At the other end of the threshing floor, 
the narration suggests that John finds peace with his feelings for Elisha.151 They walk 
together, Elisha’s arm draped around John’s shoulders, back to John’s house where Elisha 
kisses John’s forehead before departing (217, 221). In the final pages of the novel, Baldwin 
clarifies that John’s salvation is really a liberation from the pain and negative rebellion that 
gripped his identity, allowing him to withstand the pressure exerted on him from his father 
and his community: “[John] had only to stand fast in his liberty. He was in battle no longer, 
this unfolding Lord’s day, with this avenue, these houses, the sleeping, staring, shouting 
people” (216). In these final pages, Baldwin offers the most vivid image of John’s growth 
and its relationship to his self-acceptance. After John receives the kiss from Elisha, he turns 
to look his father in the eye and smiles (221). In both “The Outing” and the majority of the 
 
150 The rest of the paragraph describes a moment in the church when Father James admonishes Elisha and 
Ella Mae for spending time together in perhaps a lascivious manner (16-17). Even with this explanation, 
Baldwin’s use of the short sentence, “There was sin among them” allows readers to associate, even 
momentarily, the “sin” of second line with John’s erotic fascination with Elisha in the first. 
151 In fact, Elisha is partly responsible for John’s successful passing through the threshing floor. As Lynch 
notes, “Elisha’s loving presence while John is on the threshing floor proves crucial to John’s regeneration, 
and Elisha’s voice is the first to welcome him back from his journey into despair” (164).  
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novel in question, the narration depicts John at his father’s feet.152 The novel, perhaps more 
sentimental than Baldwin would like to admit, stages John’s adolescent transition into 
manhood, or at least the start of this transformation, through his confident confrontation of 
his father as they stand eye to eye. Michael F. Lynch concludes that John’s experience on 
the threshing floor really suggests self-determination instead of spiritual salvation: 
“Through this initiation the alienated, guilt-ridden John comes to feel himself part of the 
community, finds a sense of autonomous self-identity and self-acceptance, and gathers the 
strength to confront his father’s hatred with hope and love” (157).  
At stake in this reading is how Baldwin engages with the usefulness of the defiant 
teenage rebel of popular culture but strives to move past it. John’s rebellion against his 
father and the orthodox faith community that he represents allows John, as it did 
contemporary American teenagers, a way to imagine and articulate new identities outside 
of traditional ones. The rebel heroine that John admires in the movie valorizes individual 
strength and self-confidence instead of catering or capitulating to the social dictates of the 
world around her. Essentially, the rebel at first gives John the opportunity and the 
permission to be angry with a world that tries to oppress him. For Baldwin, this youthful 
rage cannot be severed from the experience of growing up black in America. In “The Negro 
in American Culture,” Baldwin wrote that “to be a Negro in this country and to be relatively 
conscious, is to be in a rage almost all the time. So that your first problem is how to control 
that rage so that it won’t destroy you” (205). From the perspective of the rebel, the 
oppressive and conformist society, not the outlying individual, is broken and in need of 
 
152 In “The Rockpile,” Baldwin includes another tense image of John at his father’s feet where he has been 
ordered by his mother, Elizabeth, to pick up a lunchbox (25). 
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reform. Baldwin first acknowledges and validates that rage by naturalizing it, as he does in 
the passage above. Once acknowledged, however, Baldwin moves to destabilize it by 
revealing how self-destructive rage (toward oneself or toward others) can be.153 
Throughout most of Go Tell It on the Mountain, John remains so consumed with anger and 
hatred that his thoughts return again and again to revenge; only after his self-acceptance on 
the threshing floor does John discover peace (207).  
In The Fire Next Time, Baldwin’s advice to his nephew and black readers is to learn 
how to control or manage the rage that naturally develops under oppression. He writes: “It 
demands great spiritual resilience not to hate the hater whose foot is on your neck, and an 
even greater miracle of perception and charity not to teach your child to hate” (99-100). 
John’s coming-of-age refers not to his birthday but to his maturity in learning how to 
manage his hatred, both for his father and for his sexuality. To return to how “Everybody’s 
Protest Novel,” this transformation, at least in Baldwin’s opinion, distinguishes Baldwin’s 
philosophy from Wright’s. “Bigger’s tragedy,” he writes, “[is that] he has accepted a 
theology that denies him life,” and in doing so, becomes exactly what they expect or want 
him to be (33). John, on the other hand, overcomes the conformist expectations of the world 
around him by accepting his individuality and finding a place for it within his community. 
Like Demby, Baldwin’s affirmation of the autonomous individual echoes early Cold War 
discourses about individualism and liberation from conformity. John’s transformation out 
of a rebellious teenager into a mature adult resembles Cold War theories of human 
development like those of Robert Lindner or Erik Erikson. Aside from being somewhat 
 
153 In one of his final interviews, a 1984 talk with Richard Goldstein of The Village Voice, Baldwin most 
explicitly articulates this self-acceptance as the key to a healthy life: “you have to go the way your blood 
beats” (qtd. in Troupe 74). In another sense, you must “have nothing to prove” (73). These citations come 
from James Baldwin: The Last Interview and Other Conversations (2014), collected by Quincy Troupe. 
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symptomatic of Cold War ideologies, Baldwin offers a much more critical and nuanced 
analysis than Demby of how race, sexuality, and religion correlate to produce belonging. 
Through his depiction of teenage rebellion, Baldwin illustrates the personal stakes of 
growing up both in conflict with one’s community and subject to its disciplining of 
difference. 
Amiri Baraka’s The Toilet 
The cultural and artistic use of the rebel figure by black authors declined by the 
mid-sixties, when black authors and intellectuals began trading the individual rebel for the 
racial collectivism expressed by the rising Black Arts Movement. One artist, Amiri Baraka 
(then LeRoi Jones), dramatized this transition in his 1964 one-act play, The Toilet, in which 
the rebel hero becomes as much an object of pity as of critique.154 Like Demby and 
Baldwin, Baraka employs a teenage rebel to reveal the cultural discipline of racial order 
and belonging. When his protagonist, Ray (also known as Foots), threatens the 
conventional identity and boundary of his racial community through his cross-race, same-
sex relationship, the gang, like the Nightriders of Beetlecreek, responds with the violent 
ritual punishment of sexual difference. Baraka’s play, however, should not be reduced to a 
mere condemnation of the violent gang for their unjust cruelty toward homosexuality 
(though the text, as critics have pointed out, certainly validates that reading).155 Baraka’s 
play, set in an integrated high school, critiques what he saw as the liberal fantasy that 
institutional desegregation will overcome deeply entrenched racial and sexual boundaries; 
 
154 Baraka first published the written text of The Toilet in a 1963 issue of Kulchur, a New York-based little 
magazine of the sixties. 
155 See “Exorcism and Baptism in LeRoi Jones’s The Toilet,” by Paul Witherington and “The Corrupted 
Warrior Heroes: Amiri Baraka’s The Toilet,” by Robert L. Tener. 
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instead, Baraka illuminates how integrated spaces force a revision of where and how racial 
communities enforce these boundaries. 
 First performed in December 1964 at St. Marks Playhouse, The Toilet depicts the 
routine, but nonetheless dangerous, jesting and bullying of a group of black high school 
boys in the basement bathroom of their integrated high school. Their puerile humor—
comprised mainly of penis and “yo mamma” jokes—often traffics in misogyny or 
hypermasculinity, which characterizes them as young with an undercurrent of violent 
potential.156  These boys ultimately assault a white male student for sending a homoerotic 
letter to their leader. The group creates an opportunity for Foots, the leader, to beat the 
white boy, Karolis, in the basement bathroom of the high school, but Foots, seemingly out 
of reciprocated feelings for Karolis, cannot bring himself to do so. Witnessing Foots’s 
failure, the gang beats Karolis and humiliates Foots who has presumably lost his role as 
leader. 
  Foots, the leader of the gang, finds himself at odds with his racial community 
because his individual desires and drives conflict with the role the gang has laid out for 
him, much like both Johnny and John of the previous works addressed in this chapter. 
Unlike the other boys, Foots seems to do well in school and have the respect of the 
principal, who encourages him to be a good influence on his peers and his race (51). His 
life has become a masked charade where he must carefully switch between different 
personae depending on his audience. For example, he demonstrates his savviness about the 
group’s distaste for institutional authority by mocking the principal through exaggerated 
 
156 For example, when one boy states that the bathroom “smells like hell,” another boy replies, “this must 
be your momma’s house” (2).  
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imitation. The stage directions emphasize Foots’s intuitiveness, for he has “a sharp sense 
of what each boy in the room expects, singularly, from him” (51). The addition of 
“singularly” in this description reflects the unique character of Baraka’s collective 
compared to Demby’s gang of juvenile delinquents; Baraka rarely depicts these boys with 
as much consensus and homogeneity as the Nightriders. Although the moments of playful 
banter and ribaldry, along with the aggressive disagreements between the boys, illustrate 
their unique opinions and personalities, they coalesce to act on Foots as a united force when 
it comes to their expectations of him as their leader.  
 The gang’s desire to enforce a heteronormative and intraracial code eventually sets 
Foots apart from the crowd after they discover a love letter written by Karolis to Foots. 
The denouement of the play reveals that Foots actually reciprocates Karolis’s feelings even 
though the first two-thirds of the play prepare for the leader’s ceremonial beating of Karolis 
in front of the group. While in the past Foots had managed to juggle both his individual 
desires and the expectations of the gang, his two lives collide when the gang’s discovery 
of the letter forces him to commit to one or the other. If the relationship between Foots and 
Karolis had been an open secret, as José Muñoz suggests, it could no longer be written off 
as speculation because of the written letter.157 When Karolis, now enraged and defiant, 
reveals that Foots shared his romantic feelings, he proclaims, “I’ll fight you, Foots! (Spits 
the name.) I’ll fight you. Right here in this same place where you said your name was Ray” 
(59). He continues, now wrestling with and beating Foots: “Ray, you said your name was. 
You said Ray. [. . .] You said Ray. [. . .] You put your hand on me and said Ray!” (60). 
The rest of the gang continue to call their leader Foots while Karolis tries to beat the 
 
157 In “Cruising the Toilet: LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka, Radical Black Traditions, and Queer Futurity,” 
Muñoz states that their relationship may have been “a floating truth” or an “open secret” (357). 
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persona known as Foots out of the person, Ray, whom he loves. When the rest of the group 
intervenes, Karolis cries, “I love somebody you don’t even know” (60). The dilemma 
Ray/Foots faces in front of Karolis exemplifies the division in his identity that separates 
his sense of self outside of the gang from his social persona as their leader. What Ray 
encounters with his racial community—change who you are, suppress who you are, or face 
the consequences—represents an extreme example of what Johnnie might encounter at the 
end of “The Outing.” 
 The play undeniably speaks to a pain and marginalization quite similar to Johnnie’s, 
but Baraka’s decision to set The Toilet in a high school locates Ray/Foots’s sexual alterity 
in the context of national desegregation. In the landmark Brown v. Board of Education case 
of 1954, the Supreme Court considered for the first time the constitutionality of the 
“separate but equal” principle. Prior cases of racial discrimination in education had asked 
the Court to consider whether accommodations like separate libraries or funding were 
satisfying the “equal” requirement of Plessy v. Ferguson.158 With Brown v. Board of 
Education, however, the plaintiff, represented by Thurgood Marshall, made the argument 
that separate could never be equal. Marshall’s case hinged upon the negative psychological 
impact on black children, and the NAACP presented sociological and child welfare 
research on the dangerous effects of racism on personality development (Schweinitz 89). 
With the Brown v. Board of Education rulings that deemed “separate but equal” 
unconstitutional in 1954 and mandated in 1955 that schools desegregate “with all deliberate 
speed,” the Supreme Court instructed public schools to pioneer national integration on an 
 
158 Murray v. Pearson (1936), Missouri ex rel Gaines v. Canada (1938), Sweatt v. Painter (1949), and 
McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents of Higher Education (1949) are some examples of court decisions 
(all Supreme Court rulings except Murray v. Pearson) that ruled in favor of black students under the 
“separate but equal” doctrine while never challenging the constitutionality of the Plessy v. Ferguson ruling. 
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institutional level. As Rebecca de Schweinitz states in her analysis of Civil Rights youth, 
“In effect, the Supreme Court’s decision made America’s schoolchildren responsible for 
changing the country’s racist practices” (204). Following this ruling, high schools became 
what Gilbert describes as “a battleground of clashing values and customs” (18). While 
some Americans lauded school integration as a harbinger of America’s racial progress, 
others feared and mythologized the sexual implications of interracial association, 
particularly among adolescent youth.159 Teenagers found themselves squarely in the 
middle of this polarizing national debate.  
 In the era of Brown v. Board of Education, Americans increasingly popularized a 
liberal racial reconciliation fantasy in their art. Most notably, Hollywood released several 
films in the fifties and early sixties that depict interracial friendships where white racists, 
not black characters, represents outsiders who must change their behaviors or values to 
belong in Cold War society. No Way Out (1950) and The Defiant Ones (1958) stand as 
excellent examples, but the film that most popularized the liberal fantasy in the context of 
Brown v. Board of Education was Blackboard Jungle (1955). In many ways, Baraka offers 
The Toilet as a critical response to Richard Brooks’ film about a white teacher who 
overcomes a generational (and racial) divide to reach racially diverse students in an 
integrated high school. In Blackboard Jungle, Mr. Dadier (played by Glenn Ford) 
encounters a fierce generational gap that separates him from the disruptive and delinquent 
teenagers of his classroom. He prejudicially and mistakenly assumes that a black male 
student named Gregory Miller (played by Sydney Poitier) leads the rebellious teenagers 
 
159 For example, Eisenhower defended these latter white supremacists to Chief Justice Earl Warren when 
he said, “These are not bad people. All they are concerned about is to see that their sweet little girls are not 
required to sit alongside some big overgrown Negroes” (qtd. in Dudziak 130). 
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who listen to rock ‘n’ roll, disrupt class, and talk back to authority figures, all stereotypical 
post-war perceptions of teenager youth culture. Dadier believes that he can reach these 
delinquent youth through Miller, and the trajectory of the film follows Dadier’s efforts to 
befriend Miller and elicit his support in isolating the true delinquents from the rest of the 
class. Blackboard Jungle suggests, however, that this interracial and intergenerational 
relationship can only emerge when the white liberal Dadier realizes his mistake; the film 
depicts Dadier’s racial prejudice, not the integrated and multiethnic school, as an obstacle 
to racial progress in American culture. Instead of resulting in community panic, as Johnny’s 
friendship with Trapp does, the friendship in Blackboard Jungle projects a liberal success 
story where a white liberal hero successfully tames racialized teenage rebellion.  
Because of Blackboard Jungle’s popularity, it seems likely that Baraka was familiar 
with the film, but intentions aside, The Toilet presents a skeptical view of the film’s liberal 
integration fantasy. In his analysis of Blackboard Jungle, Alan Nadel argues that the film 
racializes juvenile delinquency by depicting the integrated school as the site of disorder: 
“Coming immediately after the Supreme Court’s school desegregation order, the film’s 
urban setting, its connection to teenagers, and its focus on education reveals several 
problematic assumptions about the demographic disruption that Brown projects into the 
American imaginary” (202). In addition to racializing juvenile delinquency, Blackboard 
Jungle contains the popular Hollywood theme of black forgiveness. This film’s subtext—
“black board (of education) jungle” (203)—suggests that racial minorities introduced the 
social disruption of integration and that order can be restored as long as black people 
forgive white liberals for their past racism. At the start of the film, Dadier mistakenly 
assumes that Miller leads the delinquent gang and exposes his own racial bias. By the end 
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of the film, Dadier discovers that a poor-white, Irish student named Artie leads the gang, 
and Dadier, who had previously exhibited his own racial bias, teaches the boys a relatively 
uncritical lesson in racial tolerance by asking the class, “Is it right to dislike somebody 
because he’s different?” (qtd. in Medovoi 152).  
Like Poitier’s character in both No Way Out and The Defiant Ones, his character in 
Blackboard Jungle must rise above the racism leveled against him to keep the promise of 
American liberalism alive. Nadel makes this point in Demographic Angst when he connects 
the problematic moral of the film to Baldwin’s critique of The Defiant Ones:  
Miller, of course, is guilty of nothing other than correctly believing that 
Dadier suspects him because he is black, so the economy of their 
educational exchange is asymmetrical: Dadier will admit that he was wrong 
if Miller will forget that he was right. This replicates exactly the racial 
dynamics for which James Baldwin critiqued The Defiant Ones, wherein 
the future of racial harmony burdens the black, who must forgive the white. 
(205-6)160 
Like Blackboard Jungle, The Toilet recirculates a racialization of juvenile delinquency but 
refuses to gloss over or resolve the racial tensions of integration. The play rejects the notion 
that black youth introduce racial prejudice and that black youth will so easily forgive the 
history of white supremacy that has already shaped their lives despite integration. One of 
the greatest challenges of institutional integration is that students return to a deeply 
segregated world at the end of the school day and bring that world into the school each 
morning. By setting the play in the basement bathroom of a high school, Baraka invokes 
and then subverts the American high school; if Blackboard Jungle and its racial 
 
160 In a 1961 interview with Studs Terkel, Baldwin relayed his oppositional experiences of watching The 
Defiant Ones, first with a white audience uptown and then with a black audience downtown. His anecdote 
concludes with a poignant critique of the white America’s expectation of black mercy: “What’s the movie 
supposed to prove? What the movie is designed to prove, really, to white people, is that Negroes are going 




reconciliation take place in the classroom, The Toilet and its exposure of America’s 
racialized and sexualized structures of dominance take place in the foundations, the 
plumbing of America’s pioneer integrated institution. The gang of the play did not form in 
a vacuum, and the racial homogeneity of the group suggests the persistence of racial 
segregation despite Brown v. Board of Education. 
Furthermore, Ora, the most hardened and violent teenager in the play, reveals that 
the history of racial prejudice is not so easily forgiven. Ora fixates on Karolis’s race as 
much as his sexual orientation, and he derides Foot’s cross-racial attraction as a perverse 
desire to “rub up against half-dead white boys” (50). Ora can only visualize interactions 
between black and white people through a binary of domination and submission, a 
disheartening lesson learned from white America. As homophobic as he has been 
throughout the play, moreover, Ora has no trouble approaching same-sex sexual acts when 
they are used as displays of power and dominance. In response to one of the boys, Ora 
jokes, “As long as I can rub against your momma . . . or your fatha’ (laughs at his own 
invention) I’m doin’ alright” (51).161 In fact, his anger with Foots over the latter’s 
homosexual relationship with a white boy suggests that Ora sees Foots as a race traitor not 
just for his homosexuality but for his white lover. At another point, one of the boys jokingly 
suggests that Ora is ashamed of his race, to which he quickly ejects, “Fuck you!” (50). 
Through Ora’s aggression and defense of black separatism, Baraka reveals that the 
psychological conditioning of segregation and the legacy of racial domination does not 
easily fade away in integrated spaces and may, in fact, be responsible for the juvenile 
 
161 Ora uses the suggestion of same-sex sexual acts as a display of power and dominance by whispering 
over Karolis, “Hey, baby, why don’t you get up? I gotta nice fat sausage here for you” (50). 
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delinquency of black youth.162 At another point, Ora jokes that he beat up Farrell, another 
boy, because the latter “called [him] a nigger” (49). Ora, even when joking, consistently 
reminds audiences of the real racial violence and racial hierarchy endemic to American 
culture that Dadier thinks can be overcome with perfunctory lessons on tolerance and 
understanding.   
Many black intellectuals had grown increasingly skeptical of the initiatives of the 
civil rights movement and dissatisfied with the pace of progress. One year after Brown v. 
Board of Education, Emmett Till was tortured and murdered, and his death illustrated the 
no-man’s-land between the state’s new recognition of rights for black youth and the white 
supremacy of individual southerners. De Schweinitz suggests that Till’s murder cautioned 
black Americans against a wholesale embrace of civil rights victories because they often 
relied upon middle-class respectability as a precondition for those rights.163 
Acknowledging the growing internecine strife  by the mid-sixties between black and white 
activists of SNCC, Martin Luther King, Jr. cautioned youth against “break[ing] up into 
mutually suspicious extremist groups in which blacks reject the participation of whites and 
whites reject the realities of their own history’” (qtd. in Burrow xxviii).164 His warnings, 
 
162 With Eldridge Cleaver’s “The White Race and Its Heroes” in mind, Medovoi identifies the danger of 
“the film’s dominant meanings [which] repudiate the possibility that racial oppression (as opposed to racial 
mixing) could motivate juvenile delinquency” (qtd. in 153). 
163 De Schweinitz notes the paradox around Till’s murder and the Brown v. Board of Education ruling: “By 
1955, black children allegedly enjoyed the rights of childhood, but they still had to prove they were worthy 
of those rights,” and she adds that Till and his friends “had to embody middle-class ideals about childhood” 
(96). 
164 King originally delivered this warning in a speech, “The State of the Movement,” also known as “A 
New Sense of Direction,” in 1967. 
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however, could not match the appeal of Malcolm X for black youth who were already 
disappointed with the liberalism of civil disobedience and interracialism.165  
To be clear, Baraka and many critics of liberal reform did not critique 
desegregation-era policies that dismantled Jim Crow, but they did dispute how white 
Americans used these policies. Many white Americans saw major political milestones like 
Brown v. Board of Education or the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as evidence that equality had 
officially arrived and that all past injustices had been wiped away. For critics like Baraka, 
institutional integration seemed to suggest that merely putting black and white youth 
together would undo America’s racial divide.166 In The Toilet, Baraka high school’s belies 
this mythology of integration. Instead of eroding racial boundaries, black youth in the 
integrated institution reinforce them with as much vigor and violence as they had witnesses 
from white America. Foots’s mistake (as the liberal rebel hero who will fall by the play’s 
end) is believing the myth that integration dissolves boundaries of association. He learns 
from his racial community that integrated spaces require the vigilant regulation of racial 
boundaries and that sexual desire threatens to disrupt the structure of power and dominance 
used to discipline racial belonging. 
 The pathos at the play’s end appears to condemn the racial community for its 
procrustean conformism and its violent enforcement of sexual and gender norms that leave 
 
165In a 1963 interview with Kenneth Clark in Freedomways, Baldwin contrasts the minority of black youth 
activists in the South compared to the vast majority “who had given up, who were desperate and who 
Malcolm X can reach, for example, much more easily than I can” (qtd. in Standley and Pratt 43). See 
Clark’s interview in Conversations with James Baldwin. 
166 After all, this was the central argument delivered by Chief Justice Earl Warren in his majority opinion 
which claimed that eliminating separation would remove what caused a sense of inferiority in black youth. 
Baraka most clearly articulated his critique of this point in “Tokenism: 300 Years for Five Cents,” when he 
asserted, “A Negro who is told that the ‘desegregation’ of a bus terminal in Georgia somehow represents 
‘progress’ is definitely being lied to” (78). 
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Karolis bleeding on the bathroom floor. In the final scene, after the gang has beaten Karolis 
and humiliated Foots by throwing toilet water on his face, Karolis lies center-stage, 
“motionless” (61). He then struggles to his hands and knees, crawls across the room, and 
briefly stands before collapsing again to the bathroom floor. Shortly, Foots returns, and 
they share a heart-wrenching and tender moment on the silent stage before it goes black: 
“[Foots] stares at Karolis’ body for a second, looks quickly over his shoulder, then runs 
and kneels before the body, weeping and cradling the head in his arms” (62). Their 
rebellious affection disrupts the racial order and hierarchy of the gang within the school, 
and the gang enforces the ritualized beating to solidify racial belonging, either through 
Foots’s reinstatement or his ejection.  
Ross, writing about Baldwin instead of Baraka, claims that “Too much variety 
within the group threatens the convenient idea that what holds the group together are 
obvious characteristics, shared by all members of the group, which can easily read by any 
teenager on the street” (27-28). Differences that cause a racial community to question its 
integrity can cause black communities like the gang of The Toilet to consider 
homosexuality incompatible with or dangerous to their racial self-determination. In fact, 
this rigid reification of racial boundaries around a particularly homophobic, black 
masculinist ideology represents the political and artistic transformation that Baraka would 
undergo in the years immediately following the publication of the play.167 Perhaps the 
humanity and pathos of this final tableau reveals Baraka’s own sentimentalism or 
 
167 Baraka intended for a benefit production of The Toilet in 1965 to raise money for the Black Arts 
Repertory Theatre, the cornerstone and birthplace of the Blacks Arts Movement. See The Autobiography of 
LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka (1984) for his reflection on his political transformation (out of bohemianism and 
into anti-capitalist, black radicalism) and the founding of the Black Arts Repertory Theatre in Harlem, 
particularly two chapters, “The Village” and “The Black Arts.” 
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compassion for his own recent past, for black youth caught in the political crosshairs of 
racial self-determination, or for—as Muñoz suggests—a queer futurity not yet able to be 
recognized?168 I remain unconvinced.  
 While many critics have taken on the challenge of analyzing Baraka’s position on 
homosexuality through the play (something with which Baraka himself seemed to 
struggle), I find analyzing what Baraka’s play reveals about the cultural use of sexuality—
not his personal stake in sexuality—to be a more fruitful project.169 The final tableau of 
Ray cradling the bloodied Karolis reveals something akin to what “Battle Royal,” 
Beetlecreek, “The Outing,” and Go Tell It on the Mountain reveals: that communities use 
discourses of sexuality to regulate racial belonging. The rebel figure in each text exposes 
how communities react to and discipline sexual challenges to a racial social order. For 
Baraka, the deep entrenchment of American racism causes racial boundaries to be redrawn 
when disrupted, and the interracial same-sex relationship of The Toilet disrupts the tradition 
of power and dominance that the other black youth have learned from and intend to use 
against white society. In the final scene, the teenage rebel who defies racial and sexual 
boundaries in following his desires discovers that desegregation did not result in freedom 
but in new means of racial self-policing.  
 
168 Melinda Wilson Ramey, in “Return to the Toilet,” offers an entirely different interpretation of the 
ending when she argues that it depicts racial reconciliation and the self-acceptance of Foots’s 
homosexuality (12). While I concur with her analysis of how masculinity and homosexuality intersect with 
perceived “authentic” blackness, I contest Ramey’s interpretation of the ending given the defeatist tenor of 
the play’s ending and the play’s allusion to the history of racialized power and dominance, not to mention 
Baraka’s personal critique of racial reconciliation. 
169 In a 1971 New York Times interview with Mel Watkins, Baraka appears to disown the ending, claiming 
that “[i]t actually did not evolve from the pure spirit of the play” (23). Muñoz also draws attention to 




Each literary work analyzed in this chapter reveals a cultural fascination with what 
the rebel could reveal and articulate about how race complicated Cold War discourses 
about individualism and conformity. Black authors consistently questioned how racial 
conformity impinged upon individual autonomy, and Cold War black teenagers—
encouraged to embrace individualism over cultural conformity—had to contend with the 
stakes and risks of no longer belonging to their racial community. These authors questioned 
what shored up a racial community when presented with disruption and how these 
communities discipline themselves against deviation or disorder, questions that seemed 
natural and expedient during the turbulent decades of national desegregation. The teenage 
rebel of popular white culture, imagined through the appropriation of black culture, 
paradoxically became a useful critical lens through which to explore black lives and black 
communities in the Cold War era. Despite their distinctive depictions of racial belonging 
and self-discipline, Ellison, Demby, Baldwin, and Baraka all expose how a matrix of race 
and sexuality renders racial belonging contingent upon a socially sanctioned sexuality. 
Black youth of the fifties and early sixties and their literary counterparts discovered that 






YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE AND THE PROTEST RENAISSANCE 
 
 
Over fifty years had passed when Ta-Nehisi Coates, a rising but not-yet nationally 
revered journalist, published his 21st-century homage to James Baldwin’s The Fire Next 
Time with another epistle to black youth, this time to his own son. Like Baldwin’s letter to 
his nephew, Coates’s Between the World and Me (itself a titular allusion to a Richard 
Wright anti-lynching poem) describes for the next generation of black Americans the 
nature of the struggle to live and to find self-worth and dignity in a culture designed against 
that very endeavor. Unlike Baldwin, however, Coates does not direct his autobiographical 
letter toward hope or a cultural transformation but toward an individual and lifelong 
engagement with struggle. As Michelle Alexander poignantly remarked in her review of 
his work, Coates “demand[s] that [his son] wrestle with the questions himself” (n.p.). In 
other words, Coates envisions for his son a path to dignity born in and sustained through 
struggle, as if self-determination for black youth could not be dissociated from grappling 
with the racial question in all its iterations and manifestations in contemporary, everyday 
life. 
 In one of Coates’s most succinct examples of contemporary racism’s assault on the 
dignity of black lives, he describes a casual, but no less injurious, encounter with a white 
woman on an escalator. Coates had taken his five-year-old son to a theater on the Upper 
West Side, and as they exited the escalator after the show, a white woman, impatient with 
the child’s pace, pushed him. Coates describes his fury at this stranger who laid a hand on 
his son but also his impotence at being unable to protect him as a coalition of other white 
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strangers came to the woman’s aid. For Coates, and for most black people who have 
undoubtedly experienced similar microaggressions, this singular moment carried with it a 
much heavier history of race relations. When Coates witnesses one white man come to the 
woman’s defense, he recalls sensing the history of white womanhood and black 
superpredator mythology in “[the white man’s] attempt to rescue the damsel from the 
beast” (94). This same man then leverages his power to enact the authority of the state over 
Coates by shouting, “I could have you arrested” (94); he has learned how to wield the threat 
of police action against black bodies, a move not missed by Coates who translates this line 
as “I could take your body” (95). This interaction, which started as a microaggression and 
escalated into a verbal confrontation, is not merely likened to anti-black violence when 
Coates connects the dots between their behavior and the bigger picture of race relations; it 
is anti-black violence. Critic Simon Abramowitsch makes this point clear with his analysis 
of one of the “most powerful and popular sentences—cited in many reviews of the book: 
‘Here is what I would like for you to know: In America, it is tradition to destroy the black 
body—it is heritage’” (466). He continues, “But what is the event that occasions such a 
proclamation? It is neither the death of Prince Jones nor the narrator’s own confrontation 
with the police; it is the push a white woman gives Coates’s very young son Samori while 
coming off of a movie theater escalator” (466). For Abramowitsch, this discrete encounter, 
brief and incidental, illustrates Coates’s argument about cultural racism: that anti-black 
language and thought is part and parcel of anti-black violence. The microaggression, in 
other words, reflects and reenacts the same culture of violence against black bodies that we 
see in police brutality. 
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This exposure, how even the language of racism assaults black bodies and black 
lives, and Coates’s combined homage to Baldwin’s form and Wright’s worldview in fact 
represents what this chapter calls a “protest renaissance.” Between the World and Me 
ushered in a new era in African American literature, a protest renaissance, that returns to 
the fire and outrage of Wright’s literary protest but through an individual subjectivity and 
autonomy exemplified in Baldwin’s letter to his nephew. In our current literary moment, 
African American literature resees the protest era through a liberal, post-war lens to arrive 
at a uniquely 21st-century articulation of protest, one which makes connections between 
the sensational but no-less routinized racism of police violence and the daily, interpersonal 
microaggressions that shape individual black life in America. In the protest renaissance, 
identity is determined by one’s relationship to political protest and struggle, so much so 
that black authors align the adolescent age of self-discovery with cultivating an orientation 
toward and voice of political protest against the everyday racism assaulting black dignity 
and black lives. Starting with Coates’s vision for his teenage son and resonating with the 
black protagonists of young adult literature to follow, 21st-century black authors writing 
for and about black youth encourage a new generation of race youth to embrace struggle 
and protest as formative to their identity development, especially as these authors 
encourage readers to see microaggressions and anti-black language as part of a larger 
structure of anti-black violence. 
 Coates and the young adult (YA) authors studied in this chapter hardly seem out of 
step with 21st-century youth who have revitalized protest across a host of fronts that could 
rival the youth of the sixties. The millennial generation and Gen Z close behind them have 
taken to the streets and the internet under diverse, grassroots movements including Occupy 
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Wall Street, the Parkland students’ “March for Our Lives,” United We Dream, #MeToo, 
the Dakota Access Pipeline protests, the Quebec student movement, Idle No More, the 
youth-driven Bernie Sanders campaign, the Black Youth Project including BYP100, and 
various international climate protests inspired by the Swedish teenager, Greta Thunberg. 
According to millennial scholars Luttrell and McGrath, this generational activism is visible 
on a global stage including international youth protests in Tel Aviv, Chile, the Arab Spring, 
and Egypt (34). Furthermore, three millennials coined and initiated Black Lives Matter in 
2013, the movement responsible for fundamentally reshaping 21st-century conversations 
about race that has led to a renewed decade of racial protests. Even though millennials are 
now in their thirties, this generation defined youth for the 21st-century and left a legacy of 
activism and protest for Gen Z (or Zoomers) to embrace. According to millennial scholar 
Josh Tickell, 
As a generation, you have pried open the formerly taboo discourse on 
gender, creating a new level of empathy and awareness than prior 
generations could have ever imagined. Through hard-won battles and some 
tragic bloodshed, you’re working to redefine racial equality. We have your 
youth vote to thank for the first black president in US history and for the 
first honest conversation in almost fifty years on the racial brutality, 
institutionalized racism, and race-classism that exist in America. (28) 
Millennials represent the most racially and ethnically diverse generation in American 
history. Morley Winograd and Michael D. Hais mention that “twenty percent of 
Millennials have at least one parent who is an immigrant,” while Ruth Milkman explains 
that millennials, more than any other protest generation, has incorporated intersectionality 
in their social movements (2). All three black YA authors studied in this chapter are 
millennials, and their visions for their young black protagonists represent a passing of the 




The rise of 21st-century youth protest movements has ironically—or predictably, I 
suggest—spurred a cultural backlash in the form of anti-youth discourses designed to 
silence and disregard the voices of youth activists. Critics quickly rebranded “millennial” 
itself into a pejorative connoting entitlement, laziness, overprotectiveness, selfishness, and 
hypersensitivity. In 2013, a Time cover story, “Millennials: The ME ME ME Generation” 
put this anti-youth discourse on a national stage, and other scholars and laypeople alike 
have joined the bandwagon to malign contemporary youth as selfish enough to be 
pathologically unempathetic toward others.170 Perhaps the longest-lasting epithet against 
the millennial and now Gen Z generations, a term which can be heard or read on virtually 
any news outlet, is “snowflake.” The Oxford English Dictionary defines this term as 
originally an insult meaning a child who is “regarded as having a unique personality and 
potential,” but it notes that the definition has evolved to denote “a person mockingly 
characterized as overly sensitive or easily offended, esp. one said to consider himself or 
herself entitled to special treatment or consideration” (“snowflake,” OED). In fact, this 
pejorative use of “snowflake” today is a truncated form of “snowflake generation” used to 
denigrate 21st-century youth, often on the supreme charge of hypersensitivity. Millennials 
so easily take offense, critics say, that they have no qualms rejecting free speech.171  
 This charge of hypersensitivity has characterized the shape of anti-youth discourse 
over the last decade, and four culture critics in particular have turned this accusation into a 
 
170 See Jean Twenge’s two works on generational and cultural narcissism, Generation Me: Why Today’s 
Young Americans are More Confident, Assertive, Entitled—and More Miserable Than Ever Before (2006) 
and The Narcissism Epidemic: Living in the Age of Entitlement (2009), the latter of which was co-written 
with W. Keith Campbell. See also pop-psychologist and novelist Jeffrey Kluger’s more recent, bestselling 
work, The Narcissist Next Door: Understanding the Monster in Your Family, in Your Office, in Your Bed—
in Your World (2014) and Claire Fox’s I Find That Offensive (2016). 
171 Rebecca Nicholson’s 2016 Guardian article, “’Poor Little Snowflake’—The Defining Insult of 2016,” 
includes a brief history on the evolution of the term. 
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diagnosis of 21st-century youth and American culture at large. In 2015, the same year that 
Coates published Between the World and Me and in the same issue as his essay, “Letter to 
My Son,” Greg Lukianoff and Jonathan Haidt published an essay in The Atlantic titled 
“The Coddling of the American Mind.” They would go on to publish a book by the same 
name three years later elaborating upon their essay’s central claim: believing that people 
need protection from offensive and harmful language only makes people more fragile, 
sensitive, and unprepared for the real world. In their estimation, trigger warnings, safe 
spaces, and the widespread popularity of calling out microaggressions among American 
youth are, as their subtitle makes clear, “Setting Up a Generation for Failure.”172 Lukianoff 
and Haidt primarily ground their cultural criticism in the language debates on American 
campuses, claiming, “If our universities are teaching students that their emotions can be 
used effectively as weapons—or at least as evidence in administrative proceedings—then 
they are teaching students to nurture a kind of hypersensitivity that will lead them into 
countless drawn-out conflicts in college and beyond” (“The Coddling”). These authors 
assert that cognitive behavioral therapy will foster resiliency in hypersensitive youth, but 
in doing so, they pathologize a generation of Americans as so poorly adjusted that they 
need treatment. For Lukianoff and Haidt, protest against microaggressions generates an 
emotional fragility, and they conclude that the “victims” of offensive language should 
develop thicker skin.  
Shortly before Lukianoff and Haidt published their treatise against “coddled” 
youth, two other cultural critics published a similar indictment of American culture through 
 
172 See Geoffrey Hughes’s Political Correctness: A History of Semantics and Culture (2009) for a synopsis 
of the debates concerning free speech and political correctness. Also, the aforementioned subtitle, “How 
Good Intentions and Bad Ideas are Setting Up a Generation for Failure,” follows the book version of The 
Coddling of the American Mind (2018). 
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a critique of youth-driven hypersensitivity. In The Rise of Victimhood Culture, Bradley 
Campbell and Jason Manning propose that 21st-century Americans no longer organize their 
sense of morality around honor or dignity but around victimhood, and the foremost 
example of victimhood culture, they claim, is the preeminence of the microaggression.173 
Like Lukianoff and Haidt, Campbell and Manning regard the microaggression as a 
heuristic for cultural definition, and according to their diagnosis, “Victimhood culture [. . 
.] is marked by a low tolerance for slight” (74). In their analysis, they claim that 
microaggression complaints cannot be validated because they are the result of differing 
perspectives, of interpretation, and of perception, not any “clearly defined behavior” (5).174 
What these debates over microaggressions and the “snowflake” epithet reveal, however, is 
something much more sinister than mere cultural definition. Proponents of the coddling or 
victimhood thesis seek to dismiss the young voice of protest before it even happens. “Don’t 
listen to American youth, especially youth of color, who take offense; they’re 
hypersensitive,” one might say. “Their problems are so small that they’re actually made 
up, fantasy problems,” they preemptively suggest, “and their inability to evaluate real life 
makes them unsuitable judges of American culture.” Furthermore, these discourses, despite 
having their origins in generational antagonism, have become so popular and widely 
accepted that they often get recirculated by young people themselves. In the novels studied 
 
173 Campbell and Manning originally published their critique of microaggressions in the 2014 article, 
“Microaggression and Moral Cultures,” published in Comparative Sociology. The popularity of this article 
led to the publication of The Rise of Victimhood Culture: Microaggressions, Safe Spaces, and the New 
Culture Wars in 2018. 
174 Campbell and Manning regular employ subjective terminology like “interpretation” or versions of 
“perception” as a dismissal of microaggressions, when subjectivity and the invisibility of the bias, 
according to microaggression theorists like Derald Wing Sue and Kevin N. Nadal, is exactly what makes 
microaggressions so traumatic (Campbell and Manning 7, 10). See Sue’s Microaggressions in Everyday 
Life: Race, Gender, and Sexual Orientation (2010) and Nadal’s Microaggressions and Traumatic Stress: 
Theory, Research, and Clinical Treatment (2018). 
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in this chapter, for example, young people have internalized the notion that offense must 
be the fault of the victim, not the perpetrator, and they use the accusation of hypersensitivity 
to dismiss their own pain and the injury of others. In effect, the anti-youth discourses 
directed toward millennials and Gen Z—the young generations of revitalized and 
outspoken protest—attempt to gaslight the American populace into believing that 
legitimate critique is actually the ranting and raving of a coddled, entitled, hypersensitive, 
and delusional youth culture enamored with its own victimization.175  
For Young Adult authors writing for and about 21st-century black youth, this anti-
youth gaslighting is more than irony. During an era when black youth are disproportionally 
threatened by police brutality and at a time when evidence of this reality appears routinely 
in 24-hour news coverage—not to mention the violence of School Resource Officers and 
the school-to-prison pipeline—accusations of hypersensitivity and coddling reveal a 
terrible divide between the lives of black youth and the proponents of the “snowflake 
generation.”176 Do these culture critics only have white youth in mind when they dismiss 
their protests as make-believe or out of proportion? Or, if they think of all youth, including 
youth of color, is this cognitive dissonance the result of their insistence that language has 
nothing to do with actual violence? Whatever the answer, the anti-youth discourse—from 
 
175 Gaslighting, a term I explain in more detail later in the chapter, describes the psychological 
manipulation of another “into questioning his or her own sanity” (OED). This term now also refers to 
manipulation on cultural and political levels, as entire sectors of the population, including marginalized 
peoples, are coerced into questioning their perceptions of discrimination, oppression, or political truths. 
See, for example, the 2019 article, “Racial Gaslighting,” by Angelique M. Davis and Rose Ernst. 
176 The novels in this chapter examines police brutality as the pervading threat to black life, but a more 
comprehensive investigation of threats to black youth would also consider the increasing presence of 
School Resource Officers (SROs) which are “the fastest growing segment of law enforcement” (Giroux 
102). According to Malcolm Harris, nearly one in four black high schoolers face suspension, and schools 
with SROs account for five times the arrests as schools without officers (Harris 122, Oluo 129). See Victor 
Rios’s Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and Latino Boys (2011), Kathleen Nolan’s Police in the 
Hallways: Discipline in an Urban High School (2011), and Monique W. Morris’s Pushout: The 
Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools (2015). 
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the snowflake millennial to the culture of victimhood—has done its damage in establishing 
21st-century youth as out of touch, hypersensitive, and excessively protected. The result is 
a discourse that seeks to undermine a young person’s voice by preemptively discrediting 
their ability to reason. This effort to silence and dismiss youth protest during an era of 
revitalized youth activism contributes to the shape of young adult literature during the 
protest renaissance. With Between the World and Me, Coates introduces 21st-century 
protest against a racial culture that thrives as much in our daily interactions as it does in 
our institutions, and picking up this mandate, authors of young adult literature illustrate 
how contemporary race youth must overcome intersecting anti-youth and anti-black 
discourses in young adult literature. Young Adult literature of the protest renaissance—
Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely’s All American Boys (2015), Angie Thomas’s The Hate 
U Give (2016), and Nic Stone’s Dear Martin (2017)—expose how anti-youth discourses 
that attempt to dismiss a young person’s protest, whether protesting microaggressions or 
police brutality, are attempts to immunize the racial and cultural status quo. This chapter 
argues that these authors, by placing incidents of police brutality within narratives of 
routinized, daily microaggressions, illustrate the relationship between anti-black violence 
and anti-black language and rebrand a voice of protest as self-discovery instead of 
hypersensitivity. With their new generation of protest-oriented race youth, they shift the 
narrative from hypersensitive and coddled youth to an unjust and unsafe America in need 
of a new counterculture. 
All American Boys and Protest as Social Responsibility 
One of the most acclaimed YA authors of the last decade, Jason Reynolds has 
published over fourteen works of poetry and prose since 2005 and has received numerous 
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awards for his literature including several Coretta Scott King honors, an NAACP image 
award, a Newbery Honor, and a National Book Award finalist.177 Part of his commercial 
success, he notes, is due to an increased demand for diversity in publishing, but even now 
with the abundance of YA novels for black youth, he continues to earn critical and popular 
acclaim for his works.178 Since the publication of When I Was the Greatest in 2014, 
Reynolds has consistently demonstrated his ability to represent and reach black youth, and 
he describes his artistic mission as a calling “to make black children and teenagers feel 
seen in real life as well as on the page.”179 In 2015, he and fellow novelist Brendan Kiely 
co-wrote All American Boys, which quickly became a New York Times bestseller and a 
widely celebrated treatment of police brutality for young readers. The novel traces the 
transformation of two teenage boys, one black and one white (written by Reynolds and 
Kiely respectively), whose experience with police brutality drives them to question their 
relationship to American racism and their responsibility for effecting change. In reviews, 
however, critics like Cappiello and Cart note how the novel exposes the pain and trauma 
of police brutality for all black people without regard for age.180 Despite the novel’s generic 
locale in YA fiction—or perhaps because age in this genre is taken as a given—most 
reviewers overlook the significance of being a teenage victim of and witness to police 
 
177 Reynolds received the Newbery Honor for Long Way Down (2017), Coretta Scott King Awards for 
almost all of his books to date, the NAACP Image Award for Long Way Down and As Brave As You 
(2016), and the National Book Award Finalist for Ghost (2016) and Look Both Ways: A Tale Told in Ten 
Blocks (2019). 
178 Young Adult novels about police brutality have proliferated in recent year with, for example, I am 
Alfonso Jones (2017) by Tony Medina, Tyler Johnson Was Here (2018) by Jay Coles, Ghost Boys (2018) 
by Jewell Parker Rhodes, and Light It Up (2019) by Kekla Magoon, to name a few. 
179 See Concepción de León article, “Jason Reynolds is on a Mission,” in the New York Times. 
180 In her review for Language Arts, Mary Ann Cappiello even claims that “[r]eaders confront the reality of 
police brutality in the lives of Black men, women, and children,” when the novel explores the particular 
politics of police brutality against black male youth (354). 
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brutality. In All American Boys, Reynolds and Kiely suggest that as the two boys grow up 
they must learn that doing the right thing comes with great personal stakes. Black and white 
youth, they suggest, have a social responsibility through allyship and activism to speak out 
and rise up against racism but this work requires an inner transformation characterized by 
finding the courage to use their voice.  
 The novel opens with poetry, a stark image of a boy on the ground being beaten by 
a white man who looms over him, “fists raining like stones” (1). The speaker urges us to 
look closer—or rather to “zoom in”—as the poem repositions the reader as witness who 
views the encounter through recorded footage. The poem’s diction—“zoom in” and “a boy, 
grainy”—alludes to the filmed episodes of police brutality that circulate regularly in the 
news and on social media (1, italics mine). This opening frame concludes with a quarter-
page of space separating the penultimate line, “The boy is still moving,” and the final line, 
“and then he is not” (1). By introducing the narrative with a poetic treatment of video 
evidence, Reynolds and Kiely suggest that All American Boys engages both with police 
brutality and with the role of witnessing—both in person and through recorded footage—
when incidents of anti-black violence get told and tried in the public sphere and in grand 
juries rooms across the country.  
We learn by the end of the first chapter that the boy on the ground is one of our two 
protagonists, Rashad, who starts the narrative as a quintessential teenager getting ready for 
a Friday-night party. Rashad decides to stop into the local convenience store, Jerry’s Corner 
Mart, before heading to his friend’s house. As if preparing for a rupture, the narrative 
emphasizes how routine his evening had been thus far: “The bus took forever, like it always 
did on Fridays,” and “[the door] chimed like it always did, and the guy behind the counter 
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looked up like he always did, then stepped out from behind the counter, like he always did” 
(16, 17). This clerk even eyes Rashad “suspiciously. Like he always did” (17). The routine 
falls apart, however, when a white woman trips and her body crashes into Rashad’s, 
sending them both to the floor. A police officer happens to be in the store during the 
accident, and he rushes to ask the woman if she is ok. Before waiting to hear her response, 
he reveals—much like the white man in Coates’s encounter on the elevator—his deep-
seated impulse to protect white women from black boys and men: “Did he do something 
to you?” (20). The clerk now joins the conversation with “Yeah” (to the officer’s question, 
one wonders?) before adding, “he was trying to steal those chips!” (21). Upon hearing this 
declaration, the cop stamps Rashad as a criminal, and every attempt by Rashad to explain 
the situation or defend his dignity and body from assault is met with barking orders and 
then physical abuse. The narrative describes both the escalation (eight other officers arrive) 
and the excessive force: “But before I could even get my fingers on the money, the cop had 
me knotted up in a submission hold, my arms twisted behind me, pain searing up to my 
shoulders. He shoved me through the door and slammed me to the ground. Face-first. Hurt 
so bad the pain was a color—white, a crunching sound in my ear as bones in my nose 
cracked” (80, 22). As Rashad finally lies limp, no longer responding with instinctive 
flinches, he hears the cop’s Jim Crow lesson: “Fuckin’ thugs can’t just do what you’re told. 
Need to learn how to respect authority. And I’m gonna teach you” (23). The cop’s lesson, 
to teach deference with violence, recalls the policing of language and behavior unrelated 
to criminality of Wright’s Uncle Tom’s Children. Moreover, to return to the routine that 
introduced this encounter, Rashad experiences police brutality as a brutal rupture to his 
daily life, not realizing that police brutality is the American routine. When Wright wrote 
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about the routine of the plantation violence in 12 Million Black Voices, he described how 
“The incident is not forgotten, but the routine of the plantation goes on. The lynching, in 
fact, is part of the routine” (318). Rashad, by the novel’s end, must realize that anti-black 
violence is part of American culture, and he must disrupt this routine, not the other way 
around. 
 As Rashad lies in the hospital recovering from the beating, he struggles with the 
competing narratives and directions from his family and the outside world, all of which 
exert pressure on who he should be and how he should respond to this incident. Rashad’s 
father wants him to follow in his footsteps and join the military, which is why Rashad 
participates in the ROTC program at school. He stresses to Rashad that the military offers 
the best options for a “black boy” to succeed in America, listing the discipline, education, 
travel, and patriotic duty in serving (6-8). His father, also a former police officer, likewise 
cannot grasp that a cop would beat Rashad without provocation. After asking Rashad why 
he was shoplifting—which indicates that the police narrative has already taken hold—he 
asks him, “Were your pants sagging?” (49). An advocate of respectability politics, 
Rashad’s father believes that a black person with the proper temperament and language 
will be safe from police abuse. Not only is this untrue, but the logic of respectability politics 
perpetuates a racial order that asks black people to police themselves. In The Making of 
Black Lives Matter, Christopher J. Lebron makes this point clear: “[W]hen blacks are 
counseled to constantly be mindful of their presentation, they are being asked to move 
beyond situational awareness to mollification and self-abandonment. It is one thing to dress 
for a job interview; it is quite another to dress—to present oneself—to simply be part of 
American society” (140). When Rashad’s father questions his attire and behavior, he tells 
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Rashad that the police had a right to intervene because he had already failed to police 
himself. 
 Rashad’s older brother, Spoony, enters the hospital room and counteracts the 
father’s patronizing with the outrageous indignation of a young activist. Spoony cuts past 
questions of respectability to locate this episode in the context of America’s racial politics: 
“I’m so sick of them treating us like we animals. Like we America’s disobedient dogs!” 
(52). He then directly confronts their father’s perspective by pointing out how Rashad’s 
ROTC uniform, visible in his open bag, did not save him from the police (53). In fact, 
Spoony causes Rashad to reflect on how violent encounters with police are part of the 
routine, not a disruption of it. Even though Rashad hears Spoony’s determination to keep 
applying pressure on the police department, he feels as if he already knows exactly what 
will happen and starts to accept the futility of fighting it:  
I had seen this happen so many times. Not personally, but on TV. In the 
news. People getting beaten, and sometimes killed, by the cops, and then 
there’s all this full about it, only to build up to a big heartbreak when nothing 
happens. The cops get off. And everybody cries and waits for the next dead 
kid, to do it all over again. (59) 
Given how ineffectual protests and justice efforts have seemed to Rashad, he feels that 
accepting the consequences, guilty or not, will be the best path forward. 
 Competing with this perspective is the hero’s journey that Reynolds writes for 
Rashad. His half of the novel, alternating with Quinn’s narrative, traces his struggle to face 
the influence of this violence on his sense of self. The narrative epitomizes this pain and 
the fear of his inevitable transformation through Rashad’s careful and hesitant study of his 
battered face in the hospital mirror. He can only look “in glimpses” (88). Rashad continues, 
“That’s all I could take. A few seconds at a time. Three seconds, then back to the sink. 
Then back to the mirror for three more seconds before darting my eyes over to the paper 
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towels” (88). His altered reflection lays bare how this incident has already changed him, 
inside and out, and his struggle to confront his own difference in the mirror replicates his 
pain in recognizing that the world has always seen something different when looking at 
him: a black kid, a suspect, a “thug.” Moreover, as Rashad continues to question the routine 
of America’s racial violence, he questions whether he has a social responsibility to 
intervene and use his voice to disrupt the racial status quo. Rashad finds himself caught 
between competing perspectives on the race question, with Spoony preaching protest on 
one hand and his father demanding respectability on the other: “Honestly, I just wanted to 
take it easy for the rest of the day,” Rashad reflects. “I didn’t want to hear Spoony preach 
about how hard it is to be black, or my father preach about how young people lack pride 
and integrity, making us easy targets” (101). This dyad positions race against age as if the 
two are unrelated discourses, and Rashad must discover how 21st-century black youth both 
represent and must respond to this intersection. 
 Quinn, the other protagonist of All American Boys, represents the necessary 
personal transformation of white youth who must learn to recognize and redirect their 
privilege toward anti-racist activism. At the start of his narrative, Quinn struggles to live 
up to the legacy left by his military father who died in Afghanistan. The neighborhood 
regards his father as a hero, and Quinn feels caught between pride and resentment for being 
the heir to an American ideal. He reflects, “I wasn’t him. I’d never been him. But I was 
still supposed to try. That was my role: the dutiful son, the All-American boy with an All-
American fifteen-foot deadeye jump shot and an All-American 3.5 GPA” (27). With this 
tension, Kiely constructs Quinn as a complement to Rashad. Both characters find 
themselves at odds with society’s expectations for them even if those expectations pull 
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them in opposite directions; Rashad learns that people (like the cop) expect him to be a 
delinquent, while Quinn feels that his community expects him to be a model American. At 
the same time and despite his trepidations, Quinn exploits this privilege for personal gain. 
Privilege bestowed upon Quinn because of his father’s heroism functions as a metaphor in 
the text for white privilege, rendering the ease with which he walks through life more 
visible to readers. In her primer on 21st-century racism, Ijeoma Oluo defines privilege “in 
the social justice context” as “an advantage or a set of advantages that you have that others 
do not” (59). Quinn’s privilege seems trivial at times, getting him free sodas at local 
pizzeria, but at others, this privilege has obvious and grave consequences. During a party—
at the home of the cop who assaulted Rashad, no less—several of the younger children play 
with toy guns, pretending to fire upon the men in the living room (102-3). Quinn’s privilege 
is most evident, however, when his consequences—or lack thereof—are compared to 
Rashad’s. Like Rashad, Quinn stops by Jerry’s Corner Mart before heading to a party, but 
unlike Rashad, Quinn intends to illegally buy beer. Quinn’s narration describes how he and 
his friend, Guzzo, had purchased beer illegally ever since they decided to quit stealing from 
Jerry’s (36). By having Quinn casually admit to having committed the same crime—
without consequence or even suspicion—for which Rashad gets beaten and falsely 
arrested, Reynolds and Kiely highlight the gap between having white privilege and 
experiencing racial prejudice. 
 Quinn finally comes face to face with the racial divide between his life and his 
black peers when he witnesses the traumatic and brutal assault on Rashad outside Jerry’s. 
Quinn sees the cop shove Rashad through the door and proceed to beat him repeatedly until 
Rashad’s body lies limp. At first Quinn does not recognize either person, but the narrative 
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slowly reveals his shock in discovering that the cop is Guzzo’s older brother and a close 
family friend. The subsequent paragraph describes the assault from Quinn’s stunned 
perspective as he watches a close friend and role model, Paul, turn into a monster. He 
freezes, torn between wanting to help and being horror-struck: “I couldn’t look away; I 
didn’t even want to. I didn’t know what the hell was going on and my own pulse 
jackhammered through me” (38). Witnessing this incident sets Quinn’s inner 
transformation in motion, and while the novel directs both teenagers toward the same 
conclusion—they have a social responsibility to cultivate a voice of protest—it maintains 
a distinction between the roles, stakes, and responsibilities for black and white youth in 
their activism. By the novel’s end, Quinn must confront his privilege, his complicity in the 
racial status quo, and his own white supremacist attitudes to learn how to be an ally for 
cultural transformation. 
 Witnessing this episode of police brutality drives Quinn to a personal awakening 
that causes him to re-see people he thought he knew. After his father’s death, Quinn relied 
upon Paul as if he were an older brother or mentor. Paul would give Quinn private 
basketball lessons, protect him from bullies, and comfort his mother on her first anniversary 
without Quinn’s father (62, 131, 129). After witnessing such brutality, however, Quinn can 
no longer reconcile the bestial predator outside Jerry’s with the friend he once knew: “But 
the man I’d watched grind a kid into the sidewalk—I don’t know—was like someone else. 
Someone I couldn’t place, some hulking animal stalking the shadows of my mind all night. 
I could hear his voice, and yet it wasn’t him. I could see his face, and yet it wasn’t him” 
(62). The text returns to this sentiment repeatedly as Quinn chips away at the image of Paul 
that he had constructed over the years (40, 118). In her review of the novel, YA author 
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Kekla Magoon questions whether “[i]s it necessary for a white person to witness a violent 
act of racial bias in order to believe it is wrong, or even that it has happened at all?” (15). 
At first, one might conclude that the novel goes a step further by suggesting that Quinn 
needs not only to witness the violence but to witness a family friend commit that violence 
before a personal transformation can occur. Instead, Reynolds and Kiely dramatize how 
confronting one’s whiteness is akin to confronting one’s family and friends because it is so 
personal. The narrative includes Paul and Quinn’s familial relationship as an allegory for 
the kind of personal revelation and sacrifice it takes to confront one’s privilege. Quinn 
realizes that his reluctance to believe Rashad was not because of his love for Paul but 
because believing Rashad would fundamentally change his life: “And here’s what I 
realized I was saying beneath it all: I didn’t want my life to change from the way it was 
before I’d seen that” (178). In this way, Quinn’s struggle plays out the transformation that 
Baldwin describes in Nobody Knows My Name: “Any real change implies the breakup of 
the world as one has always known it, the loss of all that gave one an identity, the end of 
safety” (147).181 Quinn realizes throughout the course of the novel that he needs to resee 
more than just Paul; he needs to revise his own attitudes and actions to understand how 
whiteness has permeated his life and his vision of a model American. 
 Quinn’s self-reflection requires him to consistently attune to his own racial 
prejudices in how he makes excuses for Paul and tries to place blame on Rashad for the 
incident at Jerry’s. Word has travelled around the school about the incident when Quinn 
and another member of the basketball team discuss what happened. Nam asks Quinn, 
“[Y]ou wonder why he did it?” and Quinn, assuming he meant Rashad, replies, “What? 
 
181 Baldwin makes this claim in the essay “Faulkner and Desegregation.” 
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Steal something from Jerry’s?” (124). Nam clarifies not only his point but his solidarity 
with Rashad by saying, “No, man. Not Rashad. I’m talking about Paul Galluzzo. Why’d 
he do it?” (125). Quinn replies with the rote response provided by his own family and 
Paul’s at a party that weekend: “He was just doing his job” (125). Throughout the novel, 
Quinn continues to adopt and then critique these thoughts as he wrestles with his own racial 
prejudices, and to the novel’s credit, his progress is not depicted as linear but as an uneven 
struggle. At one point, Quinn critiques his mother’s and his own prior use of “thug” as a 
way to racialize fear and violence and even arrives at the conclusion that no one deserves 
to be beaten so terribly, regardless of Rashad’s actions (132, 127). But then a few days 
later, he struggles again to name Paul’s inexcusable use of force by rationalizing Rashad’s 
supposed criminality: “Maybe he got out of hand?” he asks, or “Maybe he was on drugs” 
(174). Quinn, uneducated about racial injustice, epitomizes the struggle of privileged white 
people in trying to make sense of unjustified and unfathomable brutality. 
 Quinn must lastly recognize protests for racial justice as instrumental to his own 
identity, not as fringe issues that can be compartmentalized and segregated from the rest of 
his life. When news about the beating spreads throughout the school and community, Quinn 
finds himself frustrated that he cannot resume life as usual and push the conversations 
aside. In one particular fight with another player on the basketball team, Quinn tries to end 
a discussion about Paul by suggesting that they “just forget it” (174). The other boy, 
English, repudiates this statement by naming the white privilege in Quinn’s dismissal: 
“White boys like you can just walk away whenever you want. Everyone just sees you as 
Mr. All-American boy, and you can just keep on walking, thinking about other things. Just 
keep on living, like this shit doesn’t even exist” (176). These words stick with Quinn, and 
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his willingness to learn from other perspectives illustrates how becoming an ally requires 
a self-examination that opens him to vulnerability. When Oluo defines privilege in So You 
Want to Talk About Race, she adds, “[T]he realization that we may be a part of the reason 
why the deck is stacked against others, that we may have been contributing to it for years 
without our knowledge, is why the concept of privilege is so threatening to so many” (63). 
With All American Boys, Reynolds and Kiely are interested in writing the solution of what 
it would take for a generation of race youth—black and white—to grow into their voices 
of protest, and for white teenagers like Quinn, outward protest first requires an internal 
reckoning with whiteness. 
 The majority of All American Boys explores the individual Baldwinian subjectivity 
of these two protagonists, but the novel also builds toward a final collective protest as 
minor characters set the stage for a demonstration in the school and the streets. During a 
class period, two students stage an impromptu, #SayHisName protest as their teacher 
announces vaguely that “a student” was in the hospital and would not be in class that day 
(134-5). Another student, one of Rashad’s closest friends, spray paints the tag “RASHAD 
IS ABSENT AGAIN TODAY” on the sidewalk in front of the school to keep racial 
injustice at the forefront of daily conversations (165). That same day—and most likely as 
a result of the graffiti activism—discussions about Rashad increasingly polarize the student 
body so that by lunch, “the white half” of the school eats in the cafeteria while the rest 
congregate outside around the graffiti (167). Other characters like Jill, Quinn’s eventual 
girlfriend and Paul’s cousin, begin organizing a march against racial injustice by handing 
out flyers in front of the school, and one of the English teachers trades out the original 
reading assignment for the “Battle Royal” chapter from Invisible Man to put Rashad’s 
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beating within a lineage of anti-black violence (211, 212). As the teenagers organize the 
public demonstration, Spoony and his girlfriend, Berry, offer preemptive counternarratives 
to how they anticipate the local news will depict Rashad and the incident. Spoony and 
Berry scour the internet for footage of the beating and release it to the news, also submitting 
a photo of Rashad in his ROTC uniform (93). Spoony teaches Rashad that “[we] had to 
make sure we controlled as much of the narrative as possible” before Rashad gets painted 
as a delinquent who resisted arrest or who exaggerated Paul’s brutality (94).    
 As the novel builds toward the mass protest in its final pages, Reynolds and Kiely 
have Rashad and Quinn move beyond an inner transformation to an outward articulation 
of their new-found activism. Reynolds and Kiely demand more of the new race youth by 
emphasizing that having the right attitudes is only half the battle; you must also, they insist, 
act to demand change by using your voice to call out injustice. The race youth of 21st-
century YA have a social responsibility to make protest integral to their personal growth. 
Rashad makes this final climb through his artwork. He spends his time in the hospital 
drawing the incident in his sketchpad: a hulking, faceless figure shoves his fist through a 
teenage boy’s chest. His figures are all faceless, which he muses might be because they’re 
ghosts or invisible people, but Rashad at this point continues to struggle with his own 
unfamiliar face in the mirror (146-7). Then Rashad meets Mrs. Fitzgerald, the volunteer 
clerk at the hospital gift shop, who gives him the courage to confront his pain and his 
responsibility to speak up. Mrs. Fitzgerald tells him that she remembers the activism of the 
Civil Rights Movement, including the buys boycotts, the Freedom Riders, and the march 
in Selma (244). When he expresses shock and admiration, she shamefully tells him that she 
did not participate because she was afraid. Mrs. Fitzgerald tells Rashad that he’s going to 
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be afraid either way, so he “[m]ight as well let [his] voice be heard” (145). Back at the 
room, Rashad returns to his sketch of the incident where he “began to draw features on the 
face of the man having his chest punched through. Starting with the mouth” (246). Rashad 
at the end of All American Boys has learned that he needs to speak up for social change and 
confront the reality of racial violence, not just for himself but for the whole country. Before 
heading to the protest organized by the students, Rashad removes his bandages. He reflects, 
“I wanted people to know that no matter the outcome, no matter if this day ended up as just 
another protest and Officer Galluzzo got off scot-free, that I would never be the same 
person. I looked different and I would be different, forever” (303). Rashad’s personal 
revelation and his resolve to participate in the protest exemplify a decidedly millennial 
protest genre, where protest is reformulated as an individual, internal transformation that 
leads to the courage to speak up. Through Rashad’s personal growth, All American Boys 
combines the protest genre of the Wright era with the individual subjectivity of the post-
war period that characterizes the 21st-century protest renaissance. 
 Quinn likewise has evolved into the new race youth of the 21st century, only he 
discovers his social responsibility to show up and speak up for others in the name of justice. 
Having already undergone careful and painful self-scrutiny with regard to privilege and 
prejudice, Quinn starts to call out injustice in the halls of the school and use his voice to 
teach others about equity. Quinn risks losing (and eventually does lose) his best friend, 
Guzzo, when he confronts the latter for saying that people only care about Rashad because 
of “all this politically correct bullshit” (223). One day Quinn realizes that he is going to 
look back on this protest and ask himself, “Where were you when it happened? Where were 
you?” (251). He resolves not only to show up but to help inspire others, so he writes upon 
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a plain white shirt, “I’M MARCHING” and “ARE YOU?” (252). Most importantly, 
however, Quinn has finally discovered what kind of man and model he wants to be for his 
younger brother. Inspired by the line, “learn it to the young’uns” from Invisible Man, Quinn 
decides that his most effective protest is teaching his younger brother the relationship 
between their father’s service and racial justice. At the march, Quinn takes out his camera 
and records this message for him: “I believe he died for this [protest], too. If he died for 
freedom and justice—well, what the hell did he die for if it doesn’t count for all of this?” 
(294).  
 The novel ends with a fusion of individual transformation and collective protest as 
the two protagonists realize and act upon their social responsibility to speak up against 
injustice. The march, organized and led by an interracial coalition of teenagers and young 
adults like Jill and Spoony, ends with a die-in in front of the police station. Rashad has 
previously asked Spoony and Berry if protests ever effect change, and Berry explains, 
“They’re a piece to the puzzle. I mean, there are a lot of pieces, like 
reforming laws and things like that. But protests are what sends the message 
to the folks in power that something needs to change. That people are fed 
up,’ she explained. ‘We have a right to voice how we feel, and isn’t that 
better than just doing nothing?” (199-200)  
This explanation reverberates through the march and die-in as Jill carries a sign with a 
quote by Desmond Tutu declaring, “IF YOU ARE NEUTRAL IN SITUATIONS OF 
INJUSTICE, YOU HAVE CHOSEN THE SIDE OF THE OPPRESSOR” (290). Another 
reads, “OUR SILENCE IS ANOTHER KIND OF VIOLENCE” (292). The emphasis on 
speaking up and voicing protest also resonates with the #SayHerName and #SayHisName 
movements, which demand that we acknowledge aloud the individual people who have 
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been killed by police. During the die-in, Berry reads into a megaphone an ever-incomplete 
list of unarmed black people killed starting with Sean Bell (308).182  
 The novel, All American Boys, contains a final, co-narrated chapter where Quinn 
and Rashad both lie with their backs on the ground as they reflect on the overwhelming 
solidarity and inspiration of the moment. Their perspectives reveal that, despite their 
different stakes and struggles, they have arrived at a shared protest undergirded by a shared 
sense of racial justice. The book then returns to the initial poem, the image of Rashad’s still 
body on the ground, only the camera zooms out to reveal the plaza in front of the police 
station filled with the bodies of the die-in. Its final lines point to Reynolds and Kiely’s 
vision of a race youth generation capable of great social change: “IN THE CENTER OF 
IT ALL,/THE BOY WHO REMAINS AND THE BOY BESIDE HIM./TWO BOYS, IN 
FOCUS./TWO BOYS, CLEAR./A NEW TOMORROW,/AN ARM’S LENGTH AWAY” 
(313). These two boys represent the “All American Boys” of the title. The unhyphenated 
title alludes to the hyphenated “all-American” archetype: the “healthy, clean-cut, 
wholesome” and historically white youth who are “idealistically or quintessentially 
American” (OED, “all-American”). Reynolds and Kiely conjure up this image to confront 
its persistent power in a racialized culture that marginalizes and criminalizes black and 
brown youth. Once conjured, the authors replace it with the assertion that all boys, 
regardless of race, classify as “all-American.” While Quinn once disdained his role as the 
“all-American” student-athlete son of the soldier, he offers a revision as he watches Rashad 
at the novel’s conclusion: “The kid at the front of the march. Speaking truth to power. 
 
182 Bell, unarmed, was shot and killed by multiple police officers in Queens, New York City in 2006. No 
officers were convicted in his murder. 
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Standing up for injustice. Asking only to be seen and heard and respected like the citizen 
he was. Would he be thought of as the ‘All-American’ boy?” (294). Through this 
reflection—and Quinn’s realization that protest stands at the center of American culture 
and history (294)—Reynolds and Kiely construct their (re)vision of the all-American as 
the race youth of protest, the teenager with a voice who speaks out against injustice. 
The Hate U Give and the Microaggression as Racial Violence 
Just one year after the publication of All American Boys, a first-time novelist, Angie 
Thomas, published the YA novel that would become an anthem for 21st-century race youth 
and the exemplar of the protest renaissance. Thomas’s 2016 novel, The Hate U Give, offers 
an unrelenting exposé of police brutality and evasion of accountability as the teenage 
protagonist, Starr Carter, grows from witness to activist after the murder of her friend 
during a traffic stop. In his blurb for the novel, Reynolds claims, “As we continue to fight 
the battle against police brutality and systemic racism in America, The Hate U Give serves 
as a much-needed literary ramrod.” Within two years, the novel had been adapted into a 
critically acclaimed Hollywood film. Both novel and film offer a nuanced argument about 
the political and social pressures of cultural racism on identity development.183 Thomas 
suggests that 21st-century race youth must recognize the connections between institutional 
violence and the everyday microaggressions that attempt to discredit and stifle their self-
determination. Starr’s development into a confident and self-assured individual requires a 
concomitant protest of social and structural racism, and voice, the novel affirms, is a young 
 
183 In an interview quoted at the end of the novel, Amandla Stenberg, the star of the film, comments that 
she hopes it inspires youth to “authentically express [themselves]” (461). Director George Tillman Jr. 
likewise stated that the film’s message was “Don’t be afraid to be yourself” (461). 
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person’s most appropriate weapon against anti-black and anti-youth discourses that 
regularly discredit and suppress youth protest. 
 Thomas introduces Starr as an uncertain teenage girl who struggles under the 
weight of her own self-policing, effectively establishing the novel as interested equally in 
the policing of black self-expression and that of black bodies. Starr lives in Garden 
Heights—an inner-city borough with a close black community also afflicted with poverty 
and gang activity—but attends Williamson Prep, a private high school with a 
predominantly white and affluent student body. Because of the cultural, racial, and 
economic divide between her two communities, Starr splits herself into two versions as she 
feels compelled to alter her appearance and behavior when moving back and forth between 
her two worlds. At the Garden Heights party that opens the novel, Starr attempts to be 
invisible, afraid to draw attention to herself because of her discomfort and embarrassment 
at being uncool. At Williamson, however, Starr strives to be respectable, having already 
earned “coolness” by virtue of being black (11). There, “normal Starr at normal 
Williamson” avoids slang, frustration, and attitude so that no one will “call her ghetto” or 
an “angry black girl” (71). Starr demonstrates a proficiency at controlling and 
differentiating between the two versions of her character, and this code-switching gets 
validated each time one community uses the other against her. While Starr fears that the 
students at Williamson will use her race against her, the other teenagers of Garden Heights 
ridicule her for hanging out with “bougie,” “stuck-up,” suburban white kids from her 
school (7-10).  
 Starr’s two worlds, instead of colliding, end up stretching even further apart when 
she witnesses the murder of her childhood friend by a police officer during a traffic stop. 
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In Part I—which Thomas names “When It Happens,” not “If” (1)—Starr and Khalil have 
just left the party and are pulled over for a broken taillight by a white police officer. Thomas 
emphasizes the inevitability of these encounters by including this modern iteration of 
Wright’s Jim Crow education alongside the more universal lesson on the “birds and bees” 
(20). Starr recalls the lessons from her father on how to avoid escalation and protect herself 
during interactions with police, though without guarantees: “Keep your hands visible. 
Don’t make any sudden moves. Only speak when they speak to you” (20). Despite her 
diligent self-discipline during the encounter, the situation escalates as the police officer 
resolves to criminalize Khalil’s lack of deference. Khalil repeatedly asks why the officer 
pulled him over and refuses to answer personal questions (like where they were before the 
stop). Khalil’s reluctance to capitulate prompts the cop to disclose his white supremacist 
bigotry by saying, “Okay, smart mouth, let’s see what we find on you today” before frisking 
him three times (23). The traffic stop turns fatal when the cop tells Khalil not to move, 
walks back to his patrol car, and then sees Khalil open the door to check on Starr. Without 
a call or a warning, “Pow!” interrupts Khalil, followed by two more shots to his body before 
he falls to the ground (23). 
 Through Khalil’s murder, Thomas examines the tragic position of black teenagers 
whose complex black humanity is often denied them by “the condemnation of blackness” 
(to borrow a phrase from Khalil Gibran Muhammed). In his book by that name, 
Muhammed explains how American culture has racialized criminality to the point that we 
define black humanity by its relationship to criminal activity.184 The Hate U Give, like All 
American Boys, resists this white-supremacist discourse about black culture by establishing 
 
184 See The Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern Urban America (2010). 
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it as at odds with the real, complex, and human black youth who strive to reach adulthood 
despite being victimized by both systemic racism and police brutality. Thomas introduces 
Khalil as an adolescent with both incredibly burdensome adult responsibilities and a 
childlike playfulness with Starr. He is the sole wage-earner in his family, providing for 
both a drug-addict mother and an unemployed grandmother who battles cancer. Thomas 
reminds us of his youth, however, by describing his playful flirtation with Starr, who, he 
insists, is “five months, two week, and three days” younger than he is (15). This complex 
Khalil, whom Thomas depicts as a drug-dealer born of adult responsibility and childlike 
choices, is a modern Bigger Thomas, albeit with much more capacity for growth and 
compassion. Khalil’s homage to Tupac offers a similar warning to America that Wright’s 
novel did: “The Hate U Give Little Infants Fucks Everybody,” or, in Starr translation, 
“what society gives us as youth, it bites them in the ass when we wild out” (17). In her 
memoir, When They Call You a Terrorist, Patrice Khan-Cullors, co-founder of the Black 
Lives Matter Movement, echoes this portrait of life for black boys in contemporary society:  
Little boys were cycled in and out of detention centers, places where they 
were trained and tracked, readied for longer stretches in prisons far away. 
They were often beaten and abused, left to discover their sexuality in the 
presence of people who hated them, and then they were sent back out to tell 
people they were hard, they were strong and they were a human testimony 
to other little boys: This is your future. Get ready. Man the fuck up. (55) 
The sentiment of Khan-Cullors’ description here, like Dorothy Fisher’s introduction to 
Native Son, offers a cultural context for the fictional youth of the novel who are funneled 
into destructive choices and ill-fated situations that build off of each other. As Starr reflects, 
the officer shot Khalil because he “assumed that we were up to no good. Because we’re 
black and because of where we live. We were just two kids, minding our business, you 
know? His assumption killed Khalil. It could’ve killed me” (290). As the police 
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investigation and news coverage later reveal, the officer (whom Starr names “One-Fifteen” 
after his badge number) and much of the white community assumes that Khalil was a 
“thug” and a criminal. The cop, expecting a violent predator, claims that he perceived 
Khalil reach for a gun in the driver side door, even though the “gun” turned out to be a 
hairbrush (217). In Citizen: An American Lyric, Claudia Rankine succinctly identifies the 
fatal impasse between black humanity and white perception: “because white men 
can’t/police their imagination/black men are dying” (135). The novel makes clear that even 
though Khalil is fictional, his tragedy represents real black deaths through its allusions to 
Michael Brown—“They leave Khalil’s body in the street like it’s an exhibit” (25)—and 
Eric Garner—“I can’t breathe” (26). 
 As a witness to this incident, Starr confronts for the first time the power of her 
voice, or rather, the weight of her silence. Starr watches the cops search Khalil’s car while 
she wills herself to speak up, and through this moment, Thomas establishes that Starr’s 
journey into adulthood will be cultivating a voice of protest. Starr narrates, “I try to tell 
them to stop. Please, cover his body. Please, close his eyes. Please, close his mouth. Get 
away from his car. Don’t pick up his hairbrush. But the words never come out” (25). She 
continues to reflect on how afraid she is to share with the police, the family, her friends, 
and the community what she witnessed that day despite knowing the significance of her 
testimony (34-5). To make matters worse, her family recognizes the value of her testimony 
for their competing agendas and coerce her in different directions. Her uncle, Carlos, serves 
on the police force and encourages her to give a statement by depicting the police as 
candidly interested in the truth (53). Her parents remain critical of the police, especially in 
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the aftermath of an unjust shooting, and so her father coaches her to be defensive against 
their manipulation and deception (58-9).  
 Nothing her family says, however, encourages Starr to speak up as much as hearing 
the police officer’s father give an interview on tv recounting his son’s version of the events 
that led to Khalil’s death. He describes his son’s fear during that traffic stop, relaying how 
his son suspected that the two “were up to something” and “could’ve taken him down if 
they teamed up” (246). Starr notes that the father describes Khalil and Starr as 
“superhumans,” an homage no doubt to the Cleveland Police Union President’s description 
of the 12-year-old Tamir Rice: “He’s menacing. He’s 5-feet-7, 191 pounds. He wasn’t that 
little kid you’re seeing in pictures. He’s a 12-year-old in an adult body” (qtd. in Oluo 131). 
The rhetorical tactic of emphasizing the officer’s fear for his own life constitutes the 
foundation for official accounts of police shootings nationwide and represents, as Jane 
Anna Gordon puts it, “the desire of police to free their work of any risk by placing all of it 
on anyone who they fear might endanger them” (79). He continues to paint his son, a 16-
year veteran of the force, as a “good boy” who was just trying to do his job in a 
neighborhood characterized as a hotbed for “gangs and drug dealers” (247, 245). Through 
his use of “boy” and “son,” One-Fifteen’s father attempts to narrow the distance between 
his adult son and the “kid,” Khalil (246-7). The interview then turns to the negative social 
implications that the shooting has had on his son’s life, as if Khalil’s death pales in 
comparison to One-Fifteen’s discomfort (as when One-Fifteen’s father describes how his 
son can no longer buy milk without drawing attention [247]). Overall, the interview offers 
a fictitious account of the incident that benefits the officer’s reputation and draws on deep-
seated myths of black predation. Yet this retelling also inadvertently awakens Starr, who 
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acknowledges that the interview destroyed the “part [of her] that felt any hesitation about 
speaking out” (247).185 The prejudicial account of the shooting, which attempts to justify 
this and all police shootings, incites her to use her voice as a weapon in this discursive 
warfare that insists upon prioritizing white lives and white perspectives over others. 
For Thomas, the prioritization of white perspective over black humanity extends to 
our everyday encounters as she examines anti-youth discourses that permit 
microaggressions and attempt to suppress their critique. The other antagonist of the novel, 
Hailey, had been Starr’s closest friend until Starr starts to connect the injustice of the police 
shooting to the racial bias in her life at Williamson. While much of the novel focuses on 
police brutality and the aftermath within the black community of Garden Heights, The Hate 
U Give balances this plotline with Hailey’s microaggressions and deployment of anti-youth 
discourses. The tensions between Hailey and Starr had already been set in motion early in 
the novel when Starr recalls that Hailey has unfollowed her on Tumblr (77). Starr has been 
posting about the history of racial injustice, including an image of Emmett Till, and Hailey 
texts Starr expressing her discomfort with such an “awful picture” (77). Hailey’s shock at 
the image, not the murder of Emmett Till, bothers Starr, but she nonetheless responds with 
uncertainty: “Maybe I’m being sensitive” (78). Thomas reveals that Starr does not yet trust 
her interpretations of racial microaggressions, having internalized the anti-youth discourse 
of hypersensitivity. As Starr increasingly develops her voice and her sense of obligation to 
confront injustice, she starts to realize that silence around Hailey is complicity. Their 
tensions reach a peak during an impromptu basketball game when Hailey calls out to Starr, 
 
185 One-Fifteen’s father’s version of the incident includes several fabrications that attempt to paint Khalil 
and Starr as “thugs,” including the accusation that they cussed and threatened his life (246, 247). 
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“Dammit, Starr! [. . .] Hustle! Pretend the ball is some fried chicken. Bet you’ll stay on it 
then” (111). Starr stops, a jolt replicated in the narration with staccato line, “What. The. 
Actual. Fuck?” (111). As she walks off the court, she expresses utter disbelief that Hailey 
would assault her dignity with a racist stereotype, not to mention so casually and publicly 
(112). 
 In her poetic treatment of racial microaggression in Citizen, Rankine repeats a 
similar disbelief when microaggressions throw their target off-balance. Variations of the 
questions, “What did he just say? Did she really just say that? Did I hear what I think I 
heard? Did that just come out of my mouth, his mouth, your mouth?” recur throughout the 
book as the speaker struggles to comprehend the astonishing reality of casual racism (9). 
Microaggressions, she suggests, have a debilitating influence on their targets who struggle 
to see the racism hidden in their seemingly benign delivery: “You need your glasses to 
single out what you know is there because doubt is inexorable; you put on your glasses” 
(9). As Starr stands frozen after Hailey’s remark, she thinks, “I can’t believe she said . . . 
She couldn’t have. No way,” while knowing underneath her shock what racist stereotype 
engineers the joke and what white privilege allows Hailey to ignore its implications (112). 
Starr walks off the court in the middle of the game, and when Hailey catches up 
with her in the locker room, she attempts to head off Starr’s rage with gaslighting: “Lighten 
up! It was only game talk” (112). Gaslighting, broadly speaking, describes psychological 
manipulation designed to make someone question their sanity, and Angelique Davis and 
Rose Ernst define racial gaslighting as the method of “pathologizing those who resist” the 
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perpetuation and normalization of white supremacy (763).186 Gaslighting exists across all 
ages, but it has been deployed generationally against young people who call out a host of 
cultural isms with the accusations that the latter are hypersensitive, unable to perceive 
accurately because of their youth, and so paranoid that they find racism where it simply 
does not exist. In his study of microaggression trauma, Kevin Nadal explains that part of 
the struggle with identifying and responding to microaggressions is the “clash of realities, 
which describes the conflict that arises when people interpret situations differently” (42). 
Thomas illuminates this impasse and its consequences for their relationship when Hailey 
refuses to recognize the impact of her microaggression because it does not match her 
intention (112). Having internalized the anti-youth discourses that have permeated 21st-
century culture, Hailey equates offense with hypersensitivity and deploys this discourse 
against Starr as a shield to protect herself from a charge of racism. She insists that her 
perception matters more than Starr’s, and this insistence replicates the ideological warfare 
that One-Fifteen’s father deployed during the interview: that white perception matters more 
than black humanity. This imbalance between intent and impact—or, in the case of racial 
microaggressions, white and black perception—lies at the heart of Lukianoff and Haidt’s 
critique in The Coddling of the American Mind. The widespread critique of 
microaggressions on college campuses represents a “moral change” from “intent” to 
“impact,” when mature adults, they imply, should simply “find out whether an 
acquaintance feels hostility or contempt toward you” before crying foul (43, 41). What 
 
186 The term “gaslighting” has its origins in domestic abuse; the 1944 George Cukor film, Gaslight, (itself 
based on a 1938 play by Patrick Hamilton) popularized the term and describes a husband’s efforts to 
manipulate his wife’s perceptions of reality. The OED definition illustrates how the term maintains its 
original use as psychological manipulation: “To manipulate (a person) by psychological means into 
questioning his or her own sanity.”  
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Lukianoff, Haidt, and Hailey fail to realize or believe is that these “microinvalidations,” or 
attempts to “dismiss, refute, or undermine the lived experiences of people of various 
marginalized groups,” illustrate how white supremacy lives not just in encounters with 
police but in attempts to undermine the racial implications of our words (Nadal 45).  
Microaggressions take myriad forms—like the shove of Coates’s son in Between 
the World and Me to the more recent use of expressive GIFs of black people known as 
digital blackface—but the black YA authors studied here target weaponized language.187 
From Hailey’s racist comments to her microinvalidations, authors like Thomas emphasize 
the violent potential of language because advocates of anti-youth discourses have held up 
speech acts as evidence of generational hypersensitivity and have put words at the center 
of their debates. Lukianoff and Haidt note how “words were increasingly seen as sources 
of danger,” and their overall dismissal of the validity of microaggressions offers a 
privileged commentary on who may speak freely and who should stifle their complaints 
and toughen up (6). In The Hate U Give, voice takes prominence not because voice is 
inherently special or more effective against racism; it does so because encouraging young 
people to speak up is a logical and appropriate response to a 21st-century discourse that 
insists (or at least claims to) on language’s neutrality.  
This nuanced and multifaceted depiction of cultural racism exposes the relationship 
between microaggressions and a racial culture that permits an officer to shoot a black 
teenager in the street. Microaggressions and subsequent microinvalidations like Hailey’s 
not only attempt to dismiss Starr’s lived experience with racism but reimagines the 
 
187 “Digital blackface” refers to the incarnation of blackface minstrelsy through cybertechnologies, 
particularly with regard to the use of “black people as reaction GIFs” by white people who embody and 
appropriate black expressions. This practice, as Lauren Michelle Jackson makes clear in her article for Teen 
Vogue, perpetuates the harmful stereotyping of black people as excessively emotive. 
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perpetrator as the victim of a racist charge and a terrible misunderstanding. She demands 
an apology from Starr for calling her racist (243). Through Hailey, Thomas also exposes 
the conditionality of black humanity in an American culture, akin to the respectability 
politics expressed by Rashad’s father; both suggest that black life should only be valued 
and respected when it conforms to appropriate behaviors. When some of the white kids at 
Williamson plan a protest for Khalil, Hailey celebrates the opportunity to skip an exam and 
then qualifies her opportunism: “I mean, it’s kinda messed up that we’re protesting a drug 
dealer’s death, but—” (183). Then, when Starr confronts Hailey about the protest and her 
prior remarks, Hailey dismisses Starr’s pain by attempting to equalize their feelings, thus 
canceling them out: “Since I won’t apologize for what I felt, and you won’t apologize for 
what you felt, I guess we’ll just watch TV” (243). Just as One-Fifteen’s father undermines 
the power dynamic between the cop and Khalil by infantilizing them both, Hailey 
undermines the disproportionate impact of her feelings by suggesting that they stand on 
equal footing.  
In its exposé of the relationship between microaggressions and police violence, The 
Hate U Give offers a similar vision of 21st-century racism as Citizen. Both texts examine 
how the seemingly discrete threads of racist speech on one hand and institutional violence 
on the other weave together to make up the fabric and history of American racism. When 
Starr listens to the interview with One-Fifteen’s father, she feels shot (247). When 
Rankine’s speaker encounters a rabid racist shouting insults at her, she remarks, “It’s as if 
a wounded Doberman pinscher or a German shepherd has gained the power of speech” 
(18). In an interview, Rankine describes the imperative to see these connections: “I don’t 
think we connect microaggressions that indicate the lack of recognition of the black body 
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as a body to the creation and enforcement of laws.”188 As Mary-Jean Chan notes in 
“Towards a Poetics of Racial Trauma: Hybridity in Claudia Rankine’s Citizen,” the poet 
strives to expose “the link between linguistic injury and physical harm,” an argument 
Thomas also makes in illustrating how Starr’s self-determination requires that she not only 
protest police brutality but call out the anti-black violence of microaggressions and anti-
youth discourses that dismiss her critique (159). For Thomas, the two—police violence and 
racist language—are inseparable; even trying to disentangle them or hierarchize them by 
mapping out their different outcomes on black life or black humanity would miss the point. 
By depicting them as concomitant forces as work on Starr’s identity development, Thomas 
and the other YA authors of the protest renaissance demonstrate how both anti-black 
physical and language-based violence emanate from an American culture so steeped in 
white supremacy that protesting one requires protesting the other. 
Like All American Boys, The Hate U Give associates an adolescent self-
determination with cultivating a voice of protest as the novel distinguishes Starr’s 
cooperation in the police investigation from Starr’s public protest. While providing a 
witness statement to the police, Starr realizes that the police department will hem in and 
distort her words for their defense. She pushes against their spin and euphemistic phrasing, 
replying to their use of “the night of the incident” with “You mean the night he was killed?” 
(97). They ask about Khalil’s involvement in dealing drugs, and she questions aloud the 
relevance to their investigation of his murder (102). Michelle Divya Sharma describes how 
“Thomas places the reader in the interrogation room to show how law enforcement officials 
themselves manipulate investigations to fit their own agendas of acquitting fellow officers 
 
188 See Lauren Berlant’s interview of Claudia Rankine in BOMB magazine. 
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by criminalizing the victim” (39). In this room, Starr demonstrates an ability to use 
language critically and carefully as a tool of resistance, but instead of lauding her critical 
self-awareness as savvy or strategic, the narrative describes her careful performance as 
self-policing: “My voice is changing already. It always happens around ‘other’ people, 
whether I’m at Williamson or not. I don’t talk like me or sound like me. I choose every 
world carefully and make sure I pronounce them well. I can never, ever let anyone think 
I’m ghetto” (95). By describing this performance as an unwelcome type of code-
switching—the result of years of internalized racism that requires a discomforting level of 
self-discipline—Thomas portrays Starr’s sense of self as still undeveloped and Starr herself 
as uncomfortable in her own skin.  
 When Starr meets the activist, April Ofrah, however, she discovers that her voice 
can be a powerful weapon against the police brutality and systemic racism that “silenced” 
Khalil, as Thomas uses metaphors of speech to describe anti-black violence (129). Ofrah, 
the director of a local racial justice organization in the vein of Black Lives Matter, teaches 
Starr how to use her words deliberately without “bit[ing] her tongue or hestitat[ing]” (215). 
Ofrah prepares her for the grand jury investigation and a television interview to combat the 
preeminence of One-Fifteen’s version of events circulating in the news. Starr’s cousin, 
Kenya, reinforces the need to use her voice both to defend Khalil’s honor and to deliver 
the “whole neighborhood” from police brutality, she emphasizes (198). As Starr finally 
embraces the message that her “voice matters,” she discovers that she has literally and 
figuratively grown up through this process of speaking out against injustice. As she says 
goodbye to her mother before testifying to the grand jury, she recognizes this 
transformation in herself: “Momma’s eyes brim with tears. She pulls me into a tight hug, 
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and it’s at that moment, of all the moments, that I realize I’ve gotten an inch or two taller 
than she is” (331). Starr has come into adulthood by coming into her voice of protest, and 
when her two worlds—a dramatization of the two prior versions of Starr—merge in the 
final part of the novel, she finally speaks “without really thinking about what I say or how 
I sound. I just talk” (359). While Thomas illustrates this lesson about self-determination 
through a voice of protest with Starr, she reinforces it through peripheral characters like 
the neighborhood elder, Mr. Lewis, Starr’s father, Maverick, and her friend, DeVante. 
These characters learn alongside Starr that their voices can be powerful weapons against 
injustice as they speak out against the gang violence that plagues the community of Garden 
Heights.189 
 A misreading of The Hate U Give would prioritize Starr’s protest against police 
brutality over her protest against the microaggressions that attempt to silence black voices. 
Thomas increasingly aligns Starr’s protest against anti-black violence and Hailey’s 
deployment of anti-youth discourses like gaslighting so that young black readers recognize 
and feel empowered to critique the myriad assaults on black humanity from the institutional 
to the interpersonal. Starr learns that a racial microaggression and police brutality are not 
only symptomatic of a culture of racism but that they reproduce it every time black people 
and their allies remain silent. Proponents of anti-youth discourses disagree, and critics like 
Campbell and Manning ground their analysis of “victimhood culture” on what they see as 
a rhetorical ploy, not a legitimate pattern of cultural racism. They argue that 
 
189 Mr. Lewis chastises Maverick, Starr’s father, for his “don’t snitch” attitude which teaches young people 
in Garden Heights that the gangs still control the neighborhood and that the risks of using one’s voice 
outweigh its potential (191). At the end of the novel, Maverick and Devante demonstrate that they have 
learned Starr’s and Mr. Lewis’s lesson when they cooperate with the police who arrest King, the 
neighborhood drug dealer (424, 430).  
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“microaggression complainants,” largely on college campuses, falsely present incidents as 
part of a larger pattern to rally support for a cultural intervention (41). While they mostly 
attempt to describe the phenomenon, they ultimately suggest that efforts at identifying 
microaggressions as anything other than isolated “slights” are politically motivated and 
illegitimate (47). Furthermore, Lukianoff and Haidt misinterpret critiques of 
microaggressions when they argue that a focus on impact over intent creates a generation 
of negative thinkers. They claim that these activist youth “will come to see the world—and 
even their university—as a hostile place where things never seem to get better” (46). In 
contrast, The Hate U Give depicts a generation of race youth who are optimistic and hopeful 
about transforming cultural racism by exposing how it seeps into our daily interactions. 
Starr learns from one of her friends, Maya, that Hailey’s racist comment to Starr was not 
an isolated incident but one example of Hailey’s pattern of abusive and prejudicial 
behavior. Maya recounts how Hailey once asked Maya if her family ate cat for 
Thanksgiving because they were Chinese (251). She adds that she felt compelled to laugh 
because both Hailey and Starr did. Starr realizes that her silence in that moment normalized 
white supremacy: “That’s the problem. We let people say stuff, and they say it so much 
that it becomes okay to them and normal for us. What’s the point of having a voice if you’re 
gonna be silent in those moments you shouldn’t be?” (252). Through their “minority 
alliance,” Thomas offers a vision of race youth who find solidarity in their opposition to 
white supremacy and their commitment to defy its normalization in daily speech (252).  
 Like All American Boys, The Hate U Give culminates in a mass protest in the streets 
where the young, black protagonist figures prominently as the leader of a new generation 
of countercultural race youth. Thomas emphasizes the participation and leadership of youth 
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throughout the protest with lines like “Some kids around [Starr’s] age stand on top of a car 
as they shout, ‘Justice for Khalil!’” and a reporter’s comment that “there are a lot of youth 
out here protesting tonight, black and white” (388, 415). In the midst of this youth-led 
demonstration, Thomas has Starr, now confident in her voice and identity, speak to the 
crowd of protestors about Khalil, injustice, and a refusal to be silent. Thomas offers through 
Starr a vision of 21st-century race youth who grow into protest, and Starr’s observation that 
“the bullhorn is as heavy as a gun” demands that these youth see language as capable of 
violence, when used against them or against the status quo (411). 
Dear Martin and Surviving Racial Trauma  
With Dear Martin, first-time novelist Nic Stone contributes another narrative of 
21st-century race youth to the canon of the protest renaissance. But unlike All American 
Boys and The Hate U Give, Stone’s novel offers a much more consistent and sustained 
exploration of how routinized microaggressions traumatize the mind and body and threaten 
to distort black identity development. The novel follows the black teenager, Justyce 
McAllister, who experiences prejudicial and violent encounters with the police at the 
novel’s start and then relives these encounters when the white teenagers at his private 
school repeatedly subject him to racial microaggressions and white supremacist rhetoric. 
Throughout the novel, Justyce struggles with the pain and fear of living with both constant 
threats to his life and regular assaults to his personal worth and dignity. As Justyce yearns 
to discover how to live with so much resentment, suffering, and rage—in a seeming 
homage to Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time—he decides to write introspective letters to Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. With Dear Martin, Stone proposes that 21st-century race youth 
must learn how to combat the double-headed trauma of microaggressions and police 
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brutality to find their own identity and sense of self-worth. While the other YA novels 
studied here underscore the political implications of voice, Dear Martin emphasizes the 
value of emotionally sustainable living for black youth who experience anti-black violence 
and anti-youth discourses that invalidate their pain and suffering. 
 Dear Martin opens with a scene that replicates the fraught racial dynamic between 
black youth, police, and white womanhood of All American Boys. Justyce tries to help his 
drunk ex-girlfriend, Melo, into her car when the police show up and misinterpret their 
interactions as an attempted assault. With a situation that also resembles the turning point 
for Bigger Thomas of Native Son, Stone illustrates the seemingly inevitable persecution of 
a black youth in the presence of a young and inebriated white woman. The cop, Officer 
Castillo, makes it clear that his assumptions rest on his racial bias, especially as he mistakes 
Melo for a white woman: “I know your kind: punks like you wander the streets of nice 
neighborhoods searching for prey. Just couldn’t resist the pretty white girl who’d locked 
her keys in her car, could ya?” (8). In an homage to Trayvon Martin, Stone has Officer 
Castillo name Justyce’s “hood” as the visual marker of his supposed predation, using this 
article of clothing as justification for the policing of crimes not-yet committed (8). Justyce, 
like Rashad, tries to explain the situation and correct the misinterpretation, but the officers 
in both novels interpret speech as disrespect and defiance (7). Moreover, before the officer 
has even announced his presence outside of the “WHOOOOP” of the sirens, he knocks 
Justyce’s head against the door frame, slams his body onto the trunk, and slaps handcuffs 
on his wrists (7). Stone also ensures that readers see not just the injustice of the brutal 
encounter but the irony behind the officer’s racial profiling. The narration reveals that the 
officer had been following Justyce “down the road,” presumably stopping as he waited for 
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the “Walk” sign to cross the street (8). Stone exposes the irony behind the officer’s 
description of Justyce as a predator when she depicts the officer as a predaceous stalker, 
trolling the neighborhood for presumed criminals based on racial markers (8). 
 The violence of this encounter alone would be enough to unnerve Justyce, but it 
also awakens him from the delusion that his class status and respectable upbringing could 
protect him from the brutality of American racism. Like Rashad, Justyce starts the novel 
as understandably naïve. He, too, has heard the news stories about other black teenagers 
who have been shot and killed by police, but he has internalized the victim-blaming 
discourse that faults their so-called “thuggish appearance” for their deaths (12). Forced 
now to confront the reality that his black skin may override everything else about his 
identity, character, or personhood, Justyce falls into resentment and rage. Justyce, 
determined to find a way to work through his pain and to affirm his own dignity in a world 
hell-bent on denying it, initiates a “Be Like Martin,” letter-writing project (82). In his first 
letter to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Justyce explains, “Last night changed me. I don’t 
wanna walk around all pissed off and looking for problems, but I know I can’t continue to 
pretend nothing’s wrong” (12). He continues, “I wanna try to live like you. Do what you 
would do. See where it gets me” (13). Stone’s novel fictionalizes for YA audiences the 
internal inquiry and protest of other epistolary works like Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time 
and Coates’s Between the World and Me as Justyce struggles against the self-degradation 
of internalized racism and “the unsustainable in the everyday.”190 
 
190 Susan Scott Parrish uses this phrase, “the unsustainable in the everyday,” in The Flood Year 1927: A 
Cultural History where she addresses how climate disasters, instead of revealing our otherwise stable 
relationship with the environment, actually point out how “crises [are] brought on by and within everyday 
practices” (4). While Parrish’s cultural study analyzes environmental discourses, her argument about the 
episodic and the everyday models this chapter’s analysis of cultural racism. All of the YA authors studied 
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 Justyce’s internal anguish from that night follows him to his private boarding 
school where he is one of the few black students. One of his classes, Societal Evolutions, 
serves as a potpourri of contemporary buzz words on race and social justice, complete with 
a trigger warning and discussions on PC culture, white privilege, and tokenism that subject 
Justyce to regular microaggressions. For example, the class starts with the teacher’s 
warning that “today’s discussion might hit a nerve. Feel free to sit it out. You can leave the 
room if need be” (20). When Justyce hears the school antagonist and serial microaggressor, 
Jared, use “Indian,” he corrects him with “Native Americans or American Indians if you 
can’t name the tribe, homie” (22). His assertion suggests the right term conveys respect, a 
point articulated by Geoffrey Hughes who claims that PC culture attempts to “[remind] 
people of human and communal sensitivities which should be respected” (293). During the 
same discussion, the class raises questions about white privilege, when Sarah Jane explains 
the disproportionate influence of race in criminal sentencing (28). Jared rebuts the concept 
of white privilege in a future class session when he claims that white people are victimized 
by affirmative action (59). He explains, “All I know is that no matter what college I end up 
at, when I see a minority, I’m gonna wonder if they’re qualified to be there” (64). Jared 
insists that racism no longer exists and that opinions or facts suggesting otherwise are 
invalid or racially motived themselves. He uses Manny, another black student from a 
successful black family, as an example of racial equality, falling into the trap of black 
exceptionalism and tokenism to dismiss the reality of American racism (31). Jared’s 
insistence that the world is either post-racial (by no longer needing affirmative action) or 
 
here illuminate how high-profile incidents of police brutality are not outliers but the manifestation and 
quintessence of unsustainable everyday racism. 
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so prejudiced that white people are victimized replicates Hailey’s logic in The Hate U Give 
and the logic of anti-youth discourses that do the same. 
More importantly, though, the narrative emphasizes the pain that these routine 
microaggressions in class causes for Justyce. In So You Want To Talk About Race, Ijeoma 
Oluo describes the experiences of microaggressions through the metaphor of domestic 
abuse. She explains that identifying the substance and pain of toxic relationships gets 
undermined by the abuser who insists on isolating each individual instance. “See this? It’s 
so small. Why would you get upset about this little thing?” the abuser asks, and she reflects, 
“I could not address abuse in my relationship because I was too busy defending my right 
to even call it abuse” (19). In a letter to Martin, Justyce not only expresses his frustration 
at having to hear Jared and his friends dismiss racial inequality but connects this trauma to 
his arrest. Like The Hate U Give, Stone connects the microaggression to police brutality, 
only the connection for Justyce is trauma, while the connection for Starr is silence. In a 
letter to Martin, Justyce equates his arrest, among other incidents of physical violence, with 
his daily encounters with racial microaggressions at school when describing their effect on 
his wellbeing and his struggle for dignity: “While it’s been hard processing my 
arrest/Castillo’s death/the Carson case/dealing with fools like Jared and them on the daily 
without getting discouraged, when it comes down to it, I don’t really have an alternative 
but to keep going, do I?” (37). Through the associative thinking reflected in Justyce’s 
letters, Stone connects Jared to Officer Castillo, not to diminish the significance of 
institutional violence but to illustrate the related trauma—both physical and 
psychological—of routinized microaggressions.  
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Microaggression theory originated within psychology in the late 1970s but was 
popularized with Derald Wing Sue’s 2007 journal article and 2010 book, Microaggressions 
in Everyday Life.191 Sue theorized microaggressions as brief interpersonal encounters with 
severe psychological and physiological consequences including lowered self-esteem and a 
shortened lifespan (6). Sue furthermore concluded that “Racial microaggressive stress that 
is continuous and cumulative in nature has damaging physical health consequences for 
African Americans,” including “constant vigilance, bodily arousal, and depletion of 
resources leading to medical conditions such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension, 
respiratory problems, cirrhosis of the liver, obesity, and diabetes” (149). Oluo adds the 
additional symptom of hypervigilance in her cultural criticism of microaggressions, 
suggesting that people of color suffer from the unpredictability of “when and where a 
microaggression may occur” (169). Culture critics who champion anti-youth discourses 
attempt to undermine microaggression complaints by addressing this very argument and 
dismissing it as ludicrous. Cambell and Manning, in “The End of Academe: Free Speech 
and the Silencing of Dissent,” express shock in their ethnographic-like study of leftist 
students on college campuses: “But they similarly view such statements as injurious, so 
akin to violence. Some go further, arguing that speech they view as oppressive is actually 
violence” (n.p.). Their article repositions the perpetrator of the microaggression as the 
victim of censorship, an ironic take for the authors of The Rise of Victimhood Culture. 
Likewise, Lukianoff and Haidt understand that student activists “claimed that certain kinds 
of speech—and even the content of some books and courses—interfered with their ability 
 
191 Sue, et al. published the seminal article, “Racial Microaggressions in Everyday Life: Implications for 
Clinical Practice,“ in American Psychologist in 2007 before his book, Microaggressions in Everyday Life: 
Race, Gender, and Sexual Orientation, in 2010. 
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to function” (6). They introduce students’ claims of physical and psychological trauma—
the legitimate science of microaggression theory—to quickly rewrite them as preposterous 
interpretations that should be experienced “merely as discomfort” (7). Lenore Skenazy, co-
author with Haidt of “The Fragile Generation,” speculates that “millennials [are] missing 
adult milestones today” because they were overprotected as kids from risk and 
“discomfort” (n.p.). All of these anti-youth cultural critics suggest that our kids would 
become more well-adjusted and productive adults if they were exposed to discomfort, but 
this term itself—“discomfort”— undermines the science of microaggression trauma and 
falsely equates white discomfort with the trauma of routinized microaggressions and 
assaults on black dignity only made more legitimate by routine institutional violence.192 
Literature of the protest renaissance, in a direct affront to these privileged, apologist 
discourses, exposes the physicality of microaggressions, and works like Dear Martin or 
Rankine’s Citizen stress this corporeality by depicting the microaggression as an assault on 
the black body and psyche. In Citizen, the speaker regularly experiences a microaggression 
as bodily trauma, describing the experiences as fatiguing, as affecting taste and smell, as 
“inflammation” (8, 117). “Yes, and the body has memory,” she writes. “The physical 
carriage hauls more than its weight. The body is the threshold across which each 
objectionable call passes into consciousness” (28). For Justyce, the trauma of both the 
microaggressions and the police encounter blend together, resulting in a blurring of 
physical pain and emotional anguish. Justyce regularly experiences residual pain in his 
 
192 Nadal points out the anti-intellectualism of microaggression critics when he claims that “naysayers have 
continued to invalidate others’ perceptions of microaggressions, without acknowledging the abundance of 
empirical studies that support their existence and impact” (4). He also contrasts the skepticism of 
microaggression trauma with the widespread support for PTSD: “In other words, although people who 
experience PTSD are taught that external reasons are the causes for their mental illness, people who face 
discrimination are taught that internal reasons are why they are suffering” (13). 
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wrists, a callback to the tight handcuffs at the novel’s start, during intense social encounters 
(48, 78-79, 117, 208). Recollections and thoughts of police brutality punctuate Justyce’s 
social life, as his mind regularly turns to his own arrest and to the murders of black teens 
on the news, often in direct succession: 
Every day I walk through the halls of that elitist-ass school, I feel like I 
don’t belong there, and every time Jared or one of them opens their damn 
mouth, I’m reminded they agree. Every time I turn on the news and see 
another black person gunned down, I’m reminded that people look at me 
and see a threat instead of a human being. (95)  
One of the black adults in the novel, Manny’s father, reinforces this connection when he 
apologizes for not preparing the boys for both racial profiling by police and racial 
microaggressions at school (112). Most of the novel, however, depicts Justyce’s descent 
into rage and hopelessness as he gets into fights with other students, seeks council from a 
juvenile delinquent arrested for murder, and nearly joins a gang. At times he reflects, “what 
is the point in trying to do right?,” and at others he expresses a yearning to resist self-
destructive thinking like believing in “the Black Man’s Curse” (145, 146). When Justyce 
visits a drug dealer and gang leader, Martel, seeking some answers to his rage, he entertains 
the question of whether vengeance will ease his pain before running to the door (163-4). 
Justyce’s turmoil only intensifies in the second half of the novel when Manny is murdered 
and Justyce is injured by an off-duty cop over a dispute about loud rap music.193 The news 
continues to report the incident with bias and Justyce’s testimony at the trial fails to 
convince the jury when the defense depicts him as hot-headed and unreliable because of 
 
193 This off-duty cop shouts at Manny and Justyce to turn down the music, calling them “assholes” in the 
process. Manny turns the volume up in response before cursing back and giving the man the finger. Justyce 
moves to turn the volume down, and as he reaches, the man fires three shots into the car, killing Manny and 
putting Justyce in critical condition (118-123). 
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his response to “perceived verbal slights” (190).194 Through his letters to Martin, Justyce 
describes his efforts to reckon with the rage that “makes him want to burn the world down,” 
and all the while, the narrative refuses to draw lines separating microaggressions from 
police brutality when identifying the many sources of his trauma (127). 
Incidents of racial microaggressions and police brutality in Dear Martin only 
intensify as the novel progresses, and as they do, Justyce, like Rashad, Quinn, and Starr 
before him, must learn to use his voice as a weapon and a means of self-determination. For 
a Halloween party, Justyce agrees to join Jared, Manny, and their friends as part of a 
cultural stereotype collective, complete with a “Thug,” “Token Black Guy,” 
“Yuppie/Politician,” “Surfer Dude,” “Redneck,” and “Klansman” (39-40). Justyce 
questions the idea at first, but he decides, through a misinterpretation of Martin’s definition 
of “integration,” to try to get along with the white guys from school. When a black teenager 
from his neighborhood calls out their offensive costumes, particularly the Klansman outfit, 
Justyce speaks up in defense: “Trey, he didn’t mean anything by it, dawg. We were doing 
this satire thing with stereotypes, and it went too far. Lesson learned” (43). At another party 
hosted by Blake (the teenager who chose to wear the Klansman costume), Justyce seethes 
when he sees the minstrel posters and paraphernalia decorating the basement. He was 
already enraged by the black lawn jockey outside, but having to socialize casually 
underneath pictures of “William H. West’s Big Minstrel Jubilee” drives him closer to the 
edge (89-90). He drinks to suppress his understandable outrage and to numb his sensible 
offense at the racial artifacts around the house, but his fury comes to a head when Blake 
 
194 The news report fails to clarify that the white man shot into the vehicle with two black teenagers inside, 
initially asking the reader to speculate about who fired at whom (123). Another report publishes quotes 
from random and ill-informed locals who state, “The man was defending himself from thugs” and “[The] 
[p]rosecutor pulled the race card, and the grand jury bought it hook, line, and sinker” (131). 
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asks for his and Manny’s help in seducing a black girl: “Homegirl’s got the fattest ass I’ve 
ever seen, and I think if she meets my niggas, I’ll have a good chance of getting’ [sic] her 
upstairs” (90). 
Justyce finally breaks, and he calls out the racism of Blake’s décor, his language, 
and his attempt to use their blackness as a tool for his personal gain. His protest draws, 
nevertheless, predictable defensive maneuvers as Blake and Jared call him irrational and 
hypersensitive (91-93). Even his best friend, Manny, insists that Justyce is “way too 
sensitive” (93). Justyce ends up punching all three of them, revealing that even though he 
has started to speak up, he still suffers from a pain and rage that destroy his dignity from 
the inside out. He asks Martin in the next letter how to live with these assaults on his self-
worth—“Do I just take what they dish out, try to stop being ‘so sensitive’?” (95)—and 
reflects that the only answer he has to the question “Why are black people so angry all the 
time?” is “how else am I supposed to feel?” (96). Stone measures Justyce’s progress against 
Manny’s, who fails (at first) to see the significance of racial microaggressions or perhaps 
decides that his capitulation is a fair trade for the perks of their friendship. A few days after 
his fight with Justyce, Manny confesses that he had to bite his tongue all day with Jared 
and his friends. In one particular instance, they made racist jokes about a black woman and 
her children, which prompted Manny to speak out: “I couldn’t take it any more, Jus. I called 
him on it, and he rolled his eyes. Told me to ‘stop being so fucking sensitive’” (108). 
Manny adds that he finally realized how his silence and his dismissal of Justyce’s protests 
had condoned their racist behavior (108). Through Manny’s eventual awakening, Stone 
suggests that Justyce’s voice of protest, albeit unrefined and delivered with uncontrolled 
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violence, has the power to embolden others.195 Even though Justyce often works through 
his pain individually and in isolation, his decision to speak out connects his trauma to others 
in the community like Manny and creates the opportunity for a chain reaction as one voice 
of protest perpetually inspires another. Justyce’s voice, however, has far fewer political 
implications than the voices of Rashad, Quinn, or Starr who use their platforms to help 
organize support for mass demonstrations, to educate others, and to rally outrage in the 
name of police accountability. Instead, Dear Martin highlights the influence of racial 
trauma and personal healing instead of voice, offering a more ideological than social 
protest. 
Dear Martin’s representation of racial trauma, its indictment of the white 
supremacy within our institutions and our language, and its depiction of identity as born 
through protest are the novel’s greatest contributions to 21st-century race youth. Yet unlike 
All American Boys and The Hate U Give, my other examples of the protest renaissance, 
Dear Martin internalizes protest and often keeps it there, for the novel ends with Justyce 
discovering how to be true to himself instead of participating in a die-in or using his voice 
to effect change with a bullhorn in hand. Instead, Stone proposes that Justyce’s resistance 
against internalized racism and self-destructive resentment is a valuable and transformative 
protest on its own; he discovers that becoming his own person, as cliché as it sounds, is 
anything but a cliché for black youth who are reminded daily of the precarity of black life 
and the disparagement of black humanity. Under the tutelage of Doc, the Societal Evolution 
 
195 In addition to the novel’s regular and uncritical depictions of toxic masculinity (i.e. Justyce’s and 
Manny’s fistfights with others and each other), Dear Martin also depicts Justyce as homophobic for humor, 
like when Manny wants to hug him after a disagreement and Justyce responds, “You really creep me out 
sometimes” (110). All of the novels studied here are quite heteronormative, which illustrates a glaring 
oversight regarding the queer origins of Black Lives Matter movement and contemporary intersectionality. 
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teacher, Justyce eventually learns how to manage his rage by focusing less on changing the 
attitudes of the world around him and more on changing himself. Doc encourages Justyce 
to think of this question when he starts to feel hopeless: “If nothing in the world ever 
changes, what type of man are you gonna be?” (152). With Doc’s wisdom in mind, Justyce 
reflects in his final letter to Martin that his “Be Like Martin” experiment—Stone’s allusion, 
no doubt, to the initials of the Black Lives Matter movement—failed him because he was 
asking himself the wrong questions (82, 202). He recognizes that instead of asking, “What 
would Martin do?,” he should have been asked, “Who would Martin BE?” (202). With this 
final revelation, Stone reveals that 21st-century race youth should live for themselves, not 
for the expectations that anti-black and anti-youth discourses have set for them. For black 
youth who are disproportionately targeted by police, subjected to cultural racism in their 
daily interactions, and dismissed as hypersensitive and unreasonable, self-determination 
alone is a righteous protest against racial trauma and a psychology of oppression. Dear 
Martin offers these race youth a black teenager who validates their pain and their 
perspective so that they, like Justyce, will be empowered to set their own course which, 
one hopes, will lead to anti-racist activism that brings about social change, although the 
novel does not dictate that conclusion. 
Dear Martin’s version of protest, characterized by an inner transformation that 
leads to self-determination, exemplifies how the protest renaissance is a decidedly 
neoliberal, 21st-century phenomenon. Justyce’s concluding resolution—to be a self-
determined individual focused on character over action—illustrates how the protest 
renaissance of contemporary YA fiction hinges on individualism and identity development. 
Even the other two novels, which conclude with public, anti-racist mass protests, 
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emphasize voice and establish inner transformation as a prerequisite for collective action 
or social activism. This neoliberalism has its limitations, particularly when depicted as the 
resolution for Justyce in Dear Martin; self-determination and individual voice seems like 
a feeble weapon against deep-seated and systemic racism in American culture. Stone’s 
allusion to Black Lives Matter, for example, substitutes personal healing for political 
pressure, a move which erases the organization, labor, and reform initiatives of the global 
grassroots movement. Voice, or rather speaking out against injustice, is a legitimate 
weapon against white supremacy; nonetheless, routing black activism through voice 
arguably shifts attention away from much-needed institutional and economic reform, 
particularly when YA authors depict voice as reactionary and the result of personal growth. 
The neoliberalism of the protest renaissance, however, is well-suited for the genre 
of YA fiction, a genre ultimately concerned with the coming-of-age, personality 
development of adolescents. An emphasis on individual voice and self-determination 
satisfies a somewhat sentimental genre that upholds identity development as the indicator 
of maturation: coming-of-age in contemporary YA means figuring out who you are and 
who you want to be. Moreover, what I demonstrate in this chapter is that 21st-century YA 
must emphasize voice and inner transformation as a rebuttal to the anti-youth efforts to 
silence and dismiss young activists. During a cultural climate when anti-youth discourses 
routinely invalidate and dismiss accusations of microaggressions and demands for racial 
justice, young people need authors who will embolden them to speak up. By characterizing 
protest as an individual endeavor—one that fuses identity development with the confidence 
to call out daily microaggressions—these authors confront anti-youth discourses with a 
protest narrative that aims to cultivate future activists. Reading the protest renaissance 
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through the context of anti-youth discourses illustrates how black authors envision what it 
would take to raise up a generation of race youth, even if that vision is rooted in neoliberal 
ideologies more than actual protest strategies or social change.  
Young Adult authors of the protest renaissance have not gotten enough credit for 
what their collective vision of race youth offers young readers. While all three novels 
studied here rightly condemn police brutality and the injustices of anti-black violence, they 
also instruct 21st-century youth to see racism as a system that reaches into the most 
mundane, everyday decisions of our lives, from where to sit at lunch (All American Boys) 
and what tone to use around which people (The Hate U Give) to what music to play on the 
radio (Dear Martin). Oluo, an oft-cited critic in this chapter, explains that understanding 
the vastness of systemic racism can paradoxically empower people to dismantle it, piece 
by piece: “When we look at racism as a system, it becomes much larger and more 
complicated than it seemed before—but there is also more opportunity to address the 
various parts of it” (36). While the black youth of these novels expose the range of cultural 
racism from police brutality to microaggressions, they also model how confronting one 
aspect of racism chips away at the whole. Thus, YA literature of the protest renaissance 
offers a complex narrative of multifaceted racism, from the institutional to the 
interpersonal; it emboldens black youth to keep speaking, to keep objecting, and to keep 
calling out injustice wherever and whenever it appears. When a discursive assault on the 
voices of young people have attempted to reroute the legitimate critiques of racism into the 
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